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Abstract 
 

Blowflies (Diptera: Calliphoridae) are commonly the first colonisers of carrion. 

Forensic entomologists are able to estimate a minimum post-mortem interval by 

examining the eldest immature stage collected from the scene. For a minimum 

post-mortem interval estimation to be calculated, developmental data of the 

species is commonly subtracted from total developmental time. Information 

regarding events prior to death such as post-mortem relocation, mortuary 

behaviour and origin can also be determined from collected samples, in 

particular those from archaeological sites. The information, however, relies on 

accurate species identification. Currently, several methods are employed on 

insect samples. These involve both morphological and molecular techniques. 

With the constant development of molecular genetics, new methods are being 

developed which show potential for species identification. This thesis examines 

the use of such techniques on both contemporary and museum-stored insect 

samples. 

 

Deep sequencing technology, nested-PCR and light microscopy were used to 

examine the utility of a combined approach for the identification of insect 

samples collected from two sets of mummified remains. In both cases, species 

identification was successful, and origin was determined in one case. Results 

showed the importance of a multi-technique approach, with emphasis on utilising 

both morphological and molecular techniques to assign identity. 

 

Multi-gene analysis was used to examine the utility of several genes from both 

mitochondrial and nuclear DNA to assign species status of the South African 

blowfly Calliphora croceipalpis (Diptera: Calliphroidae). Using the Cytochrome 

Oxidase I gene, Internal Transcribed Spacer 2 and the Carbamoylphosphate 

Synthetase gene, species identity was determined. It was found that 

identification of C. croceipalpis must be under taken with care due to possible 

morphological similarities due to founder effects with Calliphora vicina and it is 

recommended to use a multi-gene approach for identification of calliphorids. 

 

Inter-simple sequence repeat-polymerase chain reaction was investigated for its 

applicability as a rapid identification tool for forensically important calliphorids. 
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Examining 26 calliphorid species and several populations within many of the 

species collected globally, the existence of species-specific bands was 

examined. Results showed that large amounts of interspecific and intraspecific 

variation were seen, with no species-specific bands detected. It is recommended 

that inter-simple sequence repeat not to be used as a rapid tool for calliphorid 

identification, but it may have a use as a population-based tool. 

 

The analysis of molecular techniques showed that with new recent techniques, 

such as next generation sequencing, the information that is gained from 

museum-stored samples, could aid in historical findings. Significant information 

such as geographic origin and historical events has been determined from 

molecular work. The use of a multi-gene approach is recommended when 

analysing closely related species, due to recent divergence. Analysing both 

nuclear and mitochondrial genes increase the accuracy of species identification. 

The use of a rapid molecular technique for identifying entomological samples 

would be a fundamental and valuable tool. Although cytochrome oxidase I 

amplification and sequencing are relatively time-consuming, they are more 

reliable indicator of species than inter simple sequence repeat analysis. It can 

therefore be concluded from this study that the application of molecular 

techniques for the identification of both contemporary and museum samples can 

provide a wealth of information to help both forensic and archaeological case 

studies.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction 

 

 

 

1.1  Forensic Entomology 
 

Forensic entomology is, by definition, the discipline of utilising insects and other 

arthropods to aid legal investigations (Byrd & Castner, 2009).  Of the many uses 

of entomology in forensic analysis, the most significant is to specify a minimum 

post mortem interval (PMImin). This is achieved by two complementary 

approaches. Firstly, insect assemblages present on cadavers or carrion are 

examined and compared against known decomposition rates. Secondly, the 

maximum age of the insects collected from carrion or cadavers is determined, 

indicating the minimum time since death occurred.  

 

Of all the insects that are related to the decomposition process, it is arguably the 

family Calliphoridae (Diptera) that are of greatest relevance as these are usually 

the first colonisers of an exposed cadaver. A forensic entomologist is able to 

estimate a PMImin through knowledge of published and known developmental 

rates and lifecycle attributes of a particular insect. This thesis investigates the 

utility of identification techniques; both previously used and newly developed, to 

aid in determination of rapid identification, origin and seasonality of single and 

pooled insect samples. 

 

1.2 The Diptera 
 

Comprising between 86,000-120,000 known species, the Diptera are one of the 

largest insect orders. They are predominantly diurnal, cosmopolitan in 

distribution and are commonly found associated with flowers or decaying matter 

(James, 1947; Zumpt & Patterson, 1952; Norris, 1965; Smith, 1986). They are 

characterised by possessing forewings that are primarily used for flight and a 

modified second pair known as halteres that are used in flight stabilisation (figure 

1.1) (Wigglesworth, 1972). Adults are generally larger than 0.5mm, soft bodied 
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and possess two large compound eyes on a highly mobile head. The antennae 

vary in structure and form and used primarily for smell, confirmed by Lefebvre 

(1838) in Hymenoptera and later confirmed in Muscids and other insects 

(Holmgren, 1903).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The larvae are elongated, cylindrical and segmented with absent legs, wings, 

antennae and head region (Smith, 1986). They are commonly white or cream in 

colour (figure 1.2). The pupae of dipteran species are always adecticous and 

commonly coarctate as opposed to obtect and exarate (figure 1.3) (Gillott, 2005).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Light microscopy lateral image of Calliphora vomitoria (Diptera: Calliphoridae) thorax 

and abdomen. The halters, which are the modified pair of wings used for flight stabilisation, can 

be seen indicated by the red arrow. Magnification: x20  

a 

b 

c 

Figure 1.2: Light microscopy image showing the colouration and segmentation of the anterior of 

a C. vomitoria larva. The larva is composed of 12 segments (a) with the anterior spiracle (b) 

located close to the mouth hooks (c). Magnification: x40 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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1.2.1 The Calliphoridae 
 

With over 1000 species, this is one of the largest insect families and contains the 

major carrion feeding insects. The Calliphoridae are located within the Diptera 

order and are of fundamental forensic importance. Members of this family 

facilitate environmental processes such as the breakdown of organic matter 

(James, 1947; Smith, 1973). The calliphorids are of great significance to forensic 

entomologists since these flies are attracted to decomposing remains and 

knowledge of the timing and duration of their lifecycle has been widely used to 

underpin time since death calculations.  The calliphorids exhibit the ability to 

exploit nutrient rich resources such as carrion and domestic and commercial 

food waste, making them important in the decomposition process (Zumpt & 

Patterson, 1952; Norris, 1965; Smith, 1986). They are commonly the first insects 

to detect and colonise carrion and are the insects most frequently found on 

carrion (Smith, 1986; Byrd & Castner, 2009). Calliphorid eggs and larvae can 

primarily be found in sites that provide good conditions for oviposition, mainly 

moist areas including orifices, open wounds and underneath clothing, that 

prevent the desiccation of eggs (Erzinclioglu, 1986). The calliphorids display 

species-dependent oviposition behaviour such as oviparity, the laying of eggs, 
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molts. At least five hormones are involved in eclosion
(see also section 6.3). A few days prior to eclosion the
ecdysteroid level declines, and a series of physiological
and behavioral events are initiated in preparation for
ecdysis, including the release of two neuropeptides.
Ecdysis-triggering hormone (ETH), from epitra-
cheal glands called Inka cells, and eclosion hormone
(EH), from neurosecretory cells in the brain, act in con-
cert to trigger pre-eclosion behavior, such as seeking 
a site suitable for ecdysis and movements to aid later
extrication from the old cuticle. ETH is released first and
ETH and EH stimulate each other’s release, forming a
positive feedback loop. The build-up of EH also releases

crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP) from cells
in the ventral nerve cord. CCAP switches off pre-
eclosion behavior and switches on eclosion behavior,
including abdominal contraction and wing-base 
movements, and accelerates heartbeat. EH appears
also to permit the release of further neurohormones – 
bursicon and cardiopeptides – that are involved 
in wing expansion after ecdysis. The cardiopeptides
stimulate the heart, facilitating movement of hemo-
lymph into the thorax and thus into the wings.
Bursicon induces a brief increase in cuticle plasticity
that allows wing expansion, followed by sclerotization
of the cuticle in its expanded form.

Fig. 6.7 Examples of pupal types. Exarate decticous pupae: (a) Megaloptera: Sialidae; (b) Mecoptera: Bittacidae. Exarate
adecticous pupae: (c) Coleoptera: Dermestidae; (d) Hymenoptera: Vespidae; (e,f ) Diptera: Calliphoridae, puparium and pupa
within. Obtect adecticous pupae: (g) Lepidoptera: Cossidae; (h) Lepidoptera: Saturniidae; (i) Lepidoptera: Papilionidae, chrysalis;
(j) Coleoptera: Coccinellidae. ((a) After Evans 1978; (b,c,e,g) after CSIRO 1970; (d) after Chu 1949; (h) after Common 1990; 
(i) after Common & Waterhouse 1972; (j) after Palmer 1914.)
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molts. At least five hormones are involved in eclosion
(see also section 6.3). A few days prior to eclosion the
ecdysteroid level declines, and a series of physiological
and behavioral events are initiated in preparation for
ecdysis, including the release of two neuropeptides.
Ecdysis-triggering hormone (ETH), from epitra-
cheal glands called Inka cells, and eclosion hormone
(EH), from neurosecretory cells in the brain, act in con-
cert to trigger pre-eclosion behavior, such as seeking 
a site suitable for ecdysis and movements to aid later
extrication from the old cuticle. ETH is released first and
ETH and EH stimulate each other’s release, forming a
positive feedback loop. The build-up of EH also releases

crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP) from cells
in the ventral nerve cord. CCAP switches off pre-
eclosion behavior and switches on eclosion behavior,
including abdominal contraction and wing-base 
movements, and accelerates heartbeat. EH appears
also to permit the release of further neurohormones – 
bursicon and cardiopeptides – that are involved 
in wing expansion after ecdysis. The cardiopeptides
stimulate the heart, facilitating movement of hemo-
lymph into the thorax and thus into the wings.
Bursicon induces a brief increase in cuticle plasticity
that allows wing expansion, followed by sclerotization
of the cuticle in its expanded form.

Fig. 6.7 Examples of pupal types. Exarate decticous pupae: (a) Megaloptera: Sialidae; (b) Mecoptera: Bittacidae. Exarate
adecticous pupae: (c) Coleoptera: Dermestidae; (d) Hymenoptera: Vespidae; (e,f ) Diptera: Calliphoridae, puparium and pupa
within. Obtect adecticous pupae: (g) Lepidoptera: Cossidae; (h) Lepidoptera: Saturniidae; (i) Lepidoptera: Papilionidae, chrysalis;
(j) Coleoptera: Coccinellidae. ((a) After Evans 1978; (b,c,e,g) after CSIRO 1970; (d) after Chu 1949; (h) after Common 1990; 
(i) after Common & Waterhouse 1972; (j) after Palmer 1914.)
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Figure 1.3: Image showing the various morphological forms of pupariation. Exarate decticious 

pupae have appendages not appressed to the body of the insect such as Megaloptera and 

Mecoptera. Exarate adecticious pupae, such as Coleoptera, Hymenoptera and Diptera have a 

highly sclerotized cuticle. Obtect adecticious pupariation is found within Lepidoptera and some 

species of Coleoptera (Gullan, 2005). 
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and ovoviviparity, the laying of live young. In evolutionary terms, this has allowed 

species in this family to adapt to a wide range of environmental conditions.  

 

The use of entomology in the field of forensics can be dated back to the 13th 

Century; however, it was not until the last 50 years that the science has played a 

role in the application of forensic science to criminal investigations (Tzu, 1924; 

Benecke, 2001).  

 

With the acceptance of entomological evidence in a court of law, studies 

involving decomposition and insect succession were being published on a much 

more regular basis.  

 

1.3 Applications of Forensic Entomology 
 

The rapid increase in the number of studies and widening scope in entomology, 

in particular to cases relating to criminal case work, allowed the application of 

forensic entomology to be subdivided into three categories: Urban Entomology, 

Stored Product Entomology and Medico-Legal Entomology and these are 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

1.3.1 Urban Entomology 
 

Urban entomology refers to the application of forensic entomology to human 

society and man-made structures. These can include fly infestation of human 

settlements (Newson, 1977), poultry care (Gennard, 2012), myiasis in livestock 

and humans (Stevens, 2003; Huntington et al., 2008; Kuria et al., 2010; Amendt 

et al., 2011;  Kingu et al., 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2012) and termite infestations  

(Catts, 1992; Byrd & Castner, 2009).  

 

1.3.2 Stored Product Entomology 
 

Stored-product entomology deals with the investigation of insect infestations 

within food or other stored products. Phytophagous insects commonly 

associated with these types of cases are Dermestidae, Psychodidae and 

Formicidae (Terbrush, 1972; Gorham, 1975; Gennard, 2012). Other insects 
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encountered in stored product entomology are Phoridae, Muscidae and 

Calliphoridae. Determination of the responsibility for stored product infestations 

can often lead to long and expensive litigation and entomological studies have 

helped by finding how and when the insects infested the products. 

 

1.3.3  Medico-legal Entomology 
 
Medico-legal entomology is by the far the most used discipline of these three 

categories of forensic entomology. This area concerns the utility of arthropods 

present on carrion and knowledge of their lifecycles to help in criminal 

investigations. Typical applications of arthropods in forensic investigations are: 

 

• Estimation of a PMImin from insect assemblages found on the 

body (Catts, 1992; Marchenko, 2001). 

• Determination of possible substances within the individual 

and circumstances surrounding death (Goff & Lord, 1994; 

Introna et al., 2001; Roeterdink et al., 2004). 

• Providing evidence for the possible relocation and origin of 

cadavers (Hwang et al., 2005, 2009; Picard & Wells, 2010). 

• Investigation of possible neglect involving children or the 

elderly (Benecke & Lessig, 2001; Benecke et al., 2004). 

 

Within the first 72 hours following death, pathological processes such as body 

temperature and livor- and rigor-mortis can be used to estimate an accurate 

PMImin (Saukko & Knight, 2004). After 72 hours, these methods cease to provide 

an acceptable and validated estimation of minimum time since death. 

Arthropods, primarily blowflies, are the first colonisers of the body and forensic 

entomology becomes the most accurate method used to estimate a time of death 

(Warren, 2006; Nelson, 2008).  

 

1.4   Microbiological Effects on Colonisation 
 

Following death, the body goes through significant changes, both biological and 

chemical. It is these changes that make the body an ephemeral and attractive 

source for insect activity. Decomposing carrion provides an ecosystem 
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consisting of niches for a multitude of organisms ranging from insects (Carter et 

al., 2007; Eberhardt & Elliot, 2008; Bucheli et al., 2009; Horenstein et al., 2010; 

Segura et al., 2011), microorganisms such as Proteus mirabilis and Escherichia 

coli (Amendt et al., 2010; Tomberlin et al., 2012) and scavengers such as 

domestic animals, small rodents and vultures (Amendt et al., 2010; O’Brien et al., 

2010). 

 

The decomposition of the body can be characterised into specific stages, 

depending on both the physiological and chemical changes that are occurring.  

 

As the proteins, lipids and carbohydrates are broken down, a by-product is the 

release of cadaveric volatile organic compounds (VOC) into the atmosphere, 

creating an odour plume. The blowflies detect the VOC, such as phenol, 

putrescine, cadaverine and butanoic acid, in the odour plume, from potentially 

several miles away and become attracted to the decomposing body. The 

composition of these VOC has been suggested to play an important role in how 

attractive the remains are to colonisers. Species such as Lucilia sericata 

(Diptera: Calliphoridae) and Musca domestica (Diptera: Muscidae), have been 

shown to be attracted to high quantities of dimethyl disulphide (DMDS), which is 

a common VOC found on decomposing carrion (Statheropoulos et al., 2005; 

Frederickx, et al., 2012).  

 

Bacterial quorum sensing also plays an important role in the attractiveness of the 

body to certain organisms. Tomberlin et al. (2012) showed that Proteus mirabilis 

was a major facilitator in the behaviour of L. sericata around decomposing 

remains due to swarming of bacteria. Wild-type P. mirabilis was shown to attract 

L. sericata whereas P. mirabilis that was mutated by transposon mutagenesis 

could not produce swarming behaviour in L. sericata (Tomberlin et al., 2011; 

Tomberlin et al., 2012)  

 

1.4   Blowfly Lifecycle 
 

An oviparous blowfly undergoes specific metamorphic changes throughout its 

development (figure 1.4). This lifecycle begins with the female blowfly becoming 

attracted to the carrion and seek a place for feeding and oviposition. Arrival of 
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blowflies on the body can occur within minutes of death (Anderson & 

VanLaerhoven, 1996) and is dependant on factors such as moisture, 

pheromones, VOC, bacterial  assemblage (Tomberlin et al., 2012), other insects 

and abiotic factors such as shade or light. Once an appropriate site for 

oviposition has been found, the female blowfly will lay large batches of eggs 

(figure 1.4a). Oviposition behaviour differs between species with some such as 

Calliphora vicina (Robineau-Devoidy) (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and L. sericata 

laying batches of eggs as opposed to species such as Calliphoira dubia (Diptera: 

Calliphoridae) and Calliphora stygia (Diptera: Calliphoridae) laying live young 

(Cook & Dadour, 2011).  Eggs are typically laid in facial or genital orifices to 

prevent desiccation and predation by other foraging insects such as 

Hymenoptera (Smith, 1986). The eggs are generally cylindrical in shape and are 

usually 0.9mm-1.5mm in length and 0.3-0.4mm wide.  

 

Following the eclosion of the larvae from the egg, secreted enzymes begin to 

digest the soft tissue of the carrion and the larvae will begin feeding. Blowfly 

larvae, depending on species, will typically have 12 segments and a set of 

anteriorly positioned mouth hooks and a cephalopharyngeal skeleton. The 

posterior end of the larvae exhibits a set of posterior spiracles and tubercles. 

Calliphorid larvae go through three larval moults (figure 1.4b), with larvae ranging 

from approximately 2-22mm in length. 
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Insects are poikilothermic, so their developmental rate is heavily dependent on 

temperature. Larvae in the 2nd and 3rd instar aggregate on the carrion to form 

maggot masses. These masses can decrease the amount of time needed for the 

larvae to develop due to the increase in temperature within the maggot mass 

(Huntington et al., 2007; Kelly et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2012). The above-

ambient temperature within these masses can be a problem when studying 

developmental rates and is an additional variable that can influence PMImin 

estimations. 

 

With the cessation of feeding, the post-feeding or wandering stage begins. At 

this stage, the contents of the crop are emptied (Singh & Bala, 2009; Gennard, 

2012). The post-feeding larva seeks a suitable place for pupariation, typically in a 

dark place and under objects to avoid predation. The wandering behaviour is 

dependent on species, as C. vicina is known to migrate up to a distance of 6-10 

metres to pupate whereas Phormia regina (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and 

Figure 1.4: Schematic showing an oviparous blowfly lifecycle. The fly will oviposit eggs (a), which 

over time develop into the larvae. This stage undergoes three instars (b). Once the larva has fed, it 

will seek an area for pupariation, forming a puparium, which encases the pupa (c). An adult blowfly 

(d) emerges from the puparium once development has completed and the cycle repeats. Image is of 

C. vicina. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Protophormia terranvoae (Diptera: Calliphoridae) primarily pupate on the food 

source (Gennard, 2012).  

 

Pupae are of particular importance in PMI estimations because of the length of 

time spent in this stage, in some cases occupying more than 75% of the total 

developmental time, and their persistence at crime scenes (Greenberg, 1991; 

Catts & Haskell, 2005). Once the pupa has undergone metamorphic changes 

such as tagmata development, bristle and appendage formation and colouration 

(Davies, personal communication), the blowfly emerges.  

 

Adult calliphorids are generally medium sized and range from 6-14mm in length. 

The main blowfly species in the United Kingdom are either metallic blue or green 

and in some species, covered by a fine layer of dust, making the fly appear a dull 

shade of colour (figure 1.5). The two main subfamilies present in the United 

Kingdom, and major facilitators in the decomposition process, are the 

Calliphorinae and Luciliinae. Within the United States, the main facilitators and 

primary colonisers are Calliphorinae, Lucilinae and Chrysomyinae (Singh & 

Wells, 2013). 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

When estimating a PMImin, two approaches are used; successional assemblage 

and the determination of developmental rates of collected insects. It is important 

to know the circumstances surrounding the carrion or cadaver as both factors as 

limitations exist that can significantly affect both of the approaches.  

 

Figure 1.5: Light microscopy image of C. vomitoria. The thorax and abdomen appears dull in 

colour due to the fine dust that covers the body. Magnification: x4 
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1.6   Decomposition 
 

The decomposition process consists of five continuous, non-discrete stages; 

fresh, bloat, decay, dry and skeletal. Many studies have described the distinct 

changes that occur during each of these stages, (Anderson & Hobischak, 2004; 

Carter et al., 2007; Matuszewski et al., 2008; Matuszewski et al., 2010)  

 

The fresh stage is the moment after death and lasts until the body starts to 

exhibit bloating. The body becomes discoloured due to internal decomposition 

and bacteria build up. The insects that are commonly first to appear at the body 

during the fresh stage are the Calliphoridae, followed by Sarcophagidae.  

 

With the build up of gases from anaerobic bacteria in the abdomen of the body, 

the bloat stage commences. This stage is predominantly heavily infested with 

blowfly and maggot mass activity (Catts & Haskell, 1992). 

 

Once the gases escape from the body and it deflates, this begins the onset of 

the decay stage. Coleoptera begin to feed on the tissue and cartilage and 

predators such as staphylinids become more apparent, feeding on the 

necrophages (Amendt et al., 2010). Most of the blowfly activity is completed at 

the end of the decay stage, with most soft tissue depleted. Calliphorid pupae can 

be predominantly found towards the end of this decomposition stage. 

 

The dry stage is where the Diptera cease to colonise the body, which consists 

primarily of bone, skin, cartilage and hair. The Coleoptera, in particular the 

Dermestidae, have been shown to be the predominant species present during 

this decomposition stage (Amendt et al., 2010). 

 

The skeletal stage is when only the skeletal remains are present. Very little to no 

carrion feeding insects are present and soil dwelling arthropods, such as Acari 

and Collembola, have been shown to be the most predominant taxa (Merritt et 

al., 2007; Perotti et al., 2009).  

 

However, as the degree of change in each stage is somewhat subjective, it can 

sometimes prove difficult to define precisely the onset and transition of each 
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stage. Research has recently been done to examine whether the five initial 

successional stages, as previously described, can be broken down in terms of 

insect activity, as many processes are occurring, both at a chemical, behavioural 

and physiological level. Tomberlin et al. (2012) divided these changes into five 

phases, integrated into the pre-colonisation interval and the post-colonisation 

interval (figure 1.6). By breaking the succession into more intricate stages, 

involving the interactions of insects with both the body and microbes, it allows a 

multitude of organisms to be characterised into more specific stages. Defining 

the transition from each stage however can be difficult. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Factors exist that can either deter insect colonisation or indeed decrease or 

increase the total accumulative degree hours (ADH), which is the accumulated 

time needed to develop between upper and lower developmental thresholds 

(Amendt et al., 2004). A summary of some of these factors can be found in table 

1.1. It is imperative that the forensic entomologist take into account these factors 

when present, otherwise a PMImin could be under- or over-estimated. 
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Figure 1
Framework proposed for entomological phases of the decomposition process for vertebrate remains (phases not to scale).

Period of insect
activity (PIA): the
time interval
encompassing
arthropod association
with decomposing
remains

in terms of the period of insect activity (PIA),
defined as the time from arthropod coloniza-
tion until discovery of the remains.

A more explicit recognition that PMI and
PIA are usually, but not always, strongly re-
lated will promote better interpretation of re-
sults and systematic evaluation of potential
sources of error, a key feature of Daubert stan-
dards and the NRC recommendations. Con-
sequently, those implementing current meth-
ods need to be mindful of data limitations.
The proposed framework will guide research
that builds understanding of the sources of er-
ror in forensic entomology by applying basic
science.

Conceptual Framework for
Forensic Entomology
This proposed framework is a generality, meant
primarily to guide future research. Forensic
entomology should be framed in terms of

multidisciplinary ecological concepts to ad-
vance understanding of the carrion decompo-
sition process and to explain observed error
and variation. The framework is based on these
concepts to make it objective and to provide
a roadmap for the application of principles of
ecology and molecular biology to forensic en-
tomology. Furthermore, we advocate the use
of terms that reflect the basic dynamics of de-
composition that transcend forensics and re-
flect concepts that can be used to guide basic
research. Undoubtedly, the temporal scale of
the given intervals and phases will change de-
pending on the arthropod species and specific
environmental factors examined.

Background and rationale. There are im-
portant elements composing the behavioral
ecology of arthropods that use carrion (e.g.,
human remains). These include, but are not
limited to, (a) evolutionary underpinnings
of effective foraging, (b) carrion signaling
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Figure 1.6: Schematic showing the phases proposed by Tomberlin et al., (2012) with the 

inclusion of bacteria, chemical and physiological cues in terms of insect activity, (Note: not to 

scale)  
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Table 1.1: Table showing a summary of various decomposition factors that have been shown to 

limit or alter both time of succession and rate of decomposition. All factors must be considered 

when calculating a PMImin. 

 
Variable Effects References 

Clothed 
versus 
unclothed 

Limited access. Restricted to species that 
enter dwellings such as C. vicina, P. regina, 
L. sericata and Pr. terranovae. Delay of up 
to 5 days. 

Goff, (1991); Anderson & 
VanLaerhoven, (1996) 

Burial Decomposition and successional pattern 
dependant on depth of burial. Minimum 
delay in colonisation of 2 weeks.  

Rodriguez & Bass (1985); 
Campobasso et al., (2001); Merritt 
et al., (2007); Vass et al., (2008); 
Balme et al., (2012) 

Hanging Alters colonisation due to preclusion of 
ground dwelling arthropods. 

Goff, (2000) 

Wrapped Potential delay of 2.5 days. Influenced by 
material and extent of wrapping. 

 Goff, (1992); Kelly, (2006); Kelly et 
al., (2009) 

Burnt Degree of burning affects colonisation by 
providing open wounds that prevent 
desiccation due to moisture. 

Avila & Goff, (1998); Garcia et al., 
(2010) 

Submersion Faunal assemblage significantly different. 
Affected by water type, temperature, season 
biogeoclimatic zone and whether fully 
submerged. 

Anderson & Hobischak, (2004); 
Haefner et al, (2004); Vanin & 
Zancaner, (2011) 

Inside 
Vehicles 

Can change successional pattern due to 
restriction to remains. Provides an enclosed 
space for temperatures to exceed ambient 
and increase development. 

Voss et al,. (2008); Dadour et al, 
(2011) 

Scavenging Can alter decomposition rate due to removal 
of flesh and clothing. 

Dillon, (1993) 

Sun/Shade Habitat preferences between species. 
Preference of sun and shaded areas 
between specific species. 

Sharanowski, et al, (2008); 
Horenstein et al., (2010); Prado et 
al., (2011) 

Toxins Can increase or decrease the total time 
needed to development. Variation between 
life stages. 

Goff & Lord, (1994); Bourel et al., 
(2001); Gagliano-Candela & 
Aventaggiato, (2001); Introna et 
al., (2001); Laloup et al., (2003); 
Campobasso, et al., (2004); 
Monthei, (2009);  Gosselin et al., 
(2011) 

 

 

1.7  Succession  
 

Succession is the colonisation sequence of insects on an ephemeral source.  

Though the blowflies are the first colonisers of carrion, other Diptera such as 

Sarcophagidae, Muscidae, Phoridae and Piophilidae are commonly associated 

with the remains through the various decomposition stages. As well as Diptera, 

the Coleoptera are also associated with carrion, which includes the families 

Histeridae, Staphylinidae, Cleridae, Dermestidae, Silphidae and Trogidae. 

Recently, the soil fauna has been examined more thoroughly to determine the 

possible role that it can play in estimating PMImin (Benninger et al., 2008; Howard 
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et al.,  2010). By using both the arthropod fauna associated with the remains and 

the surrounding soil, a smaller error in associated with the estimation of a viable 

PMImin (Tibbett & Carter, 2008). The association of specific families of insects to 

particular decomposition stages is termed succession and many studies have 

been performed to analyse the successional differences in geographical regions 

such as the United States (Rodriguez & Bass, 1983; Avila & Goff, 1998; Parks, 

2011), Canada (Anderson & VanLaerhoven, 1996), Europe (Lefebvre et al., 

2009; Matuszewski et al., 2010), Africa (Kelly, 2006; Kelly et al., 2009), Asia  

(Wang et al., 2008) and Australia (Voss et al., 2009; 2011).  Successional tables 

are used to compare the change in insect assemblage against the 

decomposition stage and determine a minimum time after which insect 

colonisation occurred (figure 1.7). It is important to be familiar with local insect 

assemblages, as differences are known to occur between different populations of 

blowfly species and have been shown to affect the successional waves.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1.8   Species Identification and Development Rates 
 

To estimate an accurate PMImin, species-specific developmental data need to be 

applied. Each blowfly species develops at different rates depending on climatic 

Figure 1.7: Successional chart detailing the faunal assemblage during the spring of 2001 and 

2002 in Southwest Virginia, USA. The thickness of the bands corresponds to the insect 

abundance. Calliphoridae, Sarcophagidae and Muscidae are seen to be the first colonisers to the 

body, occurring within the first hour of placement. The Coleoptera do not start to arrive until at 

least seven hours after placement and are present in low numbers (Tabor et al., 2005). 
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conditions. A study that demonstrated this was by Kamal (1958) who examined 

the growth rates of thirteen species of Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae at 

varying temperatures. It was found that at a constant temperature and humidity, 

species differed significantly in developmental times. For example C. vicina and 

C. vomitoria had combined immature development times of 18 and 23 days 

respectively from egg eclosion to adult emergence. Other studies have 

subsequently shown that different species differ in developmental times (Davies 

& Ratcliffe, 1994; Davies, 2006; Anderson, 2000; Gallagher et al., 2010) 

Developmental rates have also been shown to differ intra-specifically between 

different populations. Tarone et al. (2011) showed that strains of L. sericata from 

California, Michigan and West Virginia, USA, each developed at different rates 

when grown at a constant temperature. The pupal body size also significantly 

differed between the three strains, indicating a possible genetic difference.  

 

With developmental rates differing between species, this has severe implications 

when making an accurate identification and estimating a PMImin. If the sample is 

incorrectly identified, then potentially an under- or over-estimated PMImin will be 

produced. 

 
1.9  Age Estimation of Blowfly Life Stages 
 

For samples to be age estimated, blowfly larvae must first be reared in a 

controlled environment until adult emergence and the developmental time taken 

to reach this point subtracted off the total expected development time.  Not all 

samples however are presented live to the forensic entomologist when collected 

from a crime scene (Amendt et al., 2007).  In this case both microscopy, such as 

identification of stage specific features (Smith, 1986; Sukontason et al., 2004; 

Whitworth, 2006), and the application of molecular techniques can be used to 

estimate the age of developmental stage of Calliphoridae. 

 

1.9.1  Calliphorid Eggs 
 

During the fresh stage, the carrion begins to break down and the blowflies seek 

oviposition sites for their eggs and young. Blowfly eggs cannot be aged visually 

as no morphological changes occur over time. Tarone et al. (2007) showed in L. 
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sericata that by targeting genes that are expressed during egg development, the 

level of expression could be quantified to estimate age. These genes included 

bicoid, slalom and chitin synthase (figure 1.8). Generalised additive modelling 

(GAM) was used to compare the CT scores for a particular gene and the binary 

expression data of another, to correlate the estimated egg age. Out of the 33 

predictions using GAM, 90.9% followed the true predicted age. By applying both 

the gene expression data and GAM (figure 1.9), it was shown that L. sericata 

blowfly eggs could be more accurately age estimated to within two hours of 

development.  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

numbers EF056211 and EF056212, respectively. cs best matched
its L. cuprina homolog (98% with no gaps) and ß tubulin 56D
exhibited the closest similarity to the fly Glossina morsitans morsi-
tans tubulin beta-1gene (86% identity with no gaps); no Lucilia
sequence was available for the latter comparison.

Eighty-four of the 90 samples yielded rp49 and ß tubulin 56D
profiles, which demonstrated consistent expression levels through-
out egg development. There was a significant positive relationship
in expression of the two housekeeping genes (p < 0.0001,
R2 = 0.63), confirming their utility as internal standards. Of the 84
samples, bcd, cs, and sll had an undetectable transcript level in 23,
31, and 20 samples, respectively.

The developmentally regulated genes demonstrated qualitative
and quantitative differences in expression throughout egg develop-
ment. cs was the only gene that showed a consistent binary
(on ⁄off) pattern, with egg masses < 2 h old never producing the
transcript, while those 6 h and older always expressed the gene,
therefore cs expression state could be plotted during egg develop-
ment (Fig. 1). The presence of the transcript was a statistically sig-
nificant predictor of age (p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.59).

Each of the genes had a different quantitative expression pattern
(Figs. 2–4; note that the displayed CT values are inversely related
to gene expression levels). Though only expressed after 2 h, cs
transcripts significantly increased during egg development
(p = 0.0004, R2 = 0.21). Conversely, bcd and sll transcripts were at
their highest levels and lowest variation at 0–2 h, and significantly
decreased as development proceeded (p = 0.0003, R2 = 0.19 and
p = 0.0023, R2 = 0.13, respectively).

Finally, generalized additive models were used to predict egg
ages based on the gene expression data. The first model used the
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2–9-h old (not shown). Next, CT scores for all three genes were
used to predict age, which explained 76.7% of the deviance in
the data. When predicted versus true ages were plotted (Fig. 5),

estimated ages followed the True = Predicted line, with 30 of 33
predictions within 2 h of the true age.

Discussion

The goal of this research was to examine the feasibility of using
gene expression to more precisely age immature flies of forensic
interest, consequently generating more accurate estimates of PMI.
The loci examined demonstrated statistically significant, though
noisy, trends in expression levels throughout egg development.
Additionally, egg masses <2 h old did not express cs, while egg

FIG. 1—Binary gene expression profile for cs at 32!C in Lucilia sericata
eggs, from 0–1 through 8–9 h of development. 0 indicates no detectable
expression of the gene and 1 indicates detectable expression of cs. Expres-
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expression levels are indicated by low CT values. cs was not expressed from
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FIG. 3—Standardized transcript abundance of bcd in Lucilia sericata
eggs, from 0–1 through 8–9 h of development. Standardization was as in
Fig. 2. bcd was expressed in the highest levels from 0 to 2 h, then tran-
scripts decreased in abundance.
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Figure 1.8: Gene expression levels for chitin synthase (cs), slalom (sll) and bicoid (bcd) 

expression in L. sericata, which decreases and increases respectively over the egg stage. By 

utilising these two genes, a more accurate estimation of age can be calculated (Tarone et al., 

2007). 

masses older than 6 h always expressed the gene. Following on
efforts to predict adult mosquito age using gene expression and
multiple regression (20), generalized additive models were used to
predict egg ages. When CT scores were available for all loci, 91%
of predictions were within 2 h of the true age, while the binary cs
data combined with bcd and sll CT scores separated the egg
masses into two distinct groups.

A key factor in aging flies using gene expression is, of course,
examining loci likely to vary in expression levels during the devel-
opmental period being examined. In eggs, genes that are important
for developmental patterning (e.g., dorsal ⁄ventral) are crucial for
successful growth of the individual, thus their expression is under
strict biological control. During very early fly embryogenesis high
levels of maternally derived bcd and sll products are necessary to
properly establish biological axes (6,7,10,12). In the current study,
transcript levels of both genes dropped steadily through embryonic
development, although neither became undetectable. In D. melanog-
aster, bcd is detectable only during early embryonic development

(7), thus its expression throughout embryogenesis in Lucilia, albeit
at decreasing levels, is somewhat puzzling. Developmental hetero-
geneity among eggs may have resulted in this phenomenon, while
it is also possible that bcd serves some unknown secondary func-
tion in blow flies, or that the transcript is stable but untranslated
in older eggs. In contrast, the existence of sll transcripts at the
end of the egg stage can be accounted for, likely resulting from
endogenous sll expression commencing in the developing salivary
glands (13). Finally, cs, which is required only for production of
the larval cuticle (14), followed a different and predicted
transcriptional course, wherein the earliest portion of egg develop-
ment was defined by an absence of transcripts, the middle portion
of development, as larval cuticle begins to form, was represented
by low to intermediate levels of cs expression, and the highest
levels were found late in egg development. Most importantly, all
three loci showed significant trends in egg transcript expression
over time, and taken together increased the precision of egg age
estimates.

Given that gene expression has the potential to more accurately
age flies of forensic interest, other factors need to be considered,
including both the feasibility, and legal acceptance, of the methods.
The molecular techniques employed in this study have been widely
utilized in developmental molecular biology, and as important,
could readily be implemented in most laboratories equipped for
forensic DNA investigation. They also provide information that can
be used to generate predictable error rates ⁄ confidence intervals,
meeting one of the major tenets of Daubert, an important consider-
ation of any new forensic protocol. The methods are amenable to
microarrays (7) and robotics, potentially producing simplified and
high throughput blow fly aging analyses. Finally, DNA-based meth-
odologies overall have been widely accepted in courts of law, thus
new but related methods should have less difficulty overcoming
Daubert challenges.

The data presented here demonstrate that even the briefest phase
of fly development, the egg stage that lasts only several hours, can
be divided into smaller periods using gene expression data. Natu-
rally, other stages of fly development, particularly those that last
longer and therefore are more forensically challenging (e.g., the
third instar and pupation) can be examined using these methods as
well. Addition of more developmentally regulated genes into the
analysis should further increase the precision of age estimates by
providing more age-informative data. The final outcome of this is a
more precise age given to developing blow flies, resulting in more
precise estimates of PMI.
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FIG. 4—Standardized transcript abundance of sll in Lucilia sericata eggs,
from 0–1 through 8–9 h of development. Standardization was as in Fig. 2.
sll was detected in the highest levels from 0 to 2 h, then transcripts
decreased in abundance.

FIG. 5—Predicted (fitted) versus true (response) ages for a generalized
additive model that made age predictions for the 33 egg masses that
expressed bcd, sll, and cs. Estimated ages were within 2 h of the true age
in 30 of the 33 cases.
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Figure 1.9: Generalised additive model showing predicted versus true response ages for 33 L. 

sericata egg masses. From the GAM, only three egg masses were shown not to fit into the 

model predictions. This showed a 90.9% true estimation for L. sericata egg age (Tarone,et al., 

2007). 
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1.9.2  Calliphorid Larvae 
 

During the bloat stage, the larvae begin to feed on the body and excrete 

enzymes, subsequently producing decomposition fluids. It is possible to estimate 

the age of these larvae by examining the number of openings on the posterior 

spiracles (figure 1.10) and by applying published isomorphen and isomegalen 

graphs (Grassberger & Reiter, 2001). As the growth of larvae is assumed to be 

linear with respect to temperature, these graphs work by comparing larval size or 

ambient temperature to published data on larval development. The age of the 

larvae can then be estimated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These graphs rely on known ambient temperatures and measurement of the 

larva (figure 1.11). Correlating both these factors, a time from hatching can be 

determined. However, Grassberger and Reiter’s (2001) graphs rely on the 

assumption that environmental temperatures are constant, when in fact they may 

fluctuate greatly.  
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Figure 1.10: Posterior spiracles of a 2nd instar (a) and 3rd instar (b) larvae of C. vicina. The 

spiracles can provide an estimation of the age of the larvae along with the length. 
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Moore et al (2012) examined hydrocarbon analysis to determine the age of L. 

sericata larvae. Using gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy on pools of 10 

whole larvae (GC-MS), hydrocarbons including Octadecene, Tricosane, 

Eicosane, Tetra- and Penta-cosane, were identified and quantified over the 

course of development. By applying principle component analysis (PCA), the 

members of the groups clustered together, showing that the technique was 

applicable to estimate age (figure 1.12). However, all samples were reared in 

constant controlled temperature conditions, so further analysis is needed on 

samples that are reared in variable environments.  

 

One study has examined the use of gene expression to estimate larval age in L. 

sericata (Tarone & Foran, 2010), however the effect that variables, such as the 

restriction of food has on gene expression is needed to be examined for gene 

expression to be used in criminal casework for calliphorid larvae. Currently the 

preferred method for age estimation of dead larvae is to examine larval instar.    

 

Figure 1.11: Isomorphen (a) and Isomegalen (b) graphs showing the correlation between length 

and temperature during larval development in L. sericata. Using these graphs, the age of the 

larvae can be estimated if the assumption is the larvae development under constant temperatures 

(Grassberger & Reiter, 2001). 
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1.9.3  Calliphorid Pupae 
 

Determining the age of pupae is difficult and currently only two methods are 

used. The most commonly practiced method requires rearing the samples at a 

controlled temperature. The time at which the insect emerges is recorded and 

the developmental time taken for rearing is then subtracted from the expected 

total developmental time. Rearing requires a substantial amount of time and this 

is sometimes not available in a criminal investigation. Additional problems can 

arise from the death of the insect due to inappropriate rearing conditions, 

parasitism or during transport to the lab. 

 

The second method used for the estimation of pupae age is the examination of 

morphological features during development. This method is currently limited to 

determining whether a pupa is relatively young (figure 1.13a and 1.13b) or old 

(figure 1.13c and 1.13d), characterised by the presence or absence of 

morphological structures such as the thoracic bristle, compound eye coloration 

and body sutures (Pujol-Luz & Barros-Cordeiro, 2010). This technique currently 

results in a large error in the PMI estimation, however, it has been shown that by 

examining more morphological features during pupae development, the error 

and methyl-branched compounds appear to be the most signifi-
cant as age markers.
As larvae age, the higher boiling point compounds become more

abundant. The heavier long-chain hydrocarbons are believed to be
involved in waterproofing (24,27,28), which could explain why
L. sericata exhibit an increase in these compounds at a later age.
When the larvae become older and gradually move into the post-
feeding stage of the life cycle, they move away from the source of
food and seek a site for pupation, exposing them to a drier environ-
ment. Therefore, they have a greater need for extra waterproofing
compared with their younger age where they are usually submerged
within their food source, which is warm and moist. The display of
higher boiling point alkanes mixed in with alkenes and methyl-
branched hydrocarbons has also been linked to flexibility of the
cuticle (29). As the larvae age, their hydrocarbon profile begins to
resemble that of an adult fly (unpublished data by current authors)
and an increased abundance of the higher molecular weight hydro-
carbons is observed (nonacosane, hentriacontane, and tritriacon-
tane). To help flexibility in the larvae’s cuticle, it will need a
composition of methyl-branched alkanes and alkenes, which have
lower melting points compared with the straight-chain alkanes. This
is observed as the immature larvae (up to day 5) have 31% branched
and 19% alkenes whereas the postfeeding larvae (day 6 onward)
have 4% branched and 8% alkenes.
The practical methodology required for this type of work is

relatively simple. The extraction method is straightforward. It
takes approximately an hour and a half from extracting the
hydrocarbons from the larvae to a GC trace. A set program can
be used on any GC–MS, and the resulting chromatogram from
each sample can be used to distinguish the hydrocarbon profiles.
The chromatogram data can then be inputted into a PCA model
giving an indication of the larval age.
Although the main aim of this study was to show how hydro-

carbons yield a great potential to give larval age, they are also
species specific and due to the fact that larval growth rate is very
much dependent on the species, identification is an essential tool
needed before aging methods can be carried out. The technique
of hydrocarbon analysis has the potential of drastically cutting

time in criminal investigations as there will be no need to rear
the larvae to adult flies to enable correct species identification.
More work is needed to develop this technique further.

Results presented in this paper were executed in a controlled
laboratory environment; however, experiments need to be carried
out in the field to look at the effects that weathering may have
on the stability of the hydrocarbons. Current research is being
carried out to see if temperature influences the hydrocarbon
profile. Ongoing method development will test if the practical
implications will be an issue for hydrocarbon analysis, for exam-
ple, pooled samples collected from the crime scene of young
and old larvae.
Early results show great potential to utilize this technique and

to develop it into a highly useful aging tool. One GC trace could
facilitate not only the age of the blowfly but also provide infor-
mation of the species.

Conclusion

This study has shown that hydrocarbons hold the possibility of
using them to determine the age of the immature larvae. The combi-
nation of the analytical technique of GC–MS for chemical identifi-
cation using cuticular hydrocarbons and the statistical analysis with
PCA, enables the blowfly larvae of L. sericata to be accurately
aged down to the instar and, in some cases, down to the day.
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FIG. 5––PCA plot showing PC2 against PC6 for Lucilia sericata larvae with clustering days circled.
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Figure 1.12: PCA graph showing the mean hydrocarbon analysis from days one and six when 

inputted into PCA. By utilizing this form of analysis, all days but days nine, eight, two and 

three are clustered together, allowing accurate age estimation to be limited to a particular day 

(Moore et al., 2012).  
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associated in regard to developmental time decreases (Davies, K. Personal 

Communication).  Examination of internal structures have been examined in C. 

vicina pupae by histological methods (Davies & Harvey, 2012), however can be 

a laborious and destructive technique. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A developing application to aid in pupal age estimation is the use of gene 

expression data. Targeted genes have been shown to be up- and down- 

regulated throughout the pupal stage of C. vicina, showing potential to be used 

for more accurately estimating age (Ames et al., 2006; Zehner & Amendt, 2009; 

Boehme et al., 2013). Environmental effects such as variant temperatures and 

more genes need to be examined before the technique is applied to casework 

samples.  

 
1.9.4  Calliphorid puparia 
 

Using taxonomic and molecular data collected from puparia it has been shown 

that post-mortem relocation of remains (Picard & Wells, 2010), seasonality of 

death (Gilbert & Bass, 1967) and the presence or absence of drugs within the 

individual (Introna et al., 2001) can be determined. 

c 

b a 

d 

Figure 1.13: Brief outline of the pupal stage of C. vicina when reared at 22°C. Visible 

morphological features are present during day 1 of the pupal stage (a) but by day 3, tagmata 

have appeared with thoracic bristles (b). By day 9 (c) more pronounced bristles have formed 

along with sclerotization of the body and visible compound eyes. By day 11, full colouration of 

the pupa has occurred (d). 
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Currently there are no accurate ways to estimate the age of puparia for PMImin 

estimation.  Research into the use of hydrocarbon analysis shows promising 

results. Zhu et al. (2007) examined the hydrocarbon chains in the blowfly 

Chrysomya megacephala (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and found that chain length 

decreased over time in a controlled environment. Due to the variability of 

environmental conditions, however, the technique would need to be thoroughly 

tested before being applied to forensic samples and casework.  

 
1.9.5  Adults 
 

Estimating the age of adult blowflies is almost impossible due to climatic effects 

that can affect the external appearance. Presently, it is only possible to 

determine whether a fly is very young by the degree of sclerotization and 

colouring of the cuticle once the blowfly emerges from the puparium (Jens 

Amendt et al., 2007; Gennard, 2012).  They also travel long distances, therefore 

are much less use to estimate PMImin as they may not belong to the population 

infesting the carrion or cadaver (Gleeson & Heath, 1997). 

 

Regardless of the methods applied for age estimation of dipteran samples, the 

correct identification is the first fundamental step that needs to be performed. At 

present, there are several methods that are used, both morphologically and 

molecular, to identify a forensic entomological sample. 

 

1.10 Morphological Techniques 
 

1.10.1  Light Microscopy 
 

The most common approach for identifying a calliphorid specimen is to use 

morphological features assessed by light microscopy with the aid of published 

taxonomic keys (Smith, 1986; Whitworth, 2006; 2010). This technique allows the 

examiner to retain a voucher specimen and provide an identification of the 

samples. These taxonomic keys rely on morphological features (table 1.2) such 

as structure of larval body spines (figure 1.14) and colour of jowls (figure 1.15).   
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Table 1.2: Table showing the common features examined on various life stages of calliphorid 

samples when using light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. 

 
Life Stage Structures examined References 

Eggs Plastron, micropyle and chorion 
ultrastructure 

Sukontason et al, (2007); David et al., 
(2008) 

Larvae Number of spiracles, number of 
papillae, inter-segmental spine 
structure, cephalopharyngeal 
skeleton structure 

Erzinclioglu, (1989); Wells & Byrd, 
(1999); Sukontason et al., (2006); Szpila 
& Villet, 2011 

Puparia Number of posterior papillae, inter-
segmental spine structure, number 
of anterior spiracle papillae 

Amorim & Ribeiro, (2001); Whitworth, 
2003; Sukontason et al., (2006) 

Adults Colour of jowls and basicosta, 
bristle formation and pattern, wing 
vein length, genital structure. 

Erzinclioglu, (1986); Whitworth, (2006; 
2010; 2012) 
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Fig. 2. Third instars of Calliphora and Cynomya: A – Calliphora vomitoria, cephaloskeleton, lateral 

view; B – C. vomitoria, anterior spiracle; C – C. vomitoria, thoracic segment III, spines; D – C. 

vomitoria, thoracic segment III, spine; E – C. vomitoria, posterior spiracle, F – Calliphora vicina, 

cephaloskeleton, lateral view; G – C. vicina, anterior spiracle; H – C. vicina,  thoracic segment III, 

spines; I – C. vicina, posterior spiracles; J – Cynomya mortuorum, cephaloskeleton, lateral view; K – 

C. mortuorum, anterior spiracle; L – C. mortuorum, thoracic segment III, spines; M – C. mortuorum, 

posterior spiracles, SDF = a/b. 
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Figure 1.14: Light microscopy images showing the cephalopharyngeal skeleton of C. vomitoria 

(a) and C. vicina (d). The body spines (b) and anterior spiracle (c) of C. vomitoria differ both in 

shape and size respectively from C. vicina body spines (e) and anterior spiracles (f). By using 

these features, the two species can be differentiated in larval form. (Szpila, K. 2012) 
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However, if a specimen is damaged in a way that destroys important 

morphological structures, the specimen will not be able to be identified using 

taxonomic keys. In addition, some closely related species, such as Chrysomya 

rufifacies (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and Chrysomya albiceps (Diptera: 

Calliphoridae) are difficult to distinguish at immature stages due to their highly 

similar morphological features (Tantawi & Greenberg, 1993), therefore 

taxonomic keys can be difficult to apply to these species. 

 

1.10.2  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 

The advantage of SEM over light microscopy is the much higher magnification 

obtained. The micro-structure of blowfly egg shells (Sukontason et al., 2007), 

larvae (Yeong et al., 2011; Ubero-Pascal et al., 2012), puparia 

(Siriwattanarungsee et al., 2005) and adults (Sukontason et al., 2004; David et 

al., 2008; Gorb et al., 2012; Ubero-Pascal et al., 2012) have been examined for 

identification purposes and shown to be successful, allowing more detail to be 

examined to create more accurate taxonomic keys (figure 1.16).  

 

Figure 1.15: Lateral view of head showing the colouration of jowls on Phormia regina (Diptera: 

Calliphoridae) (a), L. sericata (b) and Calliphora loewi (Diptera: Calliphoridae) (c). (Szpila, K. 

2012) 
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SEM however is laborious, requiring expensive equipment and is commonly a 

destructive technique so further DNA or RNA work is not possible. With both 

morphological techniques, one of the main disadvantages is the reliance on 

sufficient taxon sampling within the published studies and the limited availability 

of keys covering different life stages. To overcome the issue with taxon sampling 

and taxonomic keys, the use of genomic analysis has been applied to forensic 

samples. 

 

1.11 DNA-based identification 
 

For a molecular technique to be applied to insect material, it has to meet specific 

requirements. The prerequisite of any forensic entomology identification 

technique is: 

 

1. Provide quick and accurate identification of a forensic sample that can 

facilitate an entomologist making identification (Harvey, 2006). 

2. Be applicable to all life stages.  

3. Be applicable to dead or poorly preserved samples.  

villeneuvi, highlighting their important characteristics to
identify them by SEM. This information will be beneficial
for identification before puparia of these species are found in a
corpse and/or at a death scene and used for further forensic
analysis.

2. Materials and methods

Puparia of C. rufifacies were obtained from a laboratory
colony maintained at the Department of Parasitology, Faculty
of Medicine, Chiang Mai University. As for C. villeneuvi,
puparia derived from the metamorphosis of numerous larvae

collected from two unknown male human remains, which had
been transferred to the Department of Forensic Medicine,
Chiang Mai University, Thailand, for forensic investigation on
4 February 2004. These remains of unknown age were
discovered in forested area in Lampang Province, northern
Thailand (north latitude 188 and east latitude 998).

For SEM observation, puparia of each species, which had
been kept in 70% alcohol, were washed by shaking !20 min in
a shaking bath. They were prepared for the SEM by mopping up
water on the surface with filter paper and then gently placing
onto double-stick tape on stubs and coating with gold for 30 s in
a sputter-coating apparatus (SPI-MODULETM Coater Sputter,

Figs. 1–6. Scanning electron micrographs of puparia of C. rufifacies and C. villeneuvi. (1) Anterior end of C. rufifacies showing anterior spiracle (as) and tubercles (t);
bar = 500 mm. (2) Anterior spiracle of C. rufifacies having a single row of 10 papillae; bar = 50 mm. (3) Integument of C. rufifacies covered with distinct net-like

patches; bar = 50 mm. (4) Anterior end of C. villeneuvi showing anterior spiracle (as) and tubercles (t); bar = 200 mm. (5) Anterior spiracle of C. villeneuvi having a

single row of 14 papillae; bar = 50 mm. (6) Integument of C. villeneuvi covered with distinct net-like patches; bar = 50 mm.

USA). This enabled viewing under a JEOL JSM-5910LV
scanning electron microscope (SEM; Tokyo, Japan) using a
high vacuum mode.

3. Results

Puparia of C. rufifacies and C. villeneuvi were hairy in
appearance; pointed anteriorly and blunt posteriorly. The
former species measured 8.5 ! 0.4 mm in length (n = 12) and
not statistically different from the latter, measured
8.3 ! 0.3 mm in length (n = 12) ( p > 0.05; Mann–Whitney
U test). At the anterior end, a pair of anterior spiracles was
laterally prominent at the second segment (prothorax). Strong
tubercles were strikingly noticeable, beginning at the fourth
segment (Figs. 1 and 4). A single row of 10 papillae could be
observed at the anterior spiracle of C. rufifacies (Fig. 2), in
contrast to a single row of 14 papillae in C. villeneuvi (Fig. 5).
The integument of the puparia of both species resembled each
other, covered with distinct net-like patches (Figs. 3 and 6).
Focusing on the tubercles along dorsal and lateral segments of
the puparia, elongated tubercles were obviously different; those
of C. rufifacies having slender spines assembling only at the tips
(Fig. 7), and in contrast, those of C. villeneuvi bearing stout
spines throughout the surface (Fig. 9). At the dorso-lateral
margins of the fifth segment of the puparia, a group of globular
structures called bubble membrane was detected. The number

of globules was markedly distinct, with C. rufifacies having
"35 globules (Fig. 8); while C. villeneuvi had "225 globules
(n = 2) (Fig. 10). At the caudal segment, six pairs of elongated
tubercles were similarly located marginally (Figs. 11 and 14).
However, when focusing on the surface of these tubercles, a
similar appearance to that seen in the third instar was observed.
Tubercles of C. rufifacies possessed slender spines assembling
only at the tips (Fig. 12); while short, stout spines existed
throughout the surface in C. villeneuvi (Fig. 15). A pair of
posterior spiracles was located centrally at the caudal segments
(Figs. 11 and 14); nevertheless, no distinction was detected in
the morphology characteristic of the posterior spiracles (e.g.
shape and arrangement of posterior spiracular slits, position of
button, arrays of posterior spiracular hairs) between C.
rufifacies (Fig. 13) and C. villeneuvi (Fig. 16).

4. Discussion

Differentiation between puparia of C. rufifacies and C.
villeneuvi is not simple, according to their hairy appearance and
similar size. As morphological features previously described,
puparia of both blow fly species shared some features that could
not be differentiated, even when using SEM. These character-
istics were the integument architecture of the net-like patches
(see Figs. 3 and 6) and the morphology of the posterior spiracles
(see Figs. 13 and 16). Geographically, C. rufifacies and C.

Figs. 7–10. Scanning electron micrographs of puparia of C. rufifacies and C. villeneuvi. (7) Elongate tubercle of C. rufifacies showing slender spines assembled only

at the tip; bar = 20 mm. (8) Group of "35 globules of bubble membrane at the dorso-lateral margins of the fifth segment of C. rufifacies; bar = 10 mm. (9) Elongate

tubercle of C. villeneuvi bearing stout spines throughout the surface; bar = 50 mm. (10) Group of "225 globules of bubble membrane of C. villeneuvi; bar = 20 mm.

a	   b	  

d	  c	  

Figure 1.16: SEM images showing the anterior spiracles of Ch. rufifacies with 10 papillae (a) 

and Chrysomya villeneuvi (Diptera: Calliphoridae) containing 14 papillae (b). The elongated 

tubercle of Ch. rufifacies (c) can be seen to be significantly different to Ch. villeneuvi (d). These 

anatomical features can be used to distinguish the two puparia. Scale bar in (a) and (b): 50µm. 

Scale bar in c: 20µm. Scale bar in d: 10µm (Sukontason et al. 2006). 
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Molecular identification techniques have also the potential to provide other 

information such as geographical origin, population structure (Picard & Wells, 

2010) and evolutionary status of a species (Caterino et al., 2000; Caravas & 

Friedrich, 2012; Singh & Wells, 2013). This relies on inherent sequence 

polymorphisms within a species. Mitochondrial (Sperling  et al., 1994; Harvey et 

al., 2008), ribosomal (Song et al., 2008) and nuclear DNA (Stevens, 1995; He et 

al., 2007; Rodrigues et al., 2009; Picard, 2010) have all been examined to 

provide an alternative approach to identification of blowfly species, while 

overcoming the limitations associated with morphological approaches. Single 

gene analysis is commonly only used and can provide ambiguous identification 

of species (see Chapter Four).  

 

1.11.1  Mitochondrial DNA 
 

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is contained within the mitochondria of the cell, 

maternally inherited and has been shown to provide information regarding 

identification of species across a large range of taxa, evolutionary status of 

species (Lunt et al., 1996), and hybridisation of species (Stevens & Wall, 1996; 

Sanford et al., 2011; Tarcz et al., 2013). The advantages of analysing 

mitochondrial DNA over nuclear DNA (nDNA) are that it has a higher copy 

number per cell, possesses both polymorphic and conserved regions allowing 

barcoding primers to be designed (Simon et al., 1994) and is easy to manipulate 

and extract from the cells (Hoy, 2003). The mtDNA is also more resistant to 

degradation therefore is commonly used when dealing with samples of an 

ancient nature (Paabos et al., 1989; Handt et al.,  1994). The most common 

regions to target for species identification are the cytochrome oxidase I and II 

genes.  

 

The cytochrome oxidase I (COI) and II (COII) genes are protein coding (figure 

1.17). The dipteran COI is 1536bp in length and contains the accepted ‘DNA 

barcoding’ region towards the 5’ end (Hebert et al., 2002). This region has been 

used to create a global database of mtDNA sequences and is aimed at providing 

rapid identification of unknown samples.  
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A universal segment of the mitochondrial COI gene approximately 688bp in 

length has been proposed for molecular identification over a variety of taxa in a 

process termed ‘DNA Barcoding’ (Hebert et al., 2002; Mitchell, 2008). Using a 

common COI mtDNA sequence over a variety of taxa, this allows examination of 

biological diversity (Moritz et al. 2004; Barett and Hebert, 2005; Scheffer et al., 

2006; Boehme et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010) and possibly indicate 

new species (Hebert et al., 2004). The ability to distinguish between closely 

related species however is not possible by amplifying and sequencing just one 

region of the COI gene. It has been proposed to use secondary regions of DNA 

to help with identification of closely related calliphorid species. Nelson et al. 

(2007) used the COI gene to identify forensically important blowflies and if 

identification was ambiguous, the second ribosomal internal transcribed spacer 

(ITS2) was also analysed. However for this practice to be widespread, previous 

knowledge of sequence data or a database for the ITS regions of forensically 

important calliphorids is needed. No previous research has used multiple gene 

sizes and regions, of both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA, to identify closely 

related species and the application of the techniques. 

 

Figure 1.17: Arrangement of the mitochondrial genome from Drosophila melanogaster. The red 

circle indicates the COI gene and the blue circle indicates the COII gene (Lunt et al., 1996). 
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Studies demonstrating the need for analysis and utility of gene regions for 

identification can be seen by Wells et al. (2004). Wells et al. (2004) could not 

distinguish Chrysomya putoria (Diptera: Calliphoridae) from Chrysomya 

chlorogpya (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and Chrysomya megacephala (Diptera: 

Calliphoridae) from Chrysomya saffranea (Diptera: Calliphoridae). These are four 

forensically important blowflies; therefore correct identification is a key criterion 

for PMI estimations when these flies are present.  Similarly Lucilia illustris 

(Diptera: Calliphoridae) and Lucilia caesar (Diptera: Calliphoridae) could not be 

distinguished and identification had to rely on geographical distributions as the 

two species are found in different locations (Wells et al., 2007). They proposed 

however that when closely related species are present in the same geographical 

area, other forms of identification must be used. Subsequently, this was seen by 

Wells and Stevens (2008) when examining the COI sequence from the sister 

species L. cuprina and L. sericata from Hawaii. It was found that Hemipyrellia sp. 

(Diptera: Calliphoridae) from China displayed paraphyly with L. cuprina from 

Hawaii (figure 1.18) and therefore could not be identified definitively using the 

region of the COI gene alone. For a clear identification to be made, new methods 

must be investigated and examined. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.18: Phylogenetic tree showing the analysis of different populations of L. sericata, L. 

cuprina and Hemipyrellia. It was seen that L. sericata was monophyletic as opposed to L. 

cuprina that was paraphyletic with Hemipyrellia from China (Wells et al., 2004). 
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Intraspecific variation has previously been examined in forensically important 

calliphorids using the COI gene. Harvey et al. (2008), using phylogenetic 

analyses, found that variation within Ch. rufifacies displayed two well supported 

sub-groups; Australian and United States individuals and Malaysian and 

Taiwanese individuals (Figure 1.19). Lucilia cuprina displayed much lower intra-

specific variation values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, due to its lack of recombination and high fixation rate, closely related 

species or sister species of blowfly can be difficult to differentiate using the 

barcoding regions or larger sized regions. Therefore alternate regions of the 

mitochondrial genome have been targeted for utilisation in species identification, 

summarised in table 1.3 on page 47. 

 

1.11.2  Nuclear DNA 
 

The main components of a cell involved in translating messenger RNA are the 

ribosomes, which consist of ribosomal RNA and proteins. Three subunits are 

Figure 1.19: Radial neighbour joining tree showing Ch. rufifacies individuals showing two 

distinct clades based on intra-specific variation. A 1067bp region of the COI gene was 

analysed (Harvey et al. 2008). 
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present, 18S, 5.8S and 28S, each coding for a ribosomal RNA. Repeated 

transcription control regions flank the coding regions and the leading promoter 

region is known as the external transcribed spacer (ETS).  The spacers that 

separate the 18S, 5.8S and 28S RNA coding regions are the internal transcribed 

spacers 1 (ITS1) and 2 (ITS2). Following the 28S structural RNA gene, the 

intergenic transcription spacer (IGS) is found (figure 1.20).  Due to their lack of 

functional constraints, the non-coding regions are highly susceptible to variation 

and are of interest to phylogenetic relationship studies (Hoy, 2003). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nelson et al. (2008) showed that it was possible to identify species using the 

ITS2 region, however polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) was used to aid in distinction as problems were 

found with direct sequencing of the ITS2 region. Intraspecific variation was 

examined by Song et al. (2008) who showed, however, that it was not possible to 

resolve geographically separated populations of L. illustris  and L. caesar. Sonet 

et al. (2012) also found that both L. illustris and L caesar shared at least one 

haplotype with each gene region analysed, both nuclear and mitochondrial, 

therefore suggested utilising geographic data and whether the species were 

sympatric. 

 

1.11.3  Genomic DNA 
 

Entomologists have begun to target genomic DNA for aiding in identification of 

forensically important blowfly species, as the main advantage is the amount and 

Figure 1.20: Arrangement of the rDNA genes and transcribed regions. The arrows indicate the 

direction of tandem repetition. (Harvey, 2008) 
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depth of information that can be gained. Techniques such as PCR-RFLP 

(Ratcliffe et al., 2003; Schroeder et al., 2003; Thyssen et al., 2005) and 

sequencing of the CPS gene (Singh et al., 2010) requires previous knowledge of 

the insect’s genome and this is not always known.  

 

Some techniques require little to no prior knowledge of the genome sequence 

such as randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and inter-simple 

sequence repeat PCR (ISSR-PCR). RAPDs utilise a single arbitrary primer and 

are amplified from a sample of genomic DNA. Benecke (1998) was one of the 

first to utilise RAPD on calliphorid samples and showed the technique was 

successful in differentiating L. sericata samples from other blowfly species. 

However the variability in results observed when performed on a different PCR 

thermo-cycler was problematic when identifying a sample.  

 

A technique that has been utilised to obtain population data and identification of 

samples is inter-simple sequence repeat-PCR (PCR). This technique uses di-, 

tri- or tetra-nucleotide primers to amplify segments of random DNA between two 

adjacent microsatellites. This technique has proved successful in identification of 

species within several Chinese populations of blowflies (He et al., 2007; Zheng 

et al., 2010), rice (Reddy et al., 2009), sheep (Zamani & Akhondi, 2011) and 

plants (Reddy et al., 2002; Long et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). 

Population data showing distinct gene flow and population barriers can be 

deduced from the amplification products of ISSR-PCR (Vijayan et al., 2006; 

Roux et al., 2007; Neal et al., 2011). 

 

Another technique utilised for identification and population genomics is amplified 

fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs). Using restrictions enzymes, which are 

used to cut at recognition sites, known adaptors with complementary ends ligate 

to the sticky ends of the PCR fragments (Mueller & Wolfenbarger, 1999). 

Products are visualised using electrophoresis and fluorescence. AFLP was 

shown to be useful when examining intra specific variation within blowflies. 

Picard and Wells (2009) found significant variation within a population of P. 

regina collected in one area, determining relocation and possible movement of a 

cadaver. Current data however are limited to previously examined species.  A 
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summary table of various microscopy and molecular identification techniques 

can be found in table 1.3. 

 
Table 1.3: Table summarising detailing the morphological and molecular techniques used to 

identify blowfly samples with references provided. 

 Technique Used References 

M
or

ph
ol

og
ic

al
 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) of Forensically important 
Blowflies 

Amorim et al., (2001); Siriwallanarungsee et al., 
(2005); Beno et al., (2007); Sukontason et al., 
(2004,2007)  

Taxonomic Keys Erzinçlioglu (1996); Whitworth (2005, 2006) 
 
 
 

M
ol

ec
ul

ar
 

PCR-Restriction Fragment 
Length Polymorphism (PCR-
RFLP) of mitochondrial DNA 

Sperling et al (1994); Narang and DeGrugillier 
(1995); Taylor et al., (1996); Gleeson and Sarre 
(1998); Malgorn and Coquoz (1999); Lijens et al., 
(2001); Schroeder et al., (2003) 

PCR-RFLP of internal 
transcribed regions (ITS) 

Ratcliffe  et al., (2003), Nelson et al., (2008) 

Sequencing and utilization of 
COI and COII region 

Sperling et al., (1994); Gleeson and Sarre (1998); 
Malgorn and Coquoz (1999); Wells and Sperling 
(1999); Vincent et al., (2000); Lessinger et al.,  
(2000); Dowton (2001); Wallman and Donnellan 
(2001); Wells and Sperling (2001); Harvey et al. 
(2003); Harvey et al., (2003); Stevens (2003); 
Junqueira et al.   (2004); Wells et al., (2004); Ames 
et al (2006a, 2006b); Nelson et al. (2007); Harvey, 
et al (2008); Smith et al. (2008); Caine et al., 
(2009); Desmyter et al., (2009); Park et al., (2009); 
Boehme et al., (2010); Magni et al., (2012) 

Sequencing of Mitochondrial 
Control Region 

Lessinger et al., (2000); Lessinger and Azeredo-
Espin (2000); Lessinger et al., (2004); Junquiera et 
al., (2004)  

Inter-Simple Sequence Repeats 
(ISSR) and Sequence 
characterised amplified region 
(SCAR) markers 

Black et al., (1993); Abbot et al., (2001); Bornet et 
al., (2001); Luque (2002), Manguin et al., (2002), 
Rugienius et al., (2006); Qian et al., (2006); He et 
al., (2007); Theerakulpisut et al., (2008) 

Microsatellites Florin et al. (2002); Torres et al. (2004); Torres et 
al., (2005) 

Random Amplified Polymorphic 
DNA (RAPD) 

Stevens and Wall (1996); Stevens and Wall (1997); 
Benecke (1998) 

Use of Ribosomal Genes (28S 
and 12S) 

Stevens and Wall (1996); Stevens and Wall (2001); 
Stevens et al., (2002); Lessinger et al., (2000); 
Dowton (2001); Junqueira et al., (2004); Cook et 
al., (2007)  

Amplified Fragment Length 
Polymorphism (AFLP) 

Picard & Wells, (2009), Beckert et al., (2010); 
Picard and Wells (2010); Picard & Wells, (2010) 
Tarone et al., (2011), Picard et al., (2012a) Picard, 
et al., (2012b)  
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1.11.4 Next Generation Sequencing 
 

With the constant developments in sequencing technologies, next generation 

sequencing, such as 454 pyrosequencing (Rothberg & Leamon, 2008), Illumina 

SOLiD and Randomly Amplified DNA Sequencing (RADSeq) (Miller et al., 2007; 

Baird et al., 2008; Barchi et al., 2011) have begun to be used in a variety of 

insects such as Lepidoptera (Vera et al., 2008), Drosophila (Turner et al., 2011) 

and recently callliphorids. Sze et al. (2012) sequenced the transcriptome of L. 

sericata, allowing researchers to expand on previous studies such as gene 

expression profiles during development to estimate PMI, population structure 

and origin of unknown samples. Next generation sequencing provides a basis to 

generate thousands to billions of sequence reads, which provides a wealth of 

information such as genomic data, SNP and identification of mixed samples. 

 

1.12 Problems with Identification 
 

Taxon sampling is a critical factor that must be considered for a phylogenetic 

study to produce results that are representative. The identification that is reached 

from unknown samples is reliant on the taxa that are incorporated in the 

database used to construct the phylogenies (Poe & Swofford, 1999; Harvey, 

2006). Therefore, if a closely related species is not included in the database, the 

probability of incorrect identification increases. By incorporating more taxa into 

the study, phylogenetic error decreases and therefore there is less chance of an 

incorrect identification (Rannala et al., 1998; Rosenberg et al., 2001; Zwickl et 

al., 2002; Hug et al., 2007; Heath et al., 2008; Milne et al., 2009).  

 

When implementing a technique to facilitate identification, the advantages and 

disadvantages have to be assessed, depending on what is required from the 

technique, such as population genetic data, evolutionary status of a species or 

identification for forensic analysis. Of all the molecular techniques that are used 

currently in forensic entomology, none exists that provides a quick preliminary 

identification when examining a global database of forensically important 

blowflies. Each method requires some form of sequencing to validate a DNA 

product to conclude identification.  
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1.13 Identification of Older Remains 
 

Due to the chitinous nature of insect samples, in particular dipteran puparia, they 

can remain at crime scenes for long periods of time (Gilbert & Bass, 1967; 

Nystrom et al.,  2005; Archer et al., 2006; Huchet & Greenberg, 2010). As 

mentioned previously, DNA has advantages for utilising for identification of 

contemporary samples. This applicability can also be applied to ancient samples. 

When identifying samples that are much older, in particular historical insect 

remains; the amount of genomic DNA recovered is much lower in quantity and 

quality (Paabo et al., 1989, 1989a, 1991; Dean and Ballard, 2001; Hofrieter et 

al., 2001, 2004; Hug et al., 2007). It is therefore the more robust mtDNA that is 

used for identification purposes. Advantages of using mtDNA rather than nDNA 

are that mtDNA has a higher mutation rate, higher copy number per cell and is 

more resistant to degradation. It is the latter advantage that favours the 

application of mtDNA techniques on museum specimens. Examination of ancient 

insect samples has recently been conducted.  

 

Mazzanti et al. (2010) examined puparia of different ages to try and determine 

whether mitochondrial DNA could both be extracted and used in conjunction with 

phylogenies to determine species. Three age groups were assigned; less than 5 

years, 5-20 years and more than 20 years old. The main issue identified in this 

study was the effect of DNA degradation over time on the gene analysed. Only a 

few of the older samples were successfully identified, however techniques such 

as nested PCR were not utilised and could have increased success rate. In 

these studies, the COI gene was shown to be more reliable than COII for 

amplification, however the amplified fragment in the COII was larger in size than 

the COI region. This is significant because DNA in older samples will be more 

degraded and therefore there is decreased chance of amplifying a larger 

fragment. 

 

The ability to draw conclusions from a single puparium has dramatically changed 

in recent years. Gilbert and Bass (1967) found puparia of Diptera present at 

Arikara burials in the USA dating from 130-160-years-old, and utilising 

succession data, found the seasonality at the time of death. Similarly Nuorteva 

(1987) found puparia of the blowfly Protophormia terranovae (Diptera: 
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Calliphoridae) on a human corpse in Finland and concluded that the murder had 

been committed during winter or spring due to the seasonality of this species in 

that particular location. 

 
Reconstruction of events prior to death is also possible and was demonstrated 

by Nystrom et al. (2005). Insects were recovered from the brain tissue of the 

individual and consisted of empty puparia, belonging to both Calliphoridae and 

Diapriidae and a head capsule of Lepidoptera species. Using these insects 

recovered from the mummy bundle, succession data was applied to aid in the 

reconstruction of events. These key studies demonstrates that long after insect 

colonisation has occurred, detailed information can still be obtained from 

remaining insect evidence. 

 

Paleoentomology and the ability to reconstruct historical events from remaining 

insect specimens is a valuable tool, in particular with regards to species 

identification.  Little work however has been performed on samples over 100 

years old. With constant developments within molecular genetics and techniques 

becoming more readily applicable to insect samples of contemporary origin, the 

techniques can potentially be applied on samples from museum collections.  

With the ease of sequencing mitochondrial genes and the advent of next-

generation sequencing, ancient DNA is becoming easier to amplify and 

sequence such as the sequencing of Woolly Mammoth and Neanderthal 

genomes (Krause et al., 2006; Green et al., 2010). Conclusions can be drawn 

from species identification such as seasonality at which death occurred and in 

some cases, geographical information and so help museums determining past 

events surrounding the individual. 

 

1.14 Aims of this Investigation 
 

The aim of this thesis was to assess the utility of insect DNA for a variety of 

applications. This thesis will investigate both contemporary and ancient DNA 

samples in three main areas of forensic entomological identification. These three 

main areas are: 

 

I.  Amplification and identification of ancient DNA from entomological 

samples 
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a. Can ancient DNA be extracted from puparia of different age insect 

samples?  

b. Can DNA from ancient insect samples be amplified and sequenced 

using various molecular techniques? 

c. Can species identity and origin be determined from the sequenced 

DNA? 

 

II. Use of a multi-gene approach for the identification of closely related 

Calliphorodae 

a. Can C. vicina and Calliphora croceipalpis (Diptera: Calliphoridae) 

be differentiated using morphological and molecular identification 

techniques? 

b. What is the phylogenetic relationship of the closely related C. 

croceipalpis in regards to other calliphorids? 

 

III. Applicability of ISSR-PCR as a tool for identification and geographic origin 

of blowfly samples 

a. Can ISSR-PCR be used on a global database of forensically 

important blowflies to identify significant interspecific variation? 

b. Can ISSR-PCR be used to differentiate C. vicina of different 

geographic origin? 

c. Is ISSR-PCR an applicable rapid identification method to be used 

on blowflies in forensic entomology?	  
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Chapter Two 
Methods 

 

 

 
2.1  Trapping, rearing and colony maintenance 
 
Wild blowflies were caught at three locations: Portsmouth, UK (50°47’53’N, 

1°05’51’W and 50°47’51’N, 1°05’39’W) and Havant, UK (50°50’41’N, 1°00’18’W). 

These were maintained for control samples, depending on the experiment. 

 

Porcine liver-baited traps were constructed using a plastic bottle with the upper 

section cut and inverted into the main body of the bottle. Traps were placed in 

both shaded and sunlit areas until arrival of blowflies. 

 
Adult calliphorids were identified using taxonomic keys to the British fauna 

(Erzinclioglu, Z. 1996) and transferred to Bugdorms 

(http://bugdorm.megaview.com.tw). Each colony was provided with distilled 

water, milk powder and sucrose granules ab libitum. Colonies were maintained in 

a controlled growth room at 22°C, 40-60% relative humidity and 16:8 hour 

light:dark ratio to regulate photoperiodism.  

 

Wild caught calliphorid immature stages were transferred to a container with 

approximately 150g of ambient temperature pig’s liver, placed on a plastic plate 

on top of 4-5 cm of dry sand to facilitate pupation. Damp tissue paper was placed 

over the meat to prevent drying. A double sheet of muslin covered the container 

to prevent parasitism and cross contamination. This was incubated in a 

controlled growth room, conditions as mentioned above. After adult emergence, 

adults were identified and transferred to respective colonies. 

 

When adults were needed for positive controls in DNA extraction protocols, 

individuals of the required species were removed from the Bugdorm and 

transferred into a 1.5ml micro-centrifuge tube containing approximately 1ml 80% 

ethanol (Fisher Scientific) and stored at 4°C 
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2.2  Analysis of unidentified 300-year old insect remains  
 
2.2.1  Samples and Storage 
 

Historical puparia were obtained from The Royal Museum of Central Africa, 

Tervuren, Belgium. The origin and history of storage for the samples were 

unknown. The samples consisted of a variety of organic matter including plant 

but mostly of insect material. Puparia were present, however the majority were 

fragmented. Contemporary samples were taken from a first generation colony of 

C. vicina. Museum and contemporary samples were stored at room temperature.  

 

2.2.2  Approaches 
 

Two different extraction and amplification approaches were used to examine the 

ability to amplify ancient DNA. Firstly, in Portsmouth, UK, a modified 

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction followed by nested PCR of the 

cytochrome oxidase I region (COI) of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). Secondly, 

in Perth, Australia, a modified DNA spin column extraction followed by Roche 

454 amplicon deep sequencing was used to characterise a short 157 bp region 

of the mitochondrial COI gene. The deep sequencing was performed by Dr. Mike 

Bunce. Subsequent sections are marked where collaboration occurred. 

 

2.2.3  Nested-PCR Approach 
 
2.2.3.1 Preparation of Puparia 
 

Puparia were examined under a stereomicroscope and any loose debris 

removed using a sterile synthetic brush or sterile forceps. Three puparial 

fragments (figure 3.9(d)) were washed by inversion in 1ml double distilled water 

for 2-3 minutes, then placed in a sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube and dried on a heat 

block at 56°C. This facilitated the grinding of the delicate puparia. All steps were 

mirrored with a separate 1.5ml centrifuge that contained no sample. This was 

designated as the extraction control and was carried all the way through the later 

amplification and visualisation steps. To ensure that the washing steps were 

sufficient, amplification of the 228bp COI region and nested PCR of 320bp of 
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COI followed by a 228bp COI region was performed under the same conditions 

outlined in section 2.3.3. The wash buffer was initially lyophilised and re-

suspended in 20µl sterile H2O before amplification. 

 

2.2.3.2 DNA extraction 
 

DNA extraction was performed in a designated ancient DNA lab according to 

best practice (Paabo et al., 1989) to minimise contamination. This involved 

overnight UV decontamination, airflow systems, using filter tips and fume hoods 

throughout. Each sample was immersed in liquid nitrogen, removed and ground 

into a fine powder using a sterile micro pestle. 10µl of 10% SDS was added and 

the sample ground again without liquid nitrogen. 500µl of modified Lifton buffer 

(0.2M Sucrose, 0.1mM EDTA, 20mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.1% SDS) was added, 

mixed by vortex and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. To each 

sample, 2µl of 50mg/ml Proteinase K was added, mixed by vortex and incubated 

with rotation at 56°C for 3 hours. A further 2µl of 50mg/ml Proteinase K was 

added, and incubated with rotation at 37°C overnight. 

 

Samples were mixed by vortex, spun at 14,000rpm for 30 seconds and the 

supernatant transferred to a sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube. An equal volume of 

Tris-Equilibrated Phenol pH6.6, preheated to 37°C was added and mixed by 

vortex for 1 minute. Samples were spun for 15 minutes at 14,000rpm. The 

supernatant was transferred to a sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube containing an 

equal volume of phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol preheated to 37°C, and 

mixed by vortex for 1 minute. Samples were spun at 14,000rpm for 15 minutes. 

Supernatant was transferred to an equal volume of chloroform, mixed by vortex 

for 30 seconds and spun for 10 minutes at 14,000rpm. The supernatant was 

transferred to a 1.5ml siliconised centrifuge tube containing 300µl Isopropanol 

and 30µl 3.5M NaAC. Samples were mixed by vortex and chilled at -20°C for 

overnight. Immediately after, samples were spun for 20 minutes at 14,000rpm at 

4°C. All supernatant was carefully removed, avoiding disturbance of the pellet. 

1ml of -20°C 80% ethanol was added to each sample on the opposite side of the 

pellet and each were then spun for 20 minutes at 14,000rpm at 4°C. Supernatant 

was removed and samples left upside down to air-dry for 30 minutes. DNA 
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pellets were re-suspended in 30µl of sterile H2O and stored at -20°C. All 

reagents were from Fisher Scientific. 

 

2.2.3.3 Amplification and analysis of the Cytochrome Oxidase I Gene 
 

PCR conditions were optimised to amplify a region of the cytochrome oxidase I 

gene (COI) of the blowfly mitochondrial genome. Nested PCR was used to 

increase the yield of the products. Universal insect primers were used in the first 

PCR reaction to amplify a 305bp region of the COI gene (Lunt et al., 1996). 

Primers in the second round amplify a 228bp from within this amplicon. These 

primers were designed using OligoExplorer (Gene-Link). 

 

The first PCR master mix consisted of: 1 X PCR Buffer (Genecraft), 2mM MgCl2 

(Genecraft), 200µM dNTPs (Fisher Scientific), 25pM of each universal insect 

primer C1-J-2495 (5’ -CAG CTA CTT TAT GAG CTT TAG G -3’), and C1-N-2800 

(5’- CAT TTC AAG CTG TGT AAG CAT C -3’) (Simon et al., 1994), 1 unit of Taq 

polymerase (Genecraft), 5µl of template and sterile H2O added for a 25µl volume 

reaction. A positive control consisted of the same reaction products, but 

replacing the aged DNA with 100ng of contemporary puparia DNA. The 

contemporary DNA was added in a separate lab to avoid contamination. 

Cycling conditions were: 35 cycles of 92°C for 1 minute, 46°C for 1 minute and 

72°C for 2 minutes. Reactions were performed on a Veriti PCR Thermocycler 

(Applied Biosystems). A low annealing temperature was used due to the high 

adenine and thymine content in the insect mitochondrial genome (Lunt et al., 

1996). 

 

The second PCR master mix consisted of: 1 X PCR Buffer (Genecraft), 2mM 

MgCl2 (Genecraft), 200µM dNTP’s (Fisher Scientific), 25pM of Nest-228-F (MWG 

Operon) (5’ –TACATGATACATATTATGTAGC -3’) and Nest-228-R (MWG 

Operon) (5’ –AGTCTGAGTATCGTCCAGGTATACC -3’), 0.5 unit of Taq 

polymerase (Genecraft), 1µl from the first round of PCR and sterile H2O added 

for a 25µl total volume reaction.  

 

Cycling conditions were: 95°C for 3 minutes, 30 cycles of: 94°C for 1 minute, 

50°C for 1 minute and 72°C for 1.5 minutes followed by a final extension of 72°C 
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for 5 minutes. Reactions were performed on a Veriti PCR Thermocycler (Applied 

Biosystems).  PCR products were analysed on a 1x TBE ethidium bromide 

stained 2.5% agarose gel then purified using a Nucleospin gel and PCR clean-up 

kit (Macherey- Nagel) before sequencing.  Sequence chromatograms were 

edited in Finch (http://geospiza.com), exported into MEGA5 (Tamura, 2006) and 

aligned using Clustal W2 (http://ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2). 

 

2.2.3.4 Phylogenetic Analysis 
 

Phylogenetic analysis was performed using MEGA5 (Tamura, 2006). A bootstrap 

neighbour-joining tree with 1000 replicates was conducted using the Tamura-Nei 

model. Hydrotaea (Australophyra) rostrata was used as an out-group. 

 

2.2.4  454 Deep-Sequencing Approach 
 
2.2.4.1 DNA Extraction and assessment of DNA quality* (*Performed 

by collaborator, Dr. M. Bunce) 
 

In keeping with standard ancient DNA practice, pre-PCR work was conducted in 

a dedicated clean room, with all downstream post-PCR work conducted in a 

physically separated laboratory. A bulk puparia sample (approximately 100 

puparial fragments) was dispensed into a 2.0mL Eppendorf tube and digested 

overnight, on a shaking heat block at 55°C, in 700µl of tissue digest buffer 

consisting of: 1 mg per mL proteinase K (Amresco, OH, USA), 20mM Tris pH 8.0 

(Sigma, MO, USA), 2.5mM EDTA (Invitrogen, CA, USA), 5mM CaCl2 (Sigma), 

20mM DTT solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), 1% SDS (Invitrogen), 

and milliQ water.  

 

Following digestion, the sample was centrifuged for 3 minutes at 16,813xg. 

200µL of supernatant was mixed with 1mL of Qiagen (CA, USA) PB buffer and 

transferred to a Qiagen (PCR cleanup) spin column and centrifuged for 1 minute 

at 16,813xg. Two wash steps followed (Qiagen AWI then AWII buffer) prior to 

elution of DNA from the spin column membrane with 50µL of 10mM Tris pH8.0. 

The DNA extract was then quantified via real-time quantitative polymerase chain 

reaction (qPCR; Applied Biosystems [ABI], USA) using generic insect COI 
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primers ZBJ-ArtF1c (5’ –AGATATTGGAACWTTATATTTTATTTTTGG -3’) and 

ZBJ-ArtR2c (5’ – WACTAATCAATTWCCAAATCCTCC -3’). These primers are 

designed to amplify a 157bp region of the COI mitochondrial genome across a 

variety of taxa. The puparia sample was assessed for quality and quantity of 

DNA using qPCR and dilutions to determine if successful isolation of DNA was 

achieved, and to investigate the presence of PCR inhibition. 

 

2.2.4.2 DNA library Amplification and FLX Sequencing* 
 

Following quantitation Insect DNA was amplified using ZBJ-ArtF1c (5’- 

AGATATTGGAACWTTATATTTTATTTTTGG -3’) and ZBJ-ArtR2c (5’- 

WACTAATCAATTWCCAAATCCTCC -3’) modified with 454 Lib-A adaptors and 

MID tags following the manufacturers guidelines. An amplicon library was 

generated in triplicate via fusion-tagged PCR by cycling at 95°C for 5 minutes 

followed by 50 cycles of; 95°C for 30 seconds, 52°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 

30 seconds followed by a final extension of 7 minutes at 72°C. The library was 

double purified using the Agencourt AMPure XP Bead PCR Purification protocol 

(Beckman Coulter Genomics, MA, USA) and electrophoresed on a 2% agarose 

gel to confirm the presence of the amplicon.  

 

Pools of amplicons were run on a Roche 454 GS-Jnr as described previously 

(Murray et al., 2011; Coghlan et al., 2012).  

 

2.2.4.3 Data Analyses *Partly performed by Dr. M. Bunce (first 
paragraph) 
 
Sequences were sorted into sample batches based on MID-tags using Geneious 

v5.5.6 (Drummond et al., 2011). MID-tags and primers were trimmed from the 

sequences allowing for no mismatch in length or base composition, also 

performed using Geneious v5.5.6. 

 

Sequences were queried against the NCBI GenBank nucleotide database 

(Benson et al., 2006) to enable the identification of reads. Sequences were 

searched without a low complexity filter, with a gap penalties existence of five 

and extension of two, expected alignment value less than 1e-10 and a word 
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count of seven. This was automated in the internet-based bioinformatics 

workflow environment, YABI (Hunter et al., 2012). The BLASTn results obtained 

using YABI were imported into MEtaGenome Analyzer v4 (MEGAN), where they 

were taxonomically assigned using the LCA-assignment algorithm (min. bit score 

= 35.0, top percentage = 3%, min. support = 3) (Huson et al., 2007). 

 

2.2.5 Morphological analysis of lepidoptera and coleoptera obtained 
from 300-year-old samples 

 

Samples were examined under a stereomicroscope (Leica Wild M32) and 

photographed using AxioVision software (Zeiss). Samples were then sent off for 

taxonomic identification at the Natural History Museum, London. 

 

2.2.6  DAPI staining of puparia 
 
Five puparial fragments were dehydrated and embedded in molten paraffin wax 

(57°C) according to the protocol in figure 2.1. Puparia were mounted laterally 

and left to cool at room temperature for 24 hours. Samples were cut into 10µm 

sections using a microtome and the ribbons then transferred to a 45°C water 

bath containing 5% gelatin.  The 10µm section was transferred to a clean 

microscope slide (Fisher Scientific), and incubated on a 37°C heat block until 

dried.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Flowchart showing the steps taken to embed calliphorid puparia into wax for 

histological work. 
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Wax was not removed as prior trials had shown that the puparia washed off 

easily if the slide underwent de-waxing in xylene solution (data not shown). 

Following fixation, slides were washed twice in phosphate buffer saline (Fisher 

Scientific) for five minutes. The slide was then flooded with a 600nM DAPI 

solution (Invitrogen) and incubated for 2 minutes. The slide was washed twice in 

PBS for five minutes, and then viewed under a fluorescence microscope (Nikon 

Eclipse E800). 

 
2.3  Analysis of 800-1200 year old unidentified calliphorid puparia
  
2.3.1  Samples and storage 
 
Puparia were obtained from Nystrom et al. (2007). The origin of the puparia was 

known to be Peru, in particular, the Chachapoya region. No other insect material 

was present. Contemporary samples were taken from a first generation colony of 

C. vicina (Portsmouth, UK). Both museum and contemporary samples were 

stored at room temperature.  DNA was extracted from the puparia and analysed 

as above. 
 

2.4 Morphological and molecular analysis of the forensically 
important blowfly Calliphora croceipalpis 

 
2.4.1  Samples 
 
Adults of C. croceipalpis were provided from collections from two different 

locations in South Africa, Pretoria and Grahamstown. Adult C. croceipalpis were 

identified by Prof M. Villet. Adults of C. vicina were collected in Portsmouth, UK, 

(50°47’53’N, 1°05’51’W) for morphological comparison and identified using 

taxonomic keys (Erzinclioglu, Z. 1996).  
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2.4.2  Morphological analysis 
 
Adults of each species were examined using light microscopy under a 

stereomicroscope (Leica Wild M32), and basicosta and jowls photographed 

using AxioVision software (Zeiss). 

 
2.4.3  Molecular analysis 
 
2.4.3.1 Sample preparation 
 
Adults were examined under a stereomicroscope (Leica Wild M32) on a sterile 

glass petri dish and using sterile forceps, the flight muscle was dissected out by 

making a small incision laterally on the thorax. Flight muscle was transferred to a 

sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube. A positive DNA control was run alongside the 

extractions. This consisted of an adult C. vicina blowfly from the blowfly colony. A 

negative control was also run alongside, containing no DNA template. 

 
2.4.3.2 DNA extraction 
 
Each sample was immersed into liquid nitrogen, removed and ground into a fine 

powder using a sterile micro pestle. 10µl of 10% SDS was added and the sample 

ground again without liquid nitrogen. 500µl of modified Lifton Buffer (0.2M 

Sucrose, 0.1mM EDTA, 20mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.1% SDS was added, mixed by 

vortex and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. To each sample, 2µl 

of 50mg/ml Proteinase K was added, mixed by vortex and incubated at 56°C for 

3 hours. A further 2µl of 50mg/ml Proteinase K was added, and incubated at 

37°C overnight. 

 

Samples were mixed by vortex, spun at 14,000rpm for 30 seconds and the 

supernatant transferred to a sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube. Equal volume of Tris-

Equilibrated Phenol pH6.6, preheated to 37°C was added and mixed by vortex 

for 1 minute. Samples were spun for 15 minutes at 14,000rpm. The supernatant 

was transferred to a sterile 1.5ml centrifuge tube containing equal volume 

phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol preheated to 37°C, and mixed by vortex for 1 

minute. Samples were spun at 14,000rpm for 15 minutes. Supernatant was 
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transferred to an equal volume of chloroform, mixed by vortex for 30 seconds 

and spun for 10 minutes at 14,000rpm. The supernatant was transferred to a 

1.5ml centrifuge tube containing 300µl Isopropanol and 30µl 3.5M NaAC. 

Samples were mixed by vortex and frozen at -20°C for overnight. Immediately 

after freezing, samples were spun for 20 minutes at 14,000rpm at 4°C. All 

supernatant was carefully removed, avoiding disturbance of the pellet. 1ml of -

20°C 80% ethanol was added to each sample on the opposite side of the pellet 

and each were then spun for 20 minutes at 14,000rpm at 4°C. Supernatant was 

removed and samples left upside down to air-dry for 30 minutes. DNA pellets 

were re-suspended in 50µl of sterile H2O and stored at -20°C. DNA was 

quantified using a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo-Scientific). 

 
2.4.3.3 Amplification of cytochrome oxidase I, internal transcribed 

spacer I and carbamoylphosphate synthetase gene 
 

Various sized regions of the COI gene were amplified to determine their utility for 

identification. A region of the Internal Transcribed Spacer 1 (ITS1) and 

Carbamoylphosphate Synthetase (CPS) gene was amplified in some species to 

determine whether species identification and status could be utilised from these 

regions. The PCR and cycling conditions can be found in table 2.1 and 2.2. CPS 

primer details can be found in table 2.3. All reactions were performed on the 

Veriti PCR thermocycler (Applied Biosystems). 
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Table 2.1: PCR and cycling condition details for the amplification of the COI genes. All were 

performed on a Veriti Thermo Cycler (Applied Biosystems). 

Gene Size 
(bp) 

PCR Conditions (25µl) Cycling Conditions 

COI 320 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 2mM Mgcl2 
(Genecraft), 200um dNTP (Fisher Scientific), 
25pm each primer C1-J-2495 (5’ -CAG CTA CTT 
TAT GAG CTT TAG G -3’), and C1-N-2800 (5’- 
CAT TTC AAG CTG TGT AAG CAT C -3’) (MWG 
Operon)(Simon 1994), 1 unit Taq polymerase 
(Genecraft), sterile H2O (Fisher Scientific), 50ng 
template DNA 
 

35 cycles of 92°C for 1 
minute, 46°C for 1 minute 
and 72°C for 2 minutes.  

COI 650 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 1.5mM Mgcl2 
(Genecraft), 200um dNTP (Fisher Scientific), 
25pm each primer UEA7 (5’ –TAC AGT TGG AAT 
AGA CGT TGA TAC -3’), and TL2-N-3014 (5’-
TCC AAT GCA CTA ATC TGC CAT ATT A -3’) 
(MWG Operon)(Harvey, 2005), 1 unit Taq 
polymerase (Genecraft), sterile H2O (Fisher 
Scientific), 50ng template DNA 

Initial denaturation for 1.5 
minutes at 94C followed by 
35 cycles of 94 for 22 
seconds, 50C for 30 
seconds and 72C for 80 
seconds. A final extension 
at 72C for 1 minute. 

COI 831 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 2mM Mgcl2 
(Genecraft), 200um dNTP (Fisher Scientific), 
25pm each primer C1-J-2183 (5’ –CAA CAT TTA 
TTT TGA TTT TTT GG -3’), and TL2-N-3014 (5’-
TCC AAT GCA CTA ATC TGC CAT ATT A -3’) 
(MWG Operon)(Simon, 1994), 1 unit Taq 
polymerase (Genecraft), sterile H2O (Fisher 
Scientific), 50ng template DNA 

Initial denaturation for 1.5 
minutes at 94C followed by 
35 cycles of 94 for 22 
seconds, 50C for 30 
seconds and 72C for 80 
seconds. A final extension 
at 72C for 1 minute. 

COI 1270 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 2mM Mgcl2 
(Genecraft), 200um dNTP (Fisher Scientific), 
25pm each primer C1-J-1751 (5’ –GGA GGA TTT 
GGA AAT TGA TTA GTT CC -3’), and TL2-N-
3014 (5’-TCC AAT GCA CTA ATC TGC CAT ATT 
A -3’) (MWG Operon)(Simon, 1994), 1 unit Taq 
polymerase (Genecraft), sterile H2O (Fisher 
Scientific), 50ng template DNA 

Initial denaturation for 1.5 
minutes at 94C followed by 
35 cycles of 94 for 22 
seconds, 50C for 30 
seconds and 72C for 80 
seconds. A final extension 
at 72C for 1 minute. 
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Table 2.2: PCR and cycling condition details for the amplification of the ITS2 and CPS genes. All 

were performed on a Veriti Thermo Cycler (Applied Biosystems). 

Gene Size 

(bp) 

PCR Conditions (25µl) Cycling Conditions 

ITS2 593 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 

1.25mM Mgcl2 (Genecraft), 

200um dNTP (Fisher Scientific), 

25pm each primer L1 (5’ –RRC 

GGT GGA- TCA CTC GGC TC -

3’), and 52R (5’-GTT ACT TTC 

TTT TCC TCC CCT -3’) (MWG 

Operon)(Nelson et al., 2008), 1 

unit Taq polymerase (Genecraft), 

sterile H2O (Fisher Scientific), 

50ng template DNA 

Initial denaturation for 3 minutes at 95C 

followed by 35 cycles of 95 for 30 

seconds, 50C for 30seconds and 68C for 

3 minutes. A final extension at 68C for 10 

minutes 

CPS 850 1x PCR buffer (Genecraft), 2mM 

Mgcl2 (Genecraft), 200um dNTP 

(Fisher Scientific), 25pm each 

primer (table 2.3) (MWG Operon), 

1 unit Taq polymerase 

(Genecraft), sterile H2O (Fisher 

Scientific), 40ng template DNA 

Initial denaturation for 3 minutes at 94C 

followed by: 5 cycles of 94 for 30 

seconds, 57C for 30seconds and 72C for 

1.5 minutes; 5 cycles of 94 for 30 

seconds, 52C for 30seconds and 72C for 

1.5 minutes; 35 cycles of 95 for 30 

seconds, 45C for 30 seconds and 72C for 

1.5 minutes. 

 
 
 
Table 2.3: Details of CPS primers used in this study (Singh et al., 2010). Cycling and PCR 
conditions can be found in table 2.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primer Sequence (5’ – 3’) 
Shiz 3 TTKGCAATNAK YTGCATGTTRAA 
Shiz 5 CANGTGGCYGGAGAA TGG CC 
CALCA D192F AACCCACCGATAAGAGACCA 
CALCAD 1180R TTCCTTGGCTTCCGTTAAGA 
787F GGDGTNACNACNGCNTGYTTYGARCC 
1098R TTNGGNAGYTGNCCNCCCAT 
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2.4.3.4 Gel electrophoresis, purification and sequencing 
 

PCR products were analysed on a 1x TBE ethidium bromide stained 2.5% 

agarose gel using imaging software (Genesnap, Syngene). Products were 

purified by adding 20µg glycogen (Sigma-Aldrich) and precipitated following 

manufacturers guidelines. Purified products were forward and reverse 

sequenced using a commercial company (GATC Biotech). Sequence 

chromatograms were edited in Mega5 (Tamura, 2006) and aligned using Clustal 

W2 (http://ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2). 

 

2.4.3.5 Phylogenetic analysis 
 
Phylogenetic analysis was performed using MEGA5 (Tamura, Dudley, Nei, & 

Kumar, 2007). A bootstrap neighbour-joining tree with 1000 replicates was 

conducted using the Tamura-Nei model on all gene regions. H. rostrata was 

used as an out-group for all three genes 

 
 
2.5 Applicability of inter simple sequence repeats as a tool for 

identification of forensically important blowflies 
 
2.5.1  Sample preparation and population selection 
 

Blowflies were obtained from various global locations by collaborators. Where 

possible, multiple populations of a single species were used. Details of blowflies 

used in this study and locations can be found in table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of origin of blowfly species used from a global database of calliphorids. 
 
	   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Family Species Origin Number of 
Samples

Calliphora vicina Portsmouth, UK 10
Calliphora vicina Montefferier, France 3
Calliphora vicina Tasmania, Australia 5
Calliphora vicina Netherlands 5
Calliphora vicina Liverpool, UK 3
Calliphora vicina Lincoln Colony, UK 5
Calliphora vicina Lithuania 3
Calliphora vicina Poland 4
Calliphora vicina Southampton, UK 5
Calliphora vicina Gosport, UK 7
Calliphora vicina France 10
Calliphora vomitoria Portsmouth Colony, UK 10
Calliphora vomitoria France 1
Calliphora varifrons Boddington 1
Calliphora varifrons New South Wales, Australia 1
Calliphora hilli Tasmania, Australia 1
Calliphora dubia New Norcia, Australia 1
Calliphora orchracae New South Wales, Australia 1
Calliphora augur New South Wales, Australia 1
Calliphora stygia Wallaceville, New Zealand 1
Chrysomya putoria Pretoria, Africa 1
Chrysomya putoria Kitwe, Africa 1
Chrysomya albiceps Deka, Africa 1
Chrysomya albiceps Brazil 2
Chrysomya albiceps Soa Paolo, Brazil 1
Chrysomya rufifacies New South Wales, Australia 1
Chrysomya rufifacies Wallaceville, New Zealand 1
Chrysomya rufifacies Perth, Australia 1
Chrysomya rufifacies Wallaceville, New Zealand 2
Chrysomya rufifacies New Norcia, Australia 1
Chrysomya rufifacies New South Wales, Australia 1
Chrysomya rufifacies New Zealand 2
Chrysomya rufifacies Hawaii 1
Chrysomya rufifacies Australia 1
Chrysomya rufifacies Chuang Mai, Thailand 3
Chrysomya megacephala Brasilia, Brazil 1
Chrysomya megacephala Hawaii 1
Chrysomya megacephala Kitwe, Africa 1
Chrysomya nigripes Thailand 1
Chrysomya marginalis Karoo, Africa 1
Chrysomya chloropyga Pretoria, Africa 1
Chrysomya saffranea Broome 1
Protophormia terranovae Portsmouth Colony, UK 10
Protophormia terranovae Bonn, Germany 1
Cochliomyia macellaria Brazil 2
Cochliomyia hominivorax Brazil 1
Chloro. Idiodea Brazil 1
Lucilia sericata Portsmouth 8
Lucilia sericata New South Wales, Australia 1
Lucilia sericata Bonn, Germany 1
Lucilia sericata Fance 1
Lucilia sericata New Zealand 2
Lucilia sericata Wallaceville, New Zealand 1
Lucilia sericata Wallaceville, New Zealand 3
Lucilia cuprina New South Wales, Australia 1
Lucilia cuprina Tasmania, Australia 1
Lucilia cuprina Tasmania, Australia 1
Lucilia cuprina Western Australia 2
Lucilia cuprina Thailand 1
Lucilia illustris France 1
Lucilia caesar France 1
Lucilia caesar Portsmouth, UK 2
Lucilia caesar Portsmouth, UK 2
Lucilia ampullacae Lundy Island, UK 4
Lucilia ampullacae France 1
Lucilia eximia Brazil 2
Lucilia eximia Brasilia, Brazil 2

Muscidae Hydrotaea rostrata Tasmania, Australia 1
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Blowflies were identified using taxonomic keys (Erzinclioglu, 1996; Whitworth, 

2006). Where possible, flight muscle was used for DNA extraction using the 

protocol described in 2.4.3.1. When flight muscle could not be used, such as 

experienced with dried specimens, one thoracic leg was used for DNA 

extraction. 

 

2.5.2  DNA extraction 
 
As described in 2.4.3.2 

 

2.5.3  ISSR PCR amplification and selection of primers 
 

Di- and tri-nucleotide ISSR primers were obtained from He et al (2007). These 

were chosen as they had previously been shown to amplify clean, distinct bands 

from calliphorid species and can be found in appendix 2.1. Two types of primer 

were used, anchored and non-anchored. Anchored ISSR primers had the 

addition of two nucleotides positioned at the 3’ end to bind more specifically to 

template DNA. It has been shown that this produces less smearing due to the 

specificity as opposed to primers that consisted of only repeating nucleotides 

(Zietkiewicz et al., 1994).  

 

A magnesium chloride, primer and template DNA (C. vicina, Portsmouth, UK) 

gradient PCR was performed for each ISSR primer to determine the most 

optimum conditions. These were judged by the amount of smearing produced, 

clearness of bands and number of bands. Seven primers (table 2.5) were shown 

to produce sufficient banding and brightness so were chosen for further 

implementation on a larger DNA database of calliphorid species (table 2.4). 
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Table 2.5: Sequence details, PCR and annealing temperature conditions of the eight 

ISSR primers used in this study. All were taken from He et al. (2007). 

 

 

 

The optimum PCR master mix conditions consisted of: 1 X PCR Buffer 

(Genecraft), 200µM dNTPs (Fisher Scientific), 75pM of ISSR primer (table 2.4), 1 

unit of Taq polymerase (Genecraft), 20ng of template and sterile H2O added for 

a 25µl volume reaction. PCR cycling conditions were: 94°C for 3 minutes 

followed by 35 cycles at 94°C for 1 minute, 30 seconds at the corresponding 

annealing temperature (table 2.5) and 1.5 minutes at 72°C. A final extension 

period at 72°C for 5 minutes was performed. 

 

2.5.4  Gel electrophoresis 
 
5µl of PCR products were analysed on a 1x TBE ethidium bromide stained 2% 

agarose gel. Further staining with 70µg ethidium bromide (Fisher Scientific) in 

100ml 1x TBE buffer (Fisher Scientific) was performed for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. Gels were viewed under UV light using imaging software 

(Genesnap, Syngene) 

 

2.5.5  Data analysis 
 
ISSR PCR amplified fragments were analysed and molecular weight calculated 

using GeneTools (Syngene). This calibrated the molecular weight against a 

known DNA marker, run alongside the PCR fragments. Bands were scored and 

inputted into Excel (Microsoft) for species assignment. Species-specific markers 

were then analysed visually. 

Primer Sequence (5’ – 3’) Magnesium chloride 
concentration (mM) 

Annealing Temperature 
(°C) 

ISSR1 (CA)6AC 2.5 50 
ISSR2 (CA)6GT 2.5 50 
ISSR3 (CA)6AG 2.5 50 
ISSR4 (CA)6GG 2.5 55 
ISSR6 (AG)8TA 3 50 
ISSR12 (GA)6GG 3 50 
ISSR15 (GACA)4 2.5 50 
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Chapter Three 
Molecular Analysis of Insect Samples Obtained from 

Archaeological and Museum Collections 
 

 
 
 
3.1  Introduction 
 

Forensic entomologists commonly exploit the association of blowflies with animal 

and human remains to aid in criminal casework. The main aim is to elucidate a 

PMImin from the insect remains collected at a crime scene. Other information 

however, can be gained from the examination of insect remains, both 

contemporary and older specimens, such as those commonly found in 

archaeological digs or excavations ranging from over hundreds of years in age 

(Huchet & Greenberg, 2010; Mazzanti et al., 2010).  

 

The most common insect remains found during archaeological work are puparia 

(Gilbert & Bass, 1967; McCobb et al., 2004; Panagiotakopulu, 2004). Calliphorid 

puparia, the casing formed from the previous third instar larval cuticle, are 

primarily composed of chitin. During quinone tanning, the chitin crystalizes and 

causes the cuticle to become tough and flexible, creating the puparium (Gilbert & 

Bass, 1967). This puparium prevents desiccation of the insect during the 

metamorphic pupal stage and protects the insect from environmental conditions 

and predation. The chitinous and resilient nature of puparia allows them to 

persist at death scenes for potentially hundreds of years (Nystrom et al., 2005; 

Huchet & Greenberg, 2010). Samples beyond 50 years old generally won’t result 

in a prosecution so cease to be of any forensic interest. Examination of these 

insect remains however, can provide useful information such as seasonality, 

exposure of the body after death and evolutionary and phylogenetic information 

regarding insect species.  
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3.1.1  Seasonality 
 

Studies on the successional waves of insect colonisation on animal carcasses 

have shown that particular insect species are present in particular seasons of the 

year (Anderson & VanLaerhoven, 1996; Eberhardt & Elliot, 2008; Wang et al.,  

2008). By exploiting the presence of insects with a predictable seasonality, the 

insects could potentially identify the season at which death or exposure of 

remains occurred within that region. Archer and Elgar (2003) examined the 

decomposition and succession upon pig carcasses during a period of one year. 

The primary colonisers such as the calliphorids were found to only be present 

during the spring, summer and autumn periods of the year; indicating that 

climatic variation affected the distribution of insects found on the pig carcases 

and the time in succession that the insect appeared (figure 3.1).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Successional chart showing the distribution of insect assemblage during a period of 

one year in Southern Victoria, Australia. The dipterans were the most prominent colonisers 

during September-May. Between the months of May and August in Australia, only 

Catoposchema tasmaniae (Leiodidae) were collected. Using the insect assemblages, a possible 

seasonality can be determined for this area of Australia (Archer, 2003).  

 
 
Similarity, Schroeder et al. (2003) examined 117 human corpses from  forensic 

casework, in particular those found in a domestic environment, and detailed the 

forest on the northern and western borders of the swamp, in
an area dominated by silverleaf stringybark (Eucalyptus
cephalocarpa), scent-bark (E. aromaphloia), messmate
stringybark (E. obliqua), and prickly currant bush
(Coprosma quadrifida) (Paul Slinger: Coranderrk wildlife
officer, personal communication).

Still-born piglets between 880 and 2020 g (mean !
1553 g, standard error ! 47) were used. Carcasses, which
were frozen within hours of death, were placed in the field
freshly thawed and free of external defects. One set of five

carcasses was placed in each season during both 1999
(summer: 12 February, autumn: 12 April, winter: 11 June,
spring: 22 October) and 2000 (summer: 4 January, autumn:
11 April, winter: 9 July, spring: 14 October), comprising
40 carcasses in eight sets.

Carcasses were enclosed in scavenger-proof WeldmeshTM

carcass cages (25 mm mesh) that prevented vertebrate dis-
turbance, while allowing invertebrate access. Carcasses were
always placed between 1300 and 1400 h, and at least 50 m
apart. They were placed on the west sides of mature trees to

Table 1
Yearly activity patterns in 1999 and 2000 of remnant-leaving taxa at Coranderrk Bushland

174 M.S. Archer, M.A. Elgar / Forensic Science International 132 (2003) 173–176
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insect assemblage found on the individuals. The results indicated that specific 

species such as L. sericata were most abundant during the warmer months than 

other species of calliphorids (figure 3.2a). During the warmer months, the 

species assemblage was much larger in than colder periods, but this is 

expected, as the blowflies are poikilothermic (figure 3.2b). The cold adapted 

species, C. vicina, was found throughout the entire year and is more commonly 

found in colder climates than other Calliphoridae (Byrd & Castner, 2009).  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Charts displaying the number of summer species present on carrion (a) and the 

overall distribution throughout the year (b). L. sericata was the most prominent species present 

through the summer and could be used as an indicator of seasonality (Schroeder et al., 2003).  

 
 
 
It has also been shown that Sarcophagidae exhibit seasonal tendencies. By 

examining the insect assemblage found on human cadavers through a period of 

15 years in Switzerland, Cherix et al. (2012) found that sarcophagid species 

were more predominant in case studies during the later part of the year when 

temperatures were high (figure 3.3). This shows the insect predominance during 

the warmer months and the ability to use insect, and in some cases species 

presence, to determine the season at which death occurred. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

three to four species per case on the average and amaxi-
mum of seven species were detected. In winter, one to
two species could be discovered (Fig. 1). The deter-
mined species were allocated to ‘summer species’
(Lucilia sericata, Phormia regina and Sarcophaga
sp.), which were only found in the warm season from
May to October (Fig. 2, Table 1).Calliphora vomitoria,
Muscina stabulans and the larder beetles (Dermestes
sp.) were additionally active in early spring (April)
and late autumn (November), but not during the winter
months (Fig. 3, Table 1). Only one blow fly species
(Calliphora vicina) and the scuttle flies (Phoridae)
could be found over the whole year (Fig. 4, Table 1),
the latter onesweremore frequent inDecember, January
and February than in the warmer season. All of the eight
most frequent species were found in summer.

4. Discussion

In comparisonwith the colonization of corpses found
in the open, nature the number of species in domestic
environment appears low. There are usually less species
found in human houses than outside [18–20].

L. sericata was the most frequent species in
summer, but was not detected from November to
April. It is a ‘warm-adapted’ blowfly species, which
could be found most often at bright sunlight and high
temperatures. M. stabulans and C. vomitoria were
additionally present in spring and autumn, when
they were active with a higher frequency than in the
hot summer months. The colonization of various
blowfly species during the warmer season leads to a
more precise PMI estimation than it might be the case

H. Schroeder et al. / Legal Medicine 5 (2003) S372–S374 S373

Fig. 2. Percentage of cases of species active fromMay until October
in 2001.

Table 1
Values for the percentage of cases for the eight most frequent species.

Lucilia
sericata

Phormia
regina

Sarcophaga
sp.

Calliphora
vomitoria

Muscina
stabulans

Dermestes
sp.

Calliphora
vicina

Phoridae

Jan 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 60
Feb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33
April 0 0 0 0 66 0 33 0
May 58 8.3 8.3 42 16.5 25 75 8.3
June 58 33.3 42 8.4 0 0 75 16.5
July 81 19 23 15 19 31 61.5 19
Aug 94 35 17.5 17.5 29.5 23.5 41 29,5
Sep 60 20 0 40 20 40 40 60
Oct 62,5 0 0 25 0 0 87.5 12.5
Nov 0 0 0 28.5 0 28.5 85.5 28.5
Dec 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 100

Fig. 1. Distribution of 24 species found in 117 cases over the year
2001.

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.3: Chart displaying the number of cases that involved sarcophagids during the period of 

15 years in Switzerland. It was seen that the sarcophagids were more prominent on cadavers 

during the warmer months and seen at least 10 times in some months (Cherix et al., 2012). (I – 

January, II – February, III – March, IV – April, V – May, VI – June, VII – July, VIII – August, IX – 

September, X - October). 

 
 
 
The ability to determine seasonality of death is not restricted to contemporary 

casework. It has been shown that insect remains found in burial grounds can 

elucidate seasonality when examined further. Gilbert and Bass (1967) excavated 

Arikari burial sites in South Dakota, USA, which were dated as approximately 

130-160 years old. Calliphorid and sarcophagid puparia were found on the 

remains and surrounding soil (figure 3.4). In one burial, at least 100-calliphorid 

puparia were discovered in the surrounding soil. The lack of taxonomic keys 

meant that species identity was not determined for these insects. In South 

Dakota, flies are present from late March and continue to develop until mid-

October. The presence of over 100 puparia indicates that at least one generation 

had developed on or near the buried remains. The bodies must have been 

exposed for a considerable period for flies to colonise, develop and emerge. 

Therefore, they were able to seasonally date the burials to have occurred during 

the period between March and October and suggest some basic mortuary ritual 

behaviour. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

capture dates (Table 2), it is seen that about 60% of the cases
involving sarcophagid flies are found in July and August, but flesh
fly infestations can be encountered from May to September (Fig. 1).

Sarcophaga argyrostoma is the main species found on dead
bodies in Switzerland, mostly in larger cities such as Lausanne and
its suburbs (74%), otherwise in smaller cities such as Yverdon
(north of Lausanne, 11%) and towns in the Rhone Valley (15%).
More than 90% of the cases involving this species were with
corpses located inside buildings (in apartments), sometimes
several floors high. Living adults as well as living larvae were
discovered in 70% of the cases. S. argyrostoma was found in
association with the following Calliphoridae: Ca. vicina, Ca.
vomitoria, Ch. albiceps, Cy. mortuorum, L. ampullacea, L. caesar, L.
illustris, L. sericata, Ph. regina and Pr. terranovae. Adults of S.
argyrostoma are present in summer, with highest abundance in
July and August. The earliest case in the year (February) was in an
apartment with one dead body several months old, and the fly
infestations probably occurred during autumn. Dead adults of Ca.
vicina, L. sericata, S. argyrostoma, Hydrotaea ignava and Muscina
pabulorum were recovered. Empty pupariae of Ca. vicina and S.
argyrostoma with small holes, probably parasitised by the
pteromalid wasp Nasonia vitripennis, were also discovered. The
only living insects found were numerous black larder beetles
(Dermestes haemorrhoidalis).

Among the 19 cases with S. argyrostoma (Table 1) where larvae
were found on corpses and reared under laboratory conditions, we
could select 13 cases suitable for evaluation of the PMI (Table 2).
We used a minimum development threshold (tL) of 7.4 8C as found
by Grassberger and Reiter [32], and we obtained an overall thermal
constant of 380.6 ! 16.3 (mean ! S.D.) degree-days. Four cases
present some interesting questions. In case 22, the first fly to emerge
was Ch. albiceps, but we obtained Ca. vicina 3 days later (20th August)
and L. sericata together with S. argyrostoma additionally 1 day later
(21st August). This is interpreted as a delayed larviposition of flesh
flies on the body (4 days later than the first blowfly). In case 69, S.
argyrostoma larviposited about 9 days later than the first blowfly (Ca.
vicina), and the most likely explanation is that adult flesh flies were
not present during the first days or could not reach the corpse

immediately (see also Reibe and Maeda, [33]). Other evidence from
the investigation showed that the person could have died even a week
before the egg laying of Ca. vicina (indicated by the mail still in the
mailbox), but no clear conclusion could be made. Case 109 is
developed subsequently. Finally, case 139 is quite different because
this time S. argyrostoma was the first to emerge, about 10 days before
L. sericata. The police was called to an apartment, and when they
forced their way through the door, they found a nearly mummified
body of a man lying on his bed with a rifle. All windows were closed
and blinds in the room were down. According to the state of
decomposition of the body, it was reasonable to conclude that S.
argyrostoma was the first to colonise the body, shortly after the man
committed suicide. Two cases are developed next as they are
representative of situations involving S. argyrostoma.

3.1. Case 109 (S. argyrostoma)

On the 16th of July, lodgers of a multi-storey building, located in a
suburban area close to the city of Lausanne (altitude 420 m), called
the police because of a foul smell coming from a third floor
apartment. A naked corpse of a young male was discovered lying on
the floor in the bathroom. Utensils from a person addicted to drugs
were also discovered (syringes). The temperature in the room was
22 8C. Adults of the following dipteran species were captured: L.
caesar and Hydrotaea ignava as well as adult beetles of Creophilus
maxillosus and Thanatophilus rigosus. Larvae of Diptera were found
and collected under the corpse near the head. Other larvae were also
collected at the Institute of Legal Medicine (University of Lausanne)
the next day when the body was brought in for autopsy.

Larvae were reared in the laboratory and adults of Ca. vicina did
not emerge until the 1st of August (17 days after the discovery of
the body) and those of S. argyrostoma as late as the 9th of August
(25 days after discovery). Using a thermal constant (K) for Ca. vicina
of 388 degree-days [9,34,35] the flies laid their first eggs on the
12th of July (K = 391.4). If we use data from Grassberger and Reiter
[32] the thermal constant for S. argyrostoma is 396.4 ! 19.18
(mean ! SD) degree-days with a minimum development threshold
(tL) of 7.4 8C. However, we obtained a thermal constant of
413.5 degree-days if the flies laid their larvae on the 12th of July,
the same day as Ca. vicina. This is clearly too early. If we make the
calculation based on larviposition 1 day later, the 13th of July, the
thermal constant would be 399.2 degree-days, still a little bit too high
according to our mean thermal constant. By subtracting another day,
i.e., if S. argyrostoma larviposited on the 14th of July, 2 days after Ca.
vicina, a K value of 386 degree-days is obtained. In all estimations of
PMI, we use ! 24 h as confidence interval, which in this case means
that larviposition would have occurred between the 13th and the
15th of July.

3.2. Case 126 (S. argyrostoma)

On the 7th of August, a naked body of a young female was
recovered in an apartment located in a building in the city of
Yverdon (north of Lausanne). The body was lying face down on the
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Fig. 1. Seasonal distribution of expertises with Sarcophaga species.

Table 3
Selected cases with the presence of S. caerulescens where PMI was calculated with the help of blowflies.

Case number Day of body
discovery

Species found in larval
stage and reared
in the laboratory

Day of egg-laying evaluation
for the species reared in the
laboratory

Day of larviposition
of S. caerulescens

Thermal constant for
S. caerulescens
(degree-days)
with 7.4 8C

Number of days
for the development
of S. caerulescens

77 13.9.99 L. caesar 13.9.99 13.9.99 312.3 24
107 8.7.02 L. caesar 2.7.99 2.7.99 335.7 29
140 19.6.04 Ca. vicina 15.6.04 15.6.04 323 26
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of Arikari skeletal remains with arrows indicating where the puparia were 

found and flies were found (a). Two different families of flies were found belonging to the 

Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae (b) (Gilbert and Bass, 1967). 

 
 
 
Similarly, Nuorteva (1987) found that P. terranovae (Robineau-Desvoidy) was a 

predominant springtime species in Urjaja, South Finland. Using these data 

(figure 3.5) the insect assemblage data were applied to two individual cases 

where death was shown to have occurred during winter or early spring, due to 

the presence of P. terranovae on the individuals. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 

type of bait used can have an effect. During the successional studies, Nuorteva 

(1987) used fish baits to determine the presence or absence of P. terranovae in 

the area; however, the species is not always attracted to baited fish so the 

presence of the species could have gone unnoticed in areas where no P. 

terranovae were detected. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the distribution of blowfly species during the year in South 

Finland. Flies during this studied displayed seasonal tendencies and using there data, 

seasonality was determined in forensic casework (Nuorteva, 1987). 

 
 
 
3.1.2 Exposure and Mortuary Behaviour 
 

From the examination of insects found at a burial or archaeological excavation, 

some initial information on the activities leading up to burial can be suggested. It 

is important to consider whether calliphorids are restricted to remains that are 

found in open environments or can also be found on buried remains. Some 

blowfly species, such as C. vicina and L. sericata, have been shown to oviposit 

on food sources that have been buried. Gunn et al (2010) showed that these 

species and some Muscidae, Musca stabulans and Musca prolapsa, can 

colonise buried pieces of liver at a depth of 10cm. This is an important 

consideration when examining remains thought to have been restricted to open 

environments as oviposition may have occurred post-burial. The majority of 

blowflies, however, require some exposed substrate on which to oviposit. 

 

As previously explained, puparia have been used to shed light on activity prior to 

burial. This is of particular importance to burials that are over 500 years old. In 

the Pacatnamu region of Peru, human skeletal remains, buried to a depth of 
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2.75m, were found mutilated (Faulkner, 1986). The burials were approximately 

800 years old and surrounding the bodies were muscoid fly puparia and 

coleopteran elytra. The Coleoptera were identified to be from the Histeridae and 

Dermestidae. The presence of these beetles in this locality suggested a 

prolonged exposure of the cadavers, as dermestids typically infest the carrion 

two months after death and are found in the dry stage of decomposition. Insect 

remains have also been found on cadavers in 16th century cesspits (McCobb et 

al., 2004) and pre-historic graves in New Brunswick, Canada dated as 2000-

2500 years old (Teskey & Turnbull, 1979). In both cases, calliphorid puparia 

were found, potentially indicating a prolonged exposure prior to burial, allowing 

time for the insects to colonise and pass through their entire lifecycle on the 

bodies. 

 

Recent studies have exploited the insect assemblage on archaeological 

discoveries to determine hypothetical timelines of events that occurred prior to 

death and identify mortuary behaviour. Hutchet and Greenberg (2010) examined 

skeletal remains found in a pre-Columbian Moche grave in Peru and found a 

diverse insect assemblage present. These included calliphorid puparia of 

Compsomyiops verena (Mello) (Calliphoridae, Chrysomyinae), Cochliomyia 

macellaria, Synthesiomyia nudiseta van der Wulp (Muscidae, Reinwardtiinae) 

and an unidentified sarcophagid puparium. All were identified using SEM with 

comparison to voucher specimens. Alongside the Diptera, Hymenoptera were 

hypothesised to have been present at the burial site when the cadavers were 

exposed, due to the presence of holes in the puparia, commonly seen with 

parasitised insects. A hypothetical timeline was proposed from examination of 

the insect assemblage (figure 3.6). Nystrom et al. (2005) also proposed a 

hypothetical scenario from the insect assemblage found from mummified 

remains recovered in the Chacapoya region in Peru (figure 3.7). These studies 

demonstrate the importance of examination of insects recovered from 

archaeological sites and the key information that the insects can provide from 

scenarios that occurred hundreds of years ago. 
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Figure 3.6: Hypothetical timeline deduced from insect assemblage from skeletal remains in Peru. 

Once death had occurred, oviposition by calliphorids and sarcophagids occurred and then 

developed. This is clear due to the presence of puparia near the skeletal remains. With the 

presence of Hymenoptera, it was thought that they began to colonise from day 20 onwards as 

this is when the calliphorids would be larvae and pupae. By utilising the insect assemblage, a 

behavioural timeline prior or after death can be determined (Huchet & Greenberg, 2010).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of events that are proposed to have occurred prior and after death of a 

mummified individual from Peru. Information regarding the events were proposed from 

examination of the insect assemblage which included calliphorid puparia, Hymenoptera and 

anthropological data (Nystrom et al., 2005). 

 
 
3.1.3 Identification 
 

For a timeline to be proposed in regards to historical remains, the insects must 

be correctly identified. As mentioned in Chapter One, there are currently two 

methods for identification, morphological and molecular techniques.  

 

occur. These flies do not oviposit on bodies
past the first 4–5 days. Calliphoridae files
may penetrate wrappings. There were no
adult examples of Calliphoridae flies recov-
ered from the sample.

(2) Hymenoptera species do not penetrate wrap-
pings to locate maggots and tend to look for
exposed larvae. There were examples of adult
Hymenoptera in the sample.

(3) Tineidae are typical of later invading taxa.

We present one hypothetical scenario based
upon the type of insects recovered from the
individual (Figure 7). There is some flexibility
inherent within the proposed timeline, given
unknowns concerning specific environmental
conditions and local insect populations.

The individual suffered cranial trauma, which
was followed, presumably in fairly short order, by
surgical intervention in the form of multiple
trepanations (Aufderheide & Rodrı́guez-Martı́n,
1998; Zimmerman et al., 1981). The individual
survived for a short period of time, long enough
for small areas of reactive bone to become appar-
ent. It was during this time that the first wave of
insects (Diptera) would have been attracted to
necrotising flesh. Soft tissue wounds due to both
the initial blunt trauma and the subsequent tre-
panations would have provided access points for
insect colonisation. Perforation of the skull would
also have provided access to the cranial cavity,
allowing insects to colonise necrotising brain
tissue. The open wounds may have led to soft

tissue infection, the result of which may still be
evident in the grossly visible swelling of the left
side of the face (Figure 8). This presumed infec-
tion may ultimately have been the cause of death.
Hymenoptera species would have had to have
access to the body in order parasitise mature
Diptera larve. In Belize and Hawaii, mature larvae
can be found on a body during the decay stage,
roughly three to eleven days after initial coloni-
sation (Goff, 2001). As there were no recovered
adult specimens of Calliphoridae, they either
emerged prior to the wrapping of the individual,
or managed to penetrate through the textiles. A
single adult Diapriidae was recovered from the
sample, which means that the textile wrappings
were applied prior to its emergence from the
pupa casing, trapping it within the mummy
bundle.

Although limited, available data suggest that
periosteal reactive bone appears sometime
between 10 and 21 days following injury (Murphy
et al., 1990; Fechner & Mills, 1993: 11). This
suggests, therefore, that death may have occurred
sometime around Day 9 or 10 following injury.
Furthermore, based upon the entomological evi-
dence, initial insect colonisation may have begun
prior to death. The presumed upper limit of 10
days for Hymenoptera activity, and the lower
limit for the presence of periosteal reactive bone,
coincide nicely. The evidence suggests that the
individual was wrapped shortly after death. This
is of course assuming that no artificial steps were
taken to facilitate soft tissue preservation.

Figure 7. Hypothetical timeline of body processingbased upon the type of insects recovered from themummy bundle.

182 K. C. Nystrom, A. Goff and M. L. Goff
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temperature). Forensic entomologists usually deal with post-
mortem intervals of a few days or weeks, optimally within the first
generation of the key insect, usually a fly. It follows that estimates
of the PMI are less accurate the longer the interval between the
fatal event and discovery of the body. Peruvian archaeoentomology
relies on a detailed knowledge of the indicator species, then and
now. In addition, there are such variables as long-term weather
cycles (El Nino), disturbance of the burial site by post-ritual activity,
plunderers, or animals, all of which may be significant factors.

Studies have shown that fly access to deep burials may not be
limited to smaller flies, e.g. phorids. Loose or sandy soil with cracks,
or blood-soaked soil, can facilitate deeper penetration by larger
flies as well. In blood-soaked soil, eggs will hatch and larvae can
develop into 2nd instar larvae that can penetrate to the corpse. In
Canada, maggots of various flies, including calliphorids (bluebottle
and greenbottle flies), were recovered from pigs buried 30 cm deep
(VanLoerhoven and Anderson, 1999). Grave 45 was 1 m deep and
thus beyond fly accessibility. Reopening a grave invites re-infesta-
tion and possible altering of the normal entomofaunal succession.
For example, a partly decomposed body that is re-moistened by
rain could re-engender putrefactive odors and initiate a new wave
of oviposition by the “primary” flies. Therefore, the empty fly
puparia recovered from the grave, indicate only one thing e the
larval development of this wave was completed in situ.

The puparium’s predetermined cuticular lines of weakness and
the pulsating ptilinum of the emerging fly are fine adaptations to
facilitate eclosion of the adult fly. The teneral fly must then push its
way from carcass and through soil up to the surface. Until then,
the adult is soft-bodied, with crumpled wings held flat against the
body, powerful hind legs, and the pulsating ptilinum between the
compound eyes acting like a bulldozer. When the surface is reached
the ptilinum is permanently withdrawn into the head, the wings
are expanded and the body hardens. The absence of adult struc-
tures, if the sifting process was carefully done, indicates the
successful escape of the flies from the burial site and into the air.

The biology and habits of the adult flies may be relevant to the
burial practices of theMoche. Although tagged flies can disperse up
to 20 miles in response to a food source (Greenberg, 1973), such
trips would have been unnecessary because the Moche culture, if
not the climate, fostered a resident fly population. We know that
flies do not fly in heavy rain or strong winds. In Peru they are
generally most abundant in the wet season but the seasonal mix of

fly species has not been adequately studied in Peru, and particu-
larly, in the subtropical desert scrub environment of theMoche site.

Seasonality of flies is pronounced in regions with cold or
freezing winters. Even In Alexandria, Egypt with a moderate,
Mediterranean climate, Tantawi et al. (1996) found definite
seasonal changes in the mix of fly species breeding in rabbits. In
winter, the calliphorids, Calliphora vicina and Phaenicia sericata,
were present on the carcasses, and several sarcophagid species
which had been present in the fall were strangely absent. It is worth
noting that one of us (J.-B. H) trapped numerous species of sar-
cophagids and the muscid S. nudiseta, at the Moche site but no
calliphorids were recovered on meat baits in the month of May. If
we knew the seasonality of the fly species at the Moche site we
might, by comparison with the buried species, be able to infer the
time of year when death came to the individual in grave 45.

Generally, fly activity is restricted or ceases at night. In field
studies elsewhere in Peru flight activity sharply declined, or may
have ceased at dusk, even in the presence of a carcass, and an
ambient temperature suitable for flight (Baumgartner and
Greenberg, 1985). Field studies in various regions give mixed
results. Blowflies oviposited, albeit in smaller batches, on meat bait
during the darkest hours of summer nights in Illinois (Greenberg,
1990a) and in Punjab, India (D. Singh, pers. comm.), but did not
oviposit in Alexandria, Egypt (T. Tantawi, pers. comm.). Given the
above, and what has come down to us concerning pre-hispanic
burial practices, there is little reason to assume a rapid or nocturnal
burial.

10. Conclusion

The life cycles and habits of the relevant flies preclude an early
burial and point to a period above ground, or in a temporarily
unfilled grave (open tomb), of at least 3 or 4 weeks (Fig. 8). Inwarm
weather, oviposition by flies would begin within one or two days
following death. A few days later, the body would be swarming
with maggots of various species and ages. Within a week at least
50% of a corpse (including the brain and viscera) would be
consumed. C. macellaria and C. verena, were probably among the
first to exploit the corpse. C. macellaria provides some relevant
biology. In this species, egg hatch to cessation of larval feeding takes
about five days. About 40% of postfeeding larvae remain at or close
to the corpse, and about 50% disperse no farther than 2.4 m to

Fig. 8. Estimates of the time line of insect succession in T45 individual grave and duration of corpse exposure.

J.-B. Huchet, B. Greenberg / Journal of Archaeological Science 37 (2010) 2846e2856 2853
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3.1.3.1 Morphological Identification 
 

The main morphological technique used to identify insect specimens from burial 

sites is light microscopy. When examining puparia, which are commonly found at 

burial sites, scanning electron microscopy is preferred. This technique allows 

greater detail of morphological features to be examined and was used in studies 

by Hutchet and Greenberg (2010) (figure 3.8). Keys features that are used for 

identification of puparia using SEM are found in table 3.1. This technique relies 

on taxonomic keys and sufficient taxon sampling (Whitworth, 2003; 

Siriwattanarungsee et al., 2005; Sukontason et al., 2006). The samples, 

however, can sometimes prove difficult to identify as they may be damaged due 

to weathering or because they are from a species that is not yet included in 

taxonomic keys. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: (a) Puparia found associated with skeletal remains in Peru. (b) To identify the 

species, scanning electron microscopy was used by examining particular taxonomic features 

(Huchet & Greenberg, 2010). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Peruvian calliphorid fauna is relatively well known on the basis
of several recent taxonomic and biological studies. Greenberg and
Szyska (1984) reared and described the life cycles of twelve calli-
phorid species for the first time (see also Flores and Dale, 1984;
Dale, 1985; Prudot and Dale, 1985; and Dale and Prudot, 1986).
Baumgartner and Greenberg (1985) provide bionomic and
ecological data on a number of Peruvian blowflies.

6.1.1.1. Cochliomyia macellaria (F.) (Fig. 4b). Puparia of this fly were
recovered from two pre-Columbian Peruvianmummies (Riddle and
Vreeland, 1982). In Peru, it is among the most common fly fre-
quenting carrion (Iannacone, 2003; Baumgartner and Greenberg,
1985), and it colonizes cadavers soon after death. Its prevalence
in pre-Colombian archaeological contexts indicates that it is
undoubtedly a native species. A population decline of this species
was first noted with the concurrent expansion of the recently
introduced invasive species Chrysomya albiceps (Wiedemann)
(Baumgartner and Greenberg, 1984). According to the forensic

observations of A. Oliva (2008, pers. comm.), Cochliomyiamacellaria
now behaves as a “backward primary fly”, colonizing corpses 24 to
72 h after death. C. macellaria is a synanthropic fly (Greenberg,
1971) and is considered to be of primary forensic importance
(Velásquez, 2008). Based on the biological data concerning C.
macellaria, this species was probably among the first flies to colo-
nize the corpse.

6.1.1.2. Compsomyiops verena (Mello) (Fig. 4a). The puparia recov-
ered from grave 45 were compared with those of Compsomyiops
verena (Mello) and C. boliviana (Mello), collected and reared in San
Ramon, Junin Province, 1550m (VI, 1980) andMontaro Valley, Junin
Province, 3500 m (XII, 1979), respectively (Greenberg and Szyska,
1984). Immature stages of the two reared species are difficult to
distinguish. Both species have similar food preferences but
different habitat distributions. C. boliviana is a montane species
while C. verena occurs at lower elevations (1200 m) in the upper
rain forest. It overlaps C. boliviana at approximately 2500e3000 m.

Fig. 4. a. SEM photos of puparia. a. Compsomyiops verena (Mello) (Calliphoridae, Chrysomyinae), caudal segment of subfossil puparium (lateral view) showing the pair of posterior
spiracles surrounded by distinct sharp tubercles. b. Cochliomyia macellaria (F.), idem (posterior view). c. Synthesiomyia nudiseta van der Wulp (Muscidae, Reinwardtiinae), idem
(lateral view). d. idem, close-up of sinuous anal spiracular slits. e. S. nudiseta, recent trapped specimen from the same archaeological site showing the puparium enclosed in a sandy
cocoon. f. Ophyra aenescens (Wiedemann) (Muscidae, Azeliinae), caudal segment of subfossil puparium (posterior view). (Photos a, b, c, d, f: Dept of Biological Sciences, University of
Illinois at Chicago, 2009; photo e: J.B. Huchet, 2009).
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of red mineral pigment identified as cinnabar (Fig. 2). Five pieces of
copper were recovered, one laid on the mouth, four others placed
inside the mouth.

The anthropological study conducted by D. Deverly showed that
the skeleton was incomplete and had been disturbed prior to
excavation: the left forearm and lower legs were entirely missing;
and the right humerus had been put back on the wrong side. In all
likelihood, these disturbances were caused by the Moche reopen-
ing the grave, and not by tomb plunderers (Huaqueros) who would
have removed the grave goods to sell, and not bothered with the
skeleton.

The remaining articulations of the skeleton with many intact
ligaments suggest that the bundle was moved when the body was
in an advanced stage of decomposition but before it was completely
skeletonised. The bone disarticulations might have been enhanced
by the south-north soil incline (the skull was located 10 cm higher
than the pelvis).

5.3. Associated grave goods

Four ceramic vessels (three stirrup-spout vessels and a single
cántaro) were recovered from grave 45. These correspond to
“Moche I” style in Larco Hoyle’s chronology. One of the vessels
presents an exceptionally realistic scene showing a condor, the
wings widely spread, attacked by a feline perched on its back. It is
noteworthy that the head of the feline is missing. According to
Chauchat et al. (unpublished 2006 archaeological report), the
intentional decapitation of the feline, probably performed with
a Tumi (sacrificial knife), is highly symbolic since feline and condor,
in Moche mythology, were considered supernatural creatures
commanding earth and air, respectively.

5.4. Insect remains from grave 45

Adult beetles generally have a particularly hard exoskeleton,
whereas adult flies are relatively fragile and are poorly preserved in
archaeological contexts. During pupariation, the maggot contracts
and its skin hardens into a rigid barrel-shaped case (puparium),
inside which the adult fly develops. The sclerotized puparium can
survive thousands or even millions of years (Handschin, 1944;
Gautier and Schumann, 1973; Germonpré and Leclercq, 1994). The
forensic entomologist often relies on living fly larvae on cadavers

but the archaeoentomologist depends, in most cases, on the
puparium, the “fossil witness”, to calculate the time of death.

Grave 45 contained about two hundred fly puparia (Fig. 3). Their
identificationwas aidedwith a scanning electronmicroscope (SEM)
(JEOL 5600LV), after the specimens were gold/palladium coated to
a thickness of approximately 275 Å with a Denton Desk IV sputter
coater.

Because the anterior portion of the puparium is lost during adult
emergence, the diagnosis was based on the posterior segments, e.g.
the relative position of the tubercles and features of the posterior
spiracles: their shape and distance apart; the contours of the
spiracular slits; the thickness, shape, and completeness of the
peritreme; and the location of the scar and button (Fig. 4a,b,c,d,f).
SEM photos of the puparia from the tomb were compared with
photos of puparia from known species collected and reared from
egg to adult at various Peruvian sites (Greenberg and Szyska, 1984).
The recovered fly puparia belong to three families: Calliphoridae,
Muscidae and Sarcophagidae. In addition, the remains of a wing
case fragment (elytron) of the hide beetle, Omorgus suberosus (F.)
(Coleoptera: Trogidae), as well as many pupal cells attributed to the
same species were recovered in the sediment subjacent to the
skeleton (Fig. 5b,c,d). Although no parasitoid wasps were recov-
ered, their presence is evidenced by the characteristic exit holes
visible on most of the sarcophagid puparia (Fig. 5a). Investigations
performed in 2009 by one of us (J.B.H), using traps with meat bait
on the site of Huaca de la Luna, yielded two species of adult Bra-
chymeria (B. podagrica (F.) and B. n. sp.) (Chalcididae). The reduced
size of the exit holes on the puparia, suggest that the buried sar-
cophagids might have been parasitized by a wasp belonging to the
Pteromalidae (Table 1).

6. Results

6.1. Diptera

6.1.1. Calliphoridae
Calliphorids (blowflies) are very often involved in forensic

investigations due to their ability to locate and colonize a cadaver
soon after death (Greenberg, 1991; Greenberg and Kunich, 2002).

Fig. 2. Moche, young adult, at grave 45. Skull with distinct areas of red pigment
(cinnabar) (photo B. Guttierez León, 2007). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Fly puparia from grave 45. In the centre, an elytral fragment of the skin-beetle
Omorgus suberosus (Fabricius) (Coleoptera: Trogidae). Photo C. Chauchat/J.B. Huchet,
2008.

J.-B. Huchet, B. Greenberg / Journal of Archaeological Science 37 (2010) 2846e28562848

(a) (b) 
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Table 3.1: Summary of features used when using scanning electron microscopy on calliphorid 
puparia. 
 

Feature References 
Anterior spiracles Amorim & Ribeiro, 2001; Whitworth, 2003; 

Siriwattanarungsee et al., 2005; Sukontason et 
al., 2006; Huchet & Greenberg, 2010 

Anterior tubules 
Number of papillae 
Spinal distribution 
Respiratory horn 
 
 
3.1.3.2 Molecular identification 
 

Since Sperling et al. (1994) used PCR-RFLP for identification of calliphorid 

samples, forensic entomologists have explored molecular genetic techniques as 

a way of identifying insects samples. To date, analysis of the mitochondrial 

genome is the most used and the cytochrome c oxidase I gene is the preferred 

gene region. 

 

3.1.3.3 Cytochrome c Oxidase Gene  
 

Due to the high copy number, ease of manipulation and low mutation rates, 

mitochondrial DNA is the preferred target region for amplification and analysis to 

identify unknown insect samples (Harvey et al., 2003; Hoy, 2003). Studies have 

shown that it is possible to identify blowflies from around the globe when using 

this region (Ames et al., 2006; Nelson et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2008).  

 

Very few studies have used the COI region to identify puparia samples older 

than 20 years old. Mazzanti et al. (2010) examined the effect of DNA 

degradation and genetic analysis for the identification of dipteran puparia or 

puparia fragments. Using PCR, a mitochondrial fragment between 348-931bp 

including COI and COII, was amplified. Results showed that only one sample 

(>20 years old) was successfully amplified using the COI gene and identified by 

comparison with BLAST as Ch. megacephala.  The lack of amplification in the 

majority of old samples may have been due to weathering and storage 

conditions as a 1270bp region of the COI gene has been shown to amplify in 

contemporary puparia (Harvey. 2008). Mazzanti et al. (2010) characterised 

puparia older than 20 years as ‘very old’, however, in case studies this can often 

be considered contemporary, as many archaeological samples are much older.  
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Castalanelli et al. (2010) successfully amplified a 550bp region of the COI  in 

whole Trogoderma granarium (Coleoptera) samples that had been stored for 

over 20 years. A non-destructive extraction technique was utilised using ANDE 

solution, which relies on the alkaline hydrolysis of proteins, allowing the solution 

to enter the specimen during the incubation stage. This however is not always 

possible with dipteran puparia as they are hollow; thin walled and highly 

chitinous to prevent any liquid entering through the walls of the puparium. 

 

The majority of studies involving the sequencing of the COI gene have used 

Sanger sequencing.  With genomic sequencing techniques constantly under 

development and the cost of sequencing decreasing, ‘next generation’ 

sequencing techniques have begun to be used more extensively and have 

recently been applied to entomological research. 

 

3.1.3.4 Next Generation Sequencing 
 

Since the early 1990s, the main sequencing technology used was Sanger 

sequencing. With the advent of new technologies in molecular genetics, a high 

throughput sequencing approach has developed (Glenn, 2011). This includes 

454, SOLiD and GAII technologies. A summary of these techniques can be 

found in table 3.2. Each run has the potential to produce millions of sequence 

reads, therefore the depth of coverage is much greater than is possible in 

Sanger sequencing. Next-generation sequencing also eliminates the need for 

cloning, using an emulsion PCR technique. This allows different samples to be 

pooled together, and sequenced individually, allowing a greater scope in 

examination of contigs (Shendure & Ji, 2008). In the last ten years, these 

technologies have begun to be used in entomology. 
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Table 3.2: Summary of next generation sequencing technologies. 
 
Sequencing 
Technique 

Read Length Method References 

Illumina 
GAII 

Approximately 
100bp 

Bridge amplification and 
reversible terminators  

Glenn, 2011; Nagalakshmi, 
et al. 2010; Costa et al. 
2010; Etter et al., 2011 

454 
Sequencing 
(GS FLX) 

Approximately 
140-200bp 

Emulsion PCR. Bases 
are detected by increase 
in signal strength and 
correlates to 
homopolymer length 

Rothberg & Leamon, 2008; 
Vera et al., 2008; Kircher & 
Kelso, 2010; Glenn, 2011; 
Cheng et al. 2012 

SOLiD Approximately 
50bp 

Emulsion PCR and 
ligation-based 
sequencing 

Kircher & Kelso, 2010; 
Glenn, 2011; Rubin et al. 
2012 

Helicos 
Single 
Molecule 
Sequencer 

Approximately 
25-55bp 

No amplification. True 
direct sequencing using 
fluorescent nucleotide. 
Sequence by synthesis 

Kircher & Kelso, 2010 

 
 

Sequencing using next generation technologies has become more cost effective 

in recent years, allowing greater scope for sequencing in non-model organisms. 

The Melitaea cinxia (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) transcriptome has recently been 

sequenced as well as the transcriptome of the forensically important blowfly L. 

sericata. These data allow single nucleotide polymorphisms, alternative splicing 

and candidate genes for gene expression studies to be identified. Gene 

expression data can then be used in collaboration with previously published data 

(Ames et al  2006a; Ames et al., 2006b; Tarone et al., 2007; Zehner & Amendt, 

2009; Tarone & Foran, 2010) for age estimation of forensic entomological 

samples.  

 

Next generation sequencing also allows DNA templates from unknown 

organisms to be pooled together and amplified in the same run and produce 

sequences from individual species contained within the pooled sample. 

Timmerman et al. (2010) pooled 30 species of Coleoptera into three template 

groups and using 454 sequencing, amplified the mitochondrial barcoding region, 

as mentioned in Chapter One. The contigs were successfully aligned and 

species identification was successful. Similarly, Zeale et al. (2011) identified the 

arthropod species present in faecal matter from three different species of bat, 

Barbastella barbastellus, Popostrellus pipistrellus and Myotis nattereri. Using the 

mtDNA barcoding region (Moritz & Cicero, 2004; Hebert et al., 2009), a short 

region within the COI barcode was amplified, suggesting that a ‘mini-barcode’ is 
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sufficient to identify species (Hajibabaei et al., 2006; Hajibabaei et al., 2007; 

Meusnier et al., 2008). This could be applied to degraded, damaged or 

weathered samples, allowing greater chance of amplifying mtDNA due to the 

size of the template fragment (Deagle et al., 2006). 

 

3.1.4  Ancient DNA 
 

One of the main factors in the success of DNA extraction and amplification from 

old insect samples is the standard of storage and preservation (Dean & Ballard, 

2001). The ability to successfully extract DNA from samples is dependant on 

correct preservation (Austin & Melville, 2006). Environmental conditions such as 

rainfall, temperature and light exposure have been shown to decrease success 

rate of extraction and amplification, significantly affecting older samples (Austin 

et al., 1997; Junqueira et al., 2002). In particular, UV radiation, pH and heat 

exposure have all been shown to degrade the DNA (Dittmar et al., 2003). Hoss 

et al. (1996) showed that with samples found in colder conditions, the 

amplification success rate was higher than those stored in the warmer 

conditions. There is an inevitable decrease in DNA quality with age as when the 

organism dies, the DNA begins to degrade due to hydrolysis and oxidation, 

causing inter-strand cross-linking. This causes modifications and mutations in 

the DNA templates and hinders PCR amplification (Pääbo, 1989; Kelman & 

Moran, 1996; Serre et al,, 2004).  Micro-organisms have also been shown to 

induce mutations and cause contamination when amplifying the target DNA 

(Höss et al., 1996; Willerslev & Cooper, 2005).  

 

Contamination of ancient DNA (aDNA) with contemporary DNA is problematic, 

therefore standard guidelines for laboratory practice, specimen selection and 

authentication have been proposed (Cano, 1996; Austin et al. 1997; Hofreiter et 

al., 2001; Panagiotakopulu, 2004). These include quantitative PCR (qPCR) to 

determine whether DNA is contemporary or ancient. By using qPCR, the quantity 

of amplifiable target DNA is determined and can be assessed; if a large amount 

of DNA is present, then contemporary contamination is more likely have 

occurred (Deagle et al., 2006). This technique allows the DNA to be 

authenticated for publication. Strict laboratory guidelines are implemented to 

prevent cross contamination with contemporary DNA. 
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Due to problems with the integrity of aDNA, most studies have utilised museum 

specimens because of better storage and preservation. Studies have examined 

the evolutionary and phylogenetic information rather than provide information in 

regards to identification and forensic information such as seasonality (Pääbo, 

1991; Austin et al., 1997; Green et al., 2010). Few studies have examined the 

insect significance at excavated archaeological sites or museum artefacts 

(Dittmar et al., 2003; Panagiotakopulu, 2004), Currently, no studies have 

examined the insect fauna assemblage from human cadavers with the use of 

molecular techniques to aid in identification and forensic casework. 

 

3.1.5  Aims 
 

To examine the utility of molecular identification methods on ancient insect 

remains, two sets of samples were provided. They were both different ages, and 

originated from different collections. These are outlined in examples one and 

two. Each is a separate case study. 
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Example One 
Molecular analysis of 150-300 year old insect remains 

 

Samples were obtained from the Royal Museum of Central Africa in Tervuren, 

Belgium, that were dated by radiocarbon analysis as approximately 150 years 

old (ca. 1850) (figure 3.9). The samples were associated with two mummified 

male individuals. Male 1 was approximately 170cm tall and 30 years old at the 

time of death. Male 2 was 176cm tall and approximately 45 years old at the time 

of death. Both males are thought to be of sub-Saharan African origin by museum 

curators and the cause of death for both are unknown. For both of the 

individuals, a variety of insect species and vegetative fauna were found in the 

wooden boxes that they were stored in. Exposure to unknown environmental and 

museum conditions had occurred for an unknown amount of time. Detailed 

documentation regarding the individuals was missing. The origin of both 

individuals was unknown. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9: Photograph of samples that were collected from the wooden box that the two male 

individuals were stored in (a). Closer examination showed that a variety of species were present 

in the sample (b) and (c). Three puparial fragments (d) were used in the nested-PCR approach.   

(a)        (b) 

(c) (d) 
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The identification of the insect material from both individuals potentially could 

provide seasonality in which death occurred and a possible indicator of a 

geographical origin for both males. Due to the unknown storage and preservation 

history of the samples the DNA could have been degraded.  Paabo et al. (1989) 

suggests that specimens subjected to adverse environmental conditions rarely 

amplify >150bp fragments, while in contrast, museum stored specimens could 

potentially yield up to 500bp PCR products. As the samples from both males had 

been subjected to environmental conditions for unknown periods, a two-way 

molecular approach was used to identify the insect samples as well as 

morphological analyses. 

 

A morphological taxonomic approach was used on Lepidoptera and Coleoptera 

that were within the sample set. For dipteran puparia, two molecular identification 

approaches were used: firstly a nested-PCR to overcome template degradation 

issues that may be encountered (Walden & Robertson, 1997) and secondly a 

separate, discrete high throughput 454 deep-sequencing approach. This 

mirrored the methods used by Bohmann et al. (2011) in their analysis of mixed 

arthropod remains in faecal pellets.  

 

The aims of the study were: 

 

1. To determine whether the DNA was located in a particular region of the 

puparia. 

2. Can washing the puparia sample prevent surface contamination? 

3. Can DNA be extracted from dipteran puparia? 

4. If DNA is successfully extracted, can it be analysed using nested –PCR 

and the barcoding region sequenced to identify species assemblage of 

the sample? 

5. Can the extracted DNA be used in 454 deep sequencing? 

6. Upon successful species identification, can information such as origin 

and/or seasonality be determined? 

7. Do the two molecular approaches identify a consistent range of species? 
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3.2  Results 
 
3.2.1 Limiting contaminants during the amplification of DNA from 

puparia extracts 
 

The first aim was to determine whether washing the puparia could reduce the 

chances of external contamination. The washes were assayed by PCR with the 

primers, Nest-228-F and Nest-228-R, which amplify a 228bp region of the COI 

gene. These primers are designed to amplify a variety of taxa such as Diptera 

and Acari. No amplification of a 228bp fragment was visible in any of the washes 

following 40 rounds of PCR. The positive control amplified an expected 228bp 

fragment (figure 3.10). A possible reason for this is that no contaminants may 

have been attached to the puparia or if any contaminant was present, it may not 

have detached from the puparia during the washing step. Prior to washing, 

puparia were examined under a light microscope and no debris was found on the 

puparia. If contamination were present on the puparia, amplification of a 228bp 

fragments would be expected in the first wash buffer. The lack of amplification in 

the wash buffers however, demonstrates that there was no contaminant on the 

puparia. To reduce the chance of potential external contaminants, three serial 

washes in sterile H2O is recommended when extracting DNA from calliphorid 

puparia. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.10: 2.5% agarose TBE gel showing the amplification results of a 228bp COI region 

from the wash buffers. Lane 1: marker; lane 2: wash buffer 1 from puparium 1; lane 3: wash 

buffer 2 from puparium 1; lane 4: wash buffer 3 from puparium 1; lane 5: wash buffer 1 from 

puparium 2; lane 6: wash buffer 2 from puparium 2; lane 7: wash buffer 3 from puparium 2; 

lane 8: wash buffer 1 from puparium 3; lane 9: wash buffer 2 from puparium 3; lane 10: wash 

buffer 3 from puparium 3; lane 11: positive control; lane 12: negative PCR control. 
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3.2.2 Detection of DNA by Fluorescence Histology 
 

DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) was used to stain histological prepared 

samples of the puparia to detect if any DNA could be found in the puparia. Single 

puparia fragments were used from the sample set. Figure 3.11 shows the results 

of the DAPI staining. There is a light blue florescence on the interior of the 

puparium suggesting that double stranded DNA (dsDNA) was present.  

 

Greenberg (1959) found that bacteria within the fore- and hind-gut of M. 

domestica were displaced to the inner wall of the puparium throughout 

metamorphic development. The possibility of DAPI to bind to contaminants such 

as bacteria could have occurred, however, as the colour is constant throughout 

the inner surface of the puparium, this is unlikely to have occurred. No 

fluorescence was detected on the exterior surface of the puparia and 

fluorescence was solely restricted to the interior of the puparia, commonly where 

the epithelial layer is located. No epithelial layer was present on the samples 

when they were fixed. This indicates that the epidemis of the puparium may be a 

source of DNA.  
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Figure 3.11: Fluorescent images of whole puparia (a-d) having undergone DAPI staining. In all 

images, a light blue fluorescence can be seen where dsDNA is present. All is contained within 

the ventral (interior) side of the puparium, indicating where the DNA is located (indicated by 

arrows). 

 
 
3.2.3  Nested PCR Approach 
 

3.2.3.1 Amplification of a 320bp COI Region 
 

A 320bp region of the COI gene was chosen as an indicator of the integrity and 

condition of the DNA. One concern would be that DNA from the puparial 

fragments might have been degraded so that a larger piece of the COI cannot be 

amplified. By initially amplifying the 320bp fragment, it may have produced 

enough DNA to be subsequently amplified with a set of internal primers using a 

nested-PCR approach. This strategy would ultimately increase the chances of 

amplifying very small amounts of ancient DNA, whilst maintaining specificity 

through the use of two sets of specific primers. Figure 3.12 shows no visible 

amplification of the 320bp COI region after 40 rounds of PCR from seven 

separate ancient puparia samples, each containing 3 pieces of puparia 

fragments, when run out on a 2.5% agarose-TBE gel. The negative extraction 

PCR and negative PCR controls did not amplify a band and the positive control 
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PCR amplified the expected sized band, showing no contamination and PCR 

cycling conditions working correctly. From the first round of PCR, it was not 

expected to see an amplified 320bp fragment in any of the ancient samples due 

to the sized of the fragment being amplified. 

 

 
3.2.3.3 Amplification of 228bp COI Region 
 

Using unique primers designed to recognise conserved regions within the 

previously amplified 320bp COI fragment, a 228bp fragment would be amplified, 

containing enough variability in sequence to determine species.  

 

Using 1µl from the first PCR reaction, nested-PCR amplification from 40 PCR 

cycles produced no products when single puparial fragments were used. Bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were used as PCR 

additives but amplification still proved unsuccessful (data not shown). When 3 

puparial fragments were pooled in each sample, however, and subjected to 40 

rounds of PCR in the first reaction and 40 rounds with the inner nested primers, 

two of the seven samples amplified the expected 228bp sized fragment, (figure 

3.13 lanes 7 and 8). By pooling small puparial pieces, the success rate of 

amplification using nested PCR increased.  This could possibly be due to the 

Figure 3.12: 2.5% agarose TBE gel showing the amplification results of a 320bp region of the 

COI gene from pooled ancient puparia. Lane 1: marker; lane 2: pooled ancient puparia 

sample 1; lane 3: pooled ancient puparia sample 2; lane 4: pooled ancient puparia sample 3; 

lane 5: pooled ancient puparia sample 4; lane 6: pooled ancient puparia sample 5; lane 7: 

pooled ancient puparia sample 6; lane 8: pooled ancient puparia sample 7; lane 9: negative 

extraction control; lane 10: positive PCR control; lane 11: negative PCR control. 
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increase in starting material, therefore, more template DNA and increased 

chance of a less degraded strand of DNA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3.2.3.4 Sequencing and Phylogeny 
 

The fourth aim was to examine the sequence of the two PCR products amplified 

from the nested-PCR step and compare them to known sequences of species 

within GenBank (NCBI). The two PCR products obtained from pools of ancient 

puparia were purified and sequenced commercially. Sequences obtained were 

high quality and chromatograms showed only one sequence present in each 

sample. This is an important factor as 3 puparial fragments were used in each 

sample therefore is was important to determine whether only one sequence was 

present when the chromatograms were analysed. Two different species were 

identified from the samples (figures 3.14 and 3.15). One was identified as a 

species closely related to C. vicina (figure 3.14; whole tree appendix 3.1) and the 

other to Ch. chloropyga (figure 3.15; whole tree appendix 3.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.13: 2.5% agarose TBE gel electrophoresis showing the successful amplification of 

the nested-PCR 228bp region from ancient puparia. Lane 1: marker; lane 2: pooled ancient 

puparia sample 1; lane 3: pooled ancient puparia sample 2; lane 4: pooled ancient puparia 

sample 3; lane 5: pooled ancient puparia sample 4; lane 6: pooled ancient puparia sample 5; 

lane 7: pooled ancient puparia sample 6; lane 8: pooled ancient puparia sample 7; lane 9: 

negative extraction control; lane 10: positive PCR control; lane 11: negative PCR control. 
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Figure 3.14: Bootstrap neighbour joining tree using the Tamura-Nei model with 500 replicates 

showing the position of unknown 1 near C. vicina. Unknown 1 was sequenced from a 228bp 

region of the COI gene using nested-PCR. Bootstrap values showed high support for the clade 

containing the unknown sequence nested-PCR. (Unknown 1: Red square) 
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Figure 3.15: Bootstrap neighbour joining tree using the Tamura-Nei model with 500 replicates 

showing the position of unknown 2 within the Ch. chloropyga clade. Unknown 2 was sequenced 

from a 228bp region of the COI gene using the nested-PCR approach. Bootstrap values showed 

high support for the clade containing the unknown sequence nested-PCR. (Unknown 2: Red 

square) 
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3.2.4 454 Sequencing 
 

The aim of the 454 sequencing approach was to examine whether 454 deep 

sequencing could be used on DNA derived from puparial remains to produce 

readable sequences, and to also reproduce previous results in an independent 

DNA lab. Preparing approximately 100-pooled puparial samples for the 454 

sequencing method produced 1816 mitochondrial sequences of approximately 

160bp from the COI gene. A phylogenetic tree was produced using MEGAN 

(figure 3.16), which compares the raw contigs produced from the 454 deep 

sequencing and identifies similarities to known sequences in the BLAST 

database (NCBI). The majority of sequences consisted of unclassified Diptera, 

however some sequences were determined to species level. These were Ch. 

putoria and C. vicina. A hoverfly sequence was also detected and identified as 

Ocyptamus tiarella. Lepodoptera, Chilopoda, Riekoperia, Acari and Pedotontus 

were also sequenced from the sample set (figure 3.16-3.17). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.16: Phylogenetic tree showing the distribution and identity of the 454 sequence 

data runs when compared against the BOLD using MEGAN. An array of arthropods were 

found within the 300 year old sample sets. The red circle correspond to the amount of 

sequences that pooled at the position in the phylogenetic tree, 
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Figure 3.17: Bar chart showing the number of sequences in correspondence with species 

identification using BLAST. The majority of sequences, 1074, were identified to belong to a 

Diptera sp. (BOLD: AAH3720). 

 
 
3.2.5 Identification of Lepidoptera and Coleoptera 
 

Taxonomic experts identified three Lepidoptera (figure 3.18) and three 

Coleoptera (figure 3.19). The Lepidoptera were identified to family level as 

Pyralidae by Kevin Tuck at the Natural History Museum, London, UK. This family 

has a global distribution and was noted by the taxonomist to possibly be a 

contemporary contaminant to the sample set. Two Coleoptera were identified as 

Reesa vespulae (Tenebrioninae: Coleoptera), commonly known as the cabinet 

beetle. One coleopteran was identified as Palorus sp. (figure 3.18(c)).  All 

coleopteran samples were suggested to be contemporary contaminants to the 

sample set by the taxonomist. These were identified at the NHM, London, UK by 

Maxwell Barclay.  
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Figure 3.18: Light microscopy images showing the three Pyralidae species (a, b and c) present 

from the samples. All were identified by an expert taxonomist and determined to be 

contemporary contaminants. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19: Light microscopy images showing Reesa vespulae, also known as the cabinet 

beetle (a and b) and Palorus sp. (c). All were determined to be contemporary contaminants by a 

taxonomist expert.  

 
 
 
3.3 Discussion 
 
The primary aim of this study was to determine whether DNA could be extracted 

and sequenced from old samples to examine species identify from unknown 

insect samples. Two techniques were examined and compared to analyse 
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whether, if any, species identity was the same between both techniques. DNA 

was successfully amplified and sequenced using both techniques, nested-PCR 

and 454 sequencing, and in both cases, produced a species identity. The 

location of DNA within calliphorid puparia was also determined with the use of 

DAPI staining and could help future studies when extracting DNA from puparial 

remnants. 

 

3.3.1 Removal of contaminants by washing the samples 
 

Samples were washed to determine whether it would reduce the chance of any 

contaminants present on the puparia. Puparia are commonly covered in dirt and 

due to them being found in close proximity to carrion (Archer et al.,  2006), other 

arthropods could be present on the samples such as mites (Perotti et al., 2009). 

It is imperative that samples are cleaned before extracting DNA to minimise the 

chance of amplifying the contaminant DNA, as the primers used for molecular 

identification in forensic entomology are universal so amplify a range of 

arthropod taxa (Simon  et al., 1994). The lack of amplification of a 228bp region 

of the COI gene from three successive washes showed that no PCR product was 

produced. This indicates that either no contaminant was present on the puparia 

prior to washing, or that the contaminant did not loosen from the puparia while in 

the wash buffer. Prior to washing, a fine synthetic brush was used to remove any 

dirt particles, further reducing the chance of contamination.   

 

Further examination into the presence of contaminants could use nested-PCR to 

amplify a smaller region within the 228bp COI product.	   From this part of the 

study, a recommendation is to implement puparial washes when planning on 

performing molecular work on calliphorid puparia to loosen any contaminants 

that are stuck onto the surface of the samples, potentially reducing the chances 

of amplifying contaminants and effectively cleaning the puparia prior to DNA 

extraction. 

 

3.3.2 Location of DNA in Puparia using DAPI 
 

DAPI staining showed that the dsDNA in located on the internal surface of the 

puparia cuticle. No dsDNA was detected on the external surface. This was 
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expected as the outer coating of the puparia is composed of integument layers of 

chitinous protein and a layer of wax, preventing water from entering the 

puparium. The origin of the dsDNA may be the puparial epithelial layer. During 

metamorphosis, the pupa develops a thin epithelial membrane, creating a barrier 

between the puparium and the pupa. This epithelial layer is sometimes left 

behind when the adult emerges and is attached to the puparium, however, none 

was present on the samples in this study. As shown by the DAPI stain, DNA is 

contained within the epidermis of the puparium wall. Therefore, the possibility of 

extracting DNA from newly formed puparia and ancient samples is likely. 

 

3.3.3 Success of Techniques 
 

DNA was successfully extracted and analysed using both nested-PCR and 454 

deep sequencing. Each of the techniques produced sequences that could be 

assigned to species level. By using both molecular techniques on the same 

sample, it allowed results to be compared. Calliphora vicina was identified using 

both molecular techniques, and the sister species Ch. chloropyga and Ch. 

putoria were seen in the nested-PCR and 454 approach respectively. Molecular 

identification has not previously been performed on puparia over 100 years old 

and studies usually rely on taxonomic keys for identification (Gilbert & Bass, 

1967; Nuorteva, 1987; Merritt et al., 2007). Some species are highly similar in 

morphology or may have recently diverged (Stevens & Wall, 1996; Stevens et 

al., 2002), as mentioned in Chapter One, so using taxonomic keys for old 

samples may provide inaccurate identification. Changes in species distribution 

can also result in taxon sampling issues (Tomberlin et al., 2006). These factors 

could provide information that is misleading to the samples. This study acts as a 

proof of principle that molecular identification techniques can be applied to 

samples, such as aged puparia. In addition to museum samples and insects 

associated with mummified human remains, another area of interest might be the 

puparia associated with late glacial mammoths, that have yet to be identified 

(Lister, 2009).  This could provide information such as evolutionary status, gene 

flow and diversity that would not be possible otherwise.  
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3.3.4 Nested-PCR Approach 
 
One of the main problems encountered with museum or ancient insect samples 

are the issues with DNA degradation. To overcome this problem, nested-PCR 

was used to amplify a smaller DNA region within the first amplified COI DNA 

region. With the initial low amplification of a 320bp COI region, it is possible to 

amplify a smaller region within the original 320bp COI fragment to send for 

sequencing. The designed nested-PCR primers were used, as opposed to the 

primers used in the 454 deep sequencing, as they had been shown to amplify a 

region within a commonly amplified PCR fragment used in identification studies 

involving insect samples (Cainé et al., 2009; Wells & Sperling, 2001; Harvey et 

al., 2003; Magni, et al. 2012). Two DNA products were amplified and 

successfully sequenced. 

 

Chrysomya chloropyga is Afrotropical in distribution and more widely distributed 

in South Africa than its sister species Ch. putoria (Wells & Greenberg, 1992; 

Richards et al., 2009). It is more commonly found at higher altitudes than other 

species found in South Africa and more adapted to colder temperatures than 

closely related species (Richards, Williams et al., 2009). Calliphora vicina is 

worldwide (Holarctic) in distribution; a cold adapted species and is commonly 

found in shaded and urban habitats (Bonacci et al., 2009; Byrd & Castner, 2009). 

 

The nested-PCR primers were designed from a database containing 

mitochondrial sequence information from a global sample of blowflies (Simon, 

1994). The primers were designed against highly conserved sequences which 

allows them to be used on an unknown sample and be used with other universal 

insect primers that have previously been used in forensic entomology to amplify 

specific sized COI regions (Simon, 1994). Studies have examined the usefulness 

of the DNA barcoding region in mtDNA and the ability of the mtDNA region to 

distinguish between closely related species (Moritz & Cicero, 2004; Mitchell, 

2008) (Chapter One Section 1.11.1). The Cytochrome B gene (Cyt-b) could 

potentially be used in place of the COI or COII genes if distinction between 

closely related species is needed as demonstrated by Pablo et al (2006).  Cyt-b 

however, has not been used in contemporary studies so primers would need to 

be designed that would amplify short sequences of the length used in this study. 
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Alternatively, other small gene regions on the nuclear DNA could be used 

together to provide a greater accuracy in identification. This however, could be 

problematic due to the possible degradation of sample DNA (Kelman & Moran, 

1996). This study utilised a small barcoding region of the COI gene of the mtDNA 

that was located between previously described universal insect primers (Simon, 

1994). By amplifying a smaller amplicon, such as the 228bp region, it allows the 

primers to be used on material that is poorly preserved, damaged or degraded, a 

situation commonly found with museum specimens or samples from 

archaeological sites (Junqueira et al., 2002; Hajibabaei et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 

2007). 

 

There are a number of advantages to using nested-PCR for its use in routine 

forensic and museum identification analysis.  Firstly, it is relatively cheap and so 

can be widely used by laboratories with a limited budget. Secondly, the ease of 

DNA extraction and amplification means that a highly trained molecular biologist 

or geneticist is not needed. Finally, as the data analysis is limited to a small 

number of sequences it is relatively simple therefore does not require the intense 

training in computer programing or phylogenetics seen with other techniques 

such as 454 deep sequencing and SOLiD in which many thousands of 

sequences have to be considered using ‘high-throughput’ bioinformatic analyses 

(Glenn, 2011). 

 

The major disadvantage of nested-PCR is that it is highly sensitive to 

contaminants due to the small amount of starting template needed for the 

nested-PCR round. In this study therefore, it was performed in a laminar fume 

hood and in a laboratory that had not previous been used for entomological 

research. This is not a practical situation for repeat studies so other methods to 

limit contamination would need to be considered. Other studies have previously 

incorporated uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) to allow distinction between carryover 

contaminants or sample sequences (Heid et al., 1996). This works by the 

removal of uracil from dUMP by UNG and any contaminating molecules are 

destroyed by hydrolysis of the phosphate backbone when UNG is inactivated 

during incubation.    
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3.3.5 454-Deep Sequencing Approach 
 

A deep sequencing approach was taken to examine whether it would be possible 

to implement 454 sequencing on insect remains that are over 100 years old and 

whether the results would produce enough contigs to identify the range of taxa 

present in the sample. 

 

From the 1816 sequences obtained using the 454-deep sequencing method, a 

more diverse range of taxa were amplified which included calliphorids, 

Lepidoptera and Acari. This was expected as the size of the PCR product was 

smaller and the next generation sequencing technique allowed easier 

amplification via emulsion PCR. The results from this study demonstrate that the 

method can be used on aged material to amplify DNA from a variety of insect 

species.  

 

Within the 454 data, sequences from Crustacea and Odonata (dragonflies and 

damselflies) were also found. There are two possible explanations. The first is 

that these could be contaminants of the samples. The second explanation is that 

the DNA could have mutated as part of the degradation process, which 

introduces reading errors. Favourable conditions such as low temperatures or 

high salt concentrations preserves the DNA by the inactivation of nuclease and 

slows degradation. In most cases however, these conditions are not available 

and oxidation, background radiation, pH changes, deamination and depurination 

degrades the DNA, creating errors in the sequence reads (Kelman & Moran, 

1996; Hofreiter et al., 2001; Pusch & Bachmann, 2004; Serre et al., 2004). If 

these errors are present in few sequences reads, such as Crustacea and 

Odonata seen in the results, then these errors are incorporated into future reads. 

Sequences were carefully examined and MEtaGenome ANalyzer used to 

compare against the NCBI database with BLAST. All sequences had a >90% 

match with known sequences within the database. The Odonata could possibly 

have been an adventive species and visited the remains when exposed. 

 

One of the main advantages of using the 454-deep sequencing approach is the 

amount of data that is produced from next generation sequencing, typically 

millions of reads (Rothberg & Leamon, 2008). The sequencing technique also 
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allows easy sequencing to be performed on organisms that currently has no 

sequenced genome. This is due to the shearing of DNA into small 100-300bp 

fragments, which is optimal for aDNA (Paabos et al., 1989; Mardis, 2008). 

Emulsion PCR and bridge amplification allows samples to be pooled, which in 

regards to this study was highly advantageous as the number and identity of 

species was unknown. The design of gene specific primers is not needed so 

represents all DNA present in the samples and identified by sequences rather 

than size. Currently the cost of sequencing and bio-informatic analysis is a major 

disadvantage to smaller labs, but this is getting cheaper. 

 

3.3.6 Contemporary versus Ancient Samples 
 

Both the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera were identified by taxonomists at the 

Natural History Museum in London, UK, as contemporary contaminants of the 

sample. The Lepidoptera, presumed to belong to the Pyralidae (Pyralidae: 

Lepidoptera), are found worldwide and include wood boring species. The 

Coleoptera were identified by taxonomists as Reesa vespulae and Palorus sp. 

These species are present worldwide and common pests in museum collections 

containing organic material. Reesa vespulae, the cabinet beetle, is commonly 

found to infest museum collections. It was originally thought that the Coleoptera 

samples were ancient, due to their condition and that they were found contained 

within the original sample set. As a precedent, Panagiotakopulu, (2003) found 

coleopteran contaminants in Egyptian collections and relied on morphological 

data to determine ancient from contemporary. Panagiotakopulu (2003) stated 

that it is difficult to distinguish ancient against modern infestations, explaining 

that modern pests look different from museum material. This is subjective and 

relied on personal experience and knowledge of common pests from the era the 

material originates from, which sometimes is not known. A way to overcome this 

is to perform molecular techniques such as qPCR to examine the quality and 

quantity of DNA from the insect. The findings that the samples provided were at 

some point contaminated with contemporary species emphasises the important 

role of taxonomic evidence alongside molecular techniques to determine species 

identity.  
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3.3.7 Origin and Seasonality 
 
The species identified from both molecular identification methods provided no 

information regarding possible season at which death occurred. The species 

identities did however provide information in regards to the storage of the two 

male individuals.  

 

The two male individuals were stored in the museum for a prolonged period of 

time, which can potentially be deduced from the infestation of contemporary with 

the ancient samples. The origin of the two males can, however, be determined 

as of African descent. The anthropological data suggested African nationality, 

and the identification of Ch. chloropyga and Ch. putoria confirms this. Prior to 

1975, Chrysomya chloropyga was restricted to the Old World (Junqueira et al., 

2004). Following rapid dispersal, it can now be found in tropical and subtropical 

climates. The identification of this fly from the samples confirms that the male 

individuals are likely to have originated from Africa.  The species identities 

obtained from 454 data provided no extra information regarding origin and 

seasonality.  
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Example Two 
Molecular analysis of 500-1200 year old insect remains 

 

 

Puparia were obtained from Dr. M. Lee Goff (MLG) who had obtained them from 

a single adult female mummy bundle (figure 3.20(a)), currently housed at the 

Instituto Nacional de Cultura Museum in Chachapoya, Peru (Nystrom et al., 

2005). The female was wrapped in cotton textiles, in a tight flexed position, 

making it difficult to visualise the interior of the bundle. The head was exposed 

with several bones missing on the occipital and posterior regions and large 

amounts of soft tissue remaining. The missing bones were hypothesised to be 

from post-mortem damage, possibly from the removal of textiles that once 

surrounded the head. The individual showed signs of two blunt force traumas 

and trepanation. All that was known about the individuals origin was it was from 

La Petaca site. The Chachapoya people occupied the site from AD 800 to AD 

1532. This area contains both pre-Inca Chachapoya and Inca archaeological 

material. Other burial sites surrounding the individual had been disturbed.  

 
Entomological samples were found within the head cavity of the mummy bundle. 

The majority of samples were puparia, which were identified to family level as 

Calliphoridae by MLG (figure 3.20(c)). Parasitoid wasps, belonging to the family 

Diapriidae were found (not provided) and several puparia showed signs of 

parasitism due to small bore holes within the side, commonly seen with 

parasitoid wasps. Lepidoptera head capsules and larval casings were also 

discovered (not provided).   
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Figure 3.20: Female mummy bundle (a) found within the Chachapya region of Peru. Within the 

head cavity (b) puparia were found, which were identified to belong to the family Calliphoridae 

(c). (a) and (b) taken from Nystrom et al. (2005) 

 

 

The environmental conditions where the individual was found were shown to be 

similar to decomposition studies performed by MLG (Goff, 1993) and therefore 

successional data were applicable. From both the decomposition data and 

entomological samples, a hypothetical timeline was proposed for what had 

occurred pre- and post-death (figure 3.7).  

 
The season in which the proposed events could have occurred is not known, 

however, species identity could provide this information as seen previously by 

Gilbert and Bass (1967). The two-way molecular approach applied in Example 

carrion-frequenting taxa will depart and the nor-
mal soil fauna for the area will gradually return.

Results

Samples of insect remains were recovered from
the brain tissue of the individual (Figure 6). The
sample weighed approximately 1 gram. The
samples were sent to MLG at the Chaminade
University of Honolulu for identification. Identi-
fications were possible only to family level due to
the condition of the specimens. Samples are
deposited in the Forensic Sciences Laboratory,
Chaminade University of Honolulu, Hawaii, as
CUHFE #0217.

The major component of the sample consisted
of empty puparia of a species of fly in the family
Calliphoridae. No adult flies were present. Adult

parasitoid wasps from the family Diapriidae were
present. These wasps are parasitoids of immature
Diptera and adult wasps emerge from the puparia.
Several empty puparial cases were present in the
collection with the characteristic lateral emer-
gence holes for these types of parasitoids. Also
present in this sample were larval casings and a
head capsule of Lepidoptera species. These cas-
ings were typical of species of moths in the family
Tineidae, or clothes moths.

Discussion

Given the above results, there are several key
points that will structure the following discussion:

(1) The body was exposed long enough prior to
wrapping for insect activity (Diptera) to

Figure 6. Preservedbrain tissue with insect casings.
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the Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INC) Museum
in Chachapoyas, Perú (Figure 2). It appears that
the mummy was originally from the site of La
Petaca (Figure 1), yet more detailed information
on the original condition and context of the
mummy is unknown. The mummy was taken
from its cliff-side resting-place by students from
Celendin, Perú, and spent some time at the INC
in Cajamarca (Schjellerup, 1997: 198). The site
of La Petaca contains both pre-Inka Chachapoya
and Inka contact period archaeological material.
In general, the funerary component of the site is

highly disturbed, with a number of the observa-
ble burial chullpas having collapsed. To this day,
however, remarkably well-preserved mummified
and skeletal remains are observable.

As observed by the principal author in 2003,
the mummy is wrapped in woven cotton textiles,
decorated with geometric designs coloured in
blues, reds, whites and browns. The individual
is tightly flexed and it is difficult to visualise the
interior of the bundle. The head of the individual
is fully exposed, with a large section of the
occipital and posterior parietal bones missing.

Figure 2. Chachapoyamummy bundle fromwhich insect remains were recovered for use in this study.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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One of this chapter was applied to the puparia from Nystrom et al. (2005). The 

aims of this study were: 

 

1. To examine whether DNA can be extracted, amplified and sequenced 

from approximately 500-1200 year old calliphorid puparia using both 

nested-PCR and 454 deep sequencing? 

2. Determine if species identify can be determined by using the data from 

both molecular techniques? 

3. Examine whether if species identities from both molecular techniques 

produce similar results? 

4. Upon species identification, can seasonality be determined? 

 
3.4  Results 
 
3.4.1  Nested PCR Approach 
 

3.4.1.1 Amplification of a 320bp COI Region 
 
The same universal primers used in section 3.2.3.1 that amplify a 320bp region 

of the COI gene were used on the puparia from obtained from Nystrom et al. 

(2005). Each lane contained one puparium, as opposed to Example One where 

pooling of fragments was used. No amplification was seen on the 2% agarose 

gel from the puparia samples (figure 3.21 lanes 2-8). This was expected due to 

the age of the samples and the potential degradation seen with samples of this 

age. No amplification was seen in the negative extraction control (figure 3.21, 

lane 9), and the negative PCR control (figure 3.21, lane 10), which both 

contained no DNA template. A 320bp PCR product was seen in the positive PCR 

control, which contained 100ng of contemporary C. vicina template. A description 

of the purpose of amplifying a 320bp COI fragment from the aged puparia can be 

found in section 3.2.3.1. 
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Figure 3.21: 2.5% agarose TBE gel showing the amplification results of a 320bp region of the 

COI gene from 500-1200 year old ancient puparia. Lane 1: marker; lane 2: ancient puparia 

sample 1; lane 3: ancient puparia sample 2; lane 4: ancient puparia sample 3; lane 5: ancient 

puparia sample 4; lane 6: ancient puparia sample 5; lane 7: ancient puparia sample 6; lane 8: 

ancient puparia sample 7; lane 9: negative extraction control; lane 10: positive PCR control; lane 

11: negative PCR control. 

 
 
3.4.1.2 Amplification of 228bp COI Region 
 
The purpose of amplifying a 228bp nested-PCR region of the COI gene can be 

found in section 3.3.4. The first aim was to determine whether any DNA could be 

amplified from this material using the nested-PCR approach that had been 

performed previously on the samples in Part One. Five clear (figure 3.22, lanes 

2,3 4,6 and 7) and a faint PCR product (figure 3.22, lane 8) of approximately 

228bp were amplified using the nested-PCR primers that were designed and 

used in example one. Due to the age of the samples, it was expected that the 

DNA would be too degraded to amplify a COI fragment of 228bp as it has been 

shown that the conditions that the samples are stored in has an effect on DNA 

condition (Pääbo, 1991; Hofreiter et al., 2001).  
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Figure 3.22: 2.5% agarose TBE gel electrophoresis showing the successful amplification of the 

nested-PCR 228bp region from ancient puparia. Lane 1: marker; lane 2: ancient puparia sample 

1; lane 3: ancient puparia sample 2; lane 4: ancient puparia sample 3; lane 5: ancient puparia 

sample 4; lane 6: ancient puparia sample 5; lane 7: ancient puparia sample 6; lane 8: ancient 

puparia sample 7; lane 9: negative extraction control; lane 10: positive PCR control; lane 11: 

negative PCR control. 

 
 
3.4.1.3 Sequencing and Phylogeny 
 
The second aim of the example was to determine whether species identity could 

be determined from nested-PCR approach. The six PCR products amplified from 

figure 3.22 were cleaned up using a kit and sent to a commercial company for 

sequencing. The PCR products were sequenced directly. These produced a 

consensus sequence of approximately 150bp. Chromatograms were examined 

in Finch and showed only one sequence present per PCR product. A bootstrap 

neighbour joining tree using the Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicated showed 

that the identity of all six sequences to be assigned to the Compsomyiops genus 

(Townsend, 1918) and in particular, Compsomyiops fulvicrura or a closely 

related species (figure 3.23) (For full tree see appendix 3.2). 
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Figure 3.23: Bootstrap neighbour joining tree using the Tamura-Nei model with 500 replicates 

showing the six identified sequences amplified from a 228bp region of the COI gene using the 

nested-PCR approach.  Unknown 1-6 was assigned to Comp. fulvicrura with support from high 

bootstrap values. The complete phylogenetic tree can be found in appendix 3.2. 
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3.4.2 454 Sequencing 
 
The second aim of Part Two was to determine if the 454 deep sequencing data 

could produce a species identity from the contigs amplified. 202 contigs were 

amplified from the 454 deep sequencing approach and were compared against 

the BLAST database (NCBI), with all being assigned as Comp. fulvicrura 

(FJ025369) with a 98% similarity. An approximately 10-fold decrease in the 

number of contigs found in this samples than compared to the previous example 

was observed. This may have been due to the age of the samples, potentially 

1000 years older. It may have also been due to the amount of samples provided 

in the original template; example one consisted of 100 fragments as opposed to 

the <20 puparia provided in this example. The aim of using a 454 deep 

sequencing approach can be found in section 3.2.4. 

 
3.5  Discussion 
 
3.5.1  Nested-PCR Approach 
 
A detailed explanation of why the nested PCR approach was used and the 

selection of primers can be found in section 3.3.4. All six sequences were 

assigned as Comp. fulvicrura. First described by Robineau-Desvoidy (1830), this 

species has been found wide spread in South America, as opposed to other 

Compsomyiops species who inhabit North America and prefers warm weather 

climates (Dear, 1985; Velásquez, 2008; Brundage et al., 2011). Comp. fulvicrura 

has also been shown to inhabit higher altitude habitats in Peru and Chile (Dear, 

1985),  which would relate to the conditions in the case study that the samples 

were taken from. It has only been recently that Comp. species; in particular 

Comp. fulvicrura and Comp. callipes (Bigot) have been associated with human 

remains. In California, Comp. sp are a primary coloniser in rural areas and is 

prevalent in southern United States of America such as Texas and New Mexico 

(Brundage et al., 2011).  

 

The number of available Compsomyiops sequences on Genbank (NCBI) 

provided a taxon sampling issue when incorporating the species into the 

phylogenetic database. Only two sequences, Comp. callipes and Comp. 
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fulvicrura were available at the time of analysis and included in the database. 

The closest species that all six sequences pooled near was Comp. fulvicrua. The 

limited number of sequences available reiterates the importance of thorough 

taxon sampling and the need to include a wide range of species sequences. 

Further analysis would include obtaining further Compsomyiops species, and 

sequencing the mtDNA regions to include into the DNA database to help with 

assigning species identity.  

 

Compared to the samples in Example One, more PCR products were amplified 

and successfully sequenced using the nested-PCR approach on the Nystrom et 

al (2005) puparia. This may have been due to the puparia being in better 

condition compared the highly fragmented puparia in Example One. The puparia 

obtained from Nystrom et al. (2005) were in good condition and relatively whole, 

missing only the operculum, and they had been properly stored since their 

discovery in 2003. This may have influenced the rate of degradation, as 

previously described in section 3.3.4, as the storage can affect the DNA of the 

specimen.  

 
3.5.2  454-Deep Sequencing Approach 
 
From the 202 contigs that were produced from the puparia that underwent the 

454 deep sequencing, all were assigned to Comp. fulvicrura. This was expected 

as no other insects, such as Lepidoptera or Coleoptera, were seen within the 

sample vial when they were examined using light microscopy.  

 

3.5.3  Seasonality 
 
The third aim of Example Two was to examine whether seasonality could be 

assigned from species identity. From both techniques, species identify was 

assigned and found to be a Compsomyiops sp. Little research has been 

performed on this genus, therefore seasonality was unable to be determined. 

Brundage et al. (2011) examined the seasonal and habitat abundance of 

forensically important blowflies in California and found Compsomyiops to be a 

prevalent summer species and a primary coloniser in rural habitats. The 

environmental conditions however are different from Peru so this seasonality 
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data cannot be applied to this case. It has been shown in Lucilia species, that 

changes can occur between populations that differ in origin (Tarone et al., 2011) 

(See Chapter One Section 2.8). It can also not be dismissed that seasonality 

may have been significantly different over 500-1200 years ago, with blowflies 

exhibiting different seasonal tendencies than what is currently seen. 

 
3.5.4  Success of Techniques 
 
DNA was successfully extracted using two different extraction protocols and 

sequenced using two different sequencing technologies. From both techniques, 

nested-PCR and 454 deep sequencing, the species assigned were the same. 

Comp. fulvicrura was identified in both amplification and sequencing techniques. 

This analysis reiterates the proof of principle statement that was discussed in 

section 3.3.3; that molecular techniques can be applied to insect material that is 

older, such as seen here, and amplify DNA that is possible to be sequenced and 

identified using various phylogenetic techniques.  

 

3.6  Conclusion of Studies 
 
The results from these proof of principle studies highlight the usefulness, 

applicability and importance of utilising a combined molecular and morphological 

(as stated in section 3.3.7) approach when examining old insect material. By 

combining a relatively cost effective method, such as nested-PCR, and a more 

laborious and expensive technique such as 454 deep sequencing, both methods 

produced consistent results. 454 deep sequencing is the more advantageous 

technique, due to the amount of data produced and the ease of extraction and 

amplification. Laboratories, however do not all have the equipment or technical 

expertise needed when performing next generation sequencing. The nested-

PCR approach has shown that it can produce some of the same species identity 

at a much lower cost and requires only basic molecular skill, however, it is more 

time consuming due to multiple round of PCR with risk of contemporary 

contamination between amplification rounds.  

 

Both studies have demonstrated the importance of using a combined molecular 

approach alongside taxonomic identification to determine species identities from 
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unidentified insects recovered from mummified remains. In Example One, by 

utilising a taxonomic approach, clarification on storage and preservation of the 

mummified remains was able to be determined. This is of importance as 

currently research is performed solely using molecular techniques for 

identification and taxonomic keys are not utilised. By using taxonomic methods, 

clarity on the storage was determined and this is not always possible in some 

circumstances due to the sample preservation. It has also shown the usefulness 

that molecular techniques can provide to cold cases and museum stored insect 

samples. By identifying the species from the mummified individuals, information 

such as storage and continent of origin was able to be determined. Without 

utilising a molecular approach, this would not have been possible. A single gene 

or DNA barcoding region should only be used in conjunction with other DNA 

regions or taxonomic techniques to provide clarity on species identification, 

especially when dealing with archaeological finds.  
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Chapter Four 
Molecular and Morphological Identification of Species 

of the Forensically Significant Genus Blow Fly 
Calliphora (Diptera: Calliphoridae) in Africa:  

A Cautionary Note  
 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 

Forensic entomology relies on accurate identification of samples to estimate a 

PMImin from species-specific fly development data. It has been shown by 

previous studies (Taylor & Peterson, 1995; Szalanski et al., 1996; Tarone & 

Foran, 2006; Lyra et al., 2009) that variation in behaviour and development 

exists between closely related species. Recently, with the development of next 

generation sequencing techniques (reviewed in Chapter Three), studies have 

begun to examine the genetic differences between species to determine whether 

they can account for phenotypic changes (Turner et al., 2011). Species however, 

can be defined in different ways, depending on the area of study, based on 

molecular, morphological, ecological or behavioural criteria. Many different 

concepts exist that define a species. An appropriate concept must therefore be 

selected that accurately defines the boundaries that delineate species. 

 

4.1.1  Species Concepts 
 

The allocation of species status relies on the criteria of the given concept.  In this 

regards, it is these criteria that define the species and a number of different 

species concepts exist, each using a specific set of criteria (Wheeler & Meier, 

2000). Species concept is a much-debated topic, with no one clear concept 

favoured. It is important because the allocation of species status using a 

particular concept may also influence which populations are considered 

conspecific and these may be differently assigned if the criteria associated with a 

different species concept are used.  
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Assessment of species status has not been examined in depth within forensic 

entomology, so the main points with concerning species concepts are discussed 

and summarised below.  

 

4.1.1.1 The Morphological Concept 
 

The morphological species concept is based upon pooling together individuals 

based on physical characteristics. This approach has been adopted for many 

insect species (Cracraft, 2000). The concept, however, has limitations when 

considering sister species, such as Ch. albiceps and Ch. rufifacies, that share 

highly similar morphological features (Tantawi & Greenberg, 1993; Wells & 

Sperling, 1999; Sukontason et al., 2006). To separate these species accurately 

may involve the often-subjective assignment of the variation in morphological 

features.  

 

Another limitation is the inability of this approach to identify cryptic species. 

Cryptic species are species that are morphologically indistinguishable from the 

main species, but are distinctly separate in biological niche, behaviour and 

reproduction. The morphological concept has been heavily criticised in the light 

of more genetic approaches (Nixon & Wheeler, 2008) (see Phylogenetic 

Concept).  

 

4.1.1.2 The Biological Concept 
  

The biological species concept defines species as potential interbreeding, 

natural populations that produce fertile offspring. Interbreeding is not based on 

morphological features but rather characterised by genetic population 

relationships (Mayr, 2000).  Problems arise from this definition however, due to 

the potential for interbreeding between allopatric populations, such as seen with 

Asian Elephants (Fickel et al., 2007). The mechanisms that contribute to 

speciation within this concept have been debated, such as the mating processes 

and the evolutionary behavioural changes of the species (Sokal & Crovello, 

1970; Coyne et al., 1988; Noor, 2002). It is, however, difficult to measure the 

potential of populations to interbreed and how far speciation of allopatric 

populations has progressed when using the biological concept. 
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4.1.1.3 The Recognition Concept 
 

This concept was adopted by Paterson (1985) and is an elaboration of the 

biological concept. The recognition concept takes into account a specific mate 

recognition system (SMRS), which is a signal shared between animals of the 

same species, allowing individuals to identify and breed with conspecific 

population individuals (Butlin & Ritchie, 1989). Mayr (2000) states however, that 

this concept implies a ‘higher level of thinking’ than that seen in lower taxonomic 

groups, such as the use pre-mating isolating mechanisms. This concept is 

limited in definition, as it does not take into account the issue of asexual 

organisms. 

 

4.1.1.4 The Evolutionary or Phylogenetic Concept 
 

The evolutionary or phylogenetic concept takes into account the genetic 

difference between individuals and considers a species as a basal cluster of 

organisms at the lower level of phylogenetic analysis, with linkage to their 

parental pattern of ancestry and descent (Cracraft, 1989).  The problem 

encountered with this species concept is the measurement of intraspecific 

variation within a species by the use of sequence analysis, and characterisation 

of the speciation changes such as the absence of sequence threshold values or 

the possible crossover of these values. As this concept depends on nucleotide 

sequence data, the gene examined may also affect the result as mtDNA evolves 

at different rates to nuclear DNA (Hoy, 1993). 

 
4.1.1.5 The Cohesion Concept 
 

The cohesion species concept was proposed by Templeton (1989) to overcome 

the problems inherent in previous concepts such as the biological, recognition 

and evolutionary concepts. This concept was defined as “the most inclusive 

population of individuals having the potential for phenotypic cohesion through 

intrinsic cohesion mechanism”. This means that the evolutionary lineage of a 

species was defined by the reproductive actions that a species can exhibit. The 

advantage of this concept is that is allows the inclusion of asexual organisms. 
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From a forensic entomology and molecular entomology aspect, the most 

common concept used is the phylogenetic concept. There is, though, no single 

concept that takes into account all factors that govern species status. Whilst 

each concept must be considered, the fact that genetic factors determine the 

majority of behavioural, morphological and reproductive changes that an 

organism exhibits underpins the emphasis given to the phylogenetic concept in 

this chapter. 

  

4.1.2  COI variation and boundaries 
 
The phylogenetic concept depends on sequence analysis, so a major 

consideration is the selection of an appropriate gene whose sequence differs 

significantly between related species to define variation boundaries. The 

mitochondrial encoded cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene has been widely used 

for this purpose.  Species assignment with the COI gene sequences relies 

heavily upon variation boundaries that have previously been determined for the   

calliphorids.  

 

Wells and Sperling  (1999) were one of the first groups of forensic entomologists 

to publish research suggesting the use of thresholds when applying molecular 

data to species assignment. A 2.3kb region of the mitochondrial genome 

(including both the COI and COII) was amplified and sequenced from sister 

species Ch. albiceps and Ch. rufifacies. Correct species assignment was 

achieved using phylogenetic methods (figure 4.1) as the sequence was found to 

differ 0.4-0.8% between populations and 2.9-3.1% between species. Although a 

small population set was used, it demonstrates the need for predetermined 

variation levels to delineate discrete boundaries for inter- and intra-specific 

variation.  
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Figure 4.1: Single most parsimonious tree showing the monophyletic positioning of Ch. albiceps 

and Ch. rufifacies when using a 2.3kb of mtDNA as an identification marker (Wells & Sperling, 

1999) 

 
Threshold values are ambiguous, with no accepted threshold that acts as a 

standard. These thresholds and the idea of a ‘standard’ value however are 

problematic due to more diverse families and genera (Moritz & Cicero, 2004). 

Nelson et al. (2007) found that interspecific variation was unusually low at 1.97% 

between Chysomya species in Australia and similarly, Boehme et al. (2011) 

found that the intra- and inter-specific values between previously defined Lucilia 

species overlap, providing difficulties in identification. To overcome these issues, 

Boehme et al. (2011) suggested implementing group-specific thresholds at 3% to 

assign identity to problematic species. As variation has been shown to differ 

between genera, these thresholds would help in assigning identity without 

creating any crossover of thresholds. Another problem associated with setting 

arbitrary thresholds for sequence divergence is that it needs to be accompanied 

by accurate species taxonomy from the geographic area that the species were 

collected from as supporting information, as otherwise the thresholds can 

produce wrong species assignment. This is due to differences between 

populations of the same species is shown to occur (Harvey et al., 2008).  

 
One of the key factors that must be taken into account when implementing 

molecular techniques for insect identification is the choice of gene. Since the late 

1990’s, many genes have been examined (outlined in Chapter One) and each is 

associated with advantages and disadvantages, depending on what end purpose 

is needed, such as population data (Picard & Wells, 2009; 2010), evolutionary 

table for the relative ease with which one can obtain
sequence data and determine homologies, and for
having regions that evolve quickly compared with
nuclear DNA (Harrison 1989). For these reasons it is
particularly useful for understanding phylogenetic re-
lationships at or below the species level (Sperling and
Hickey 1994), and for designing molecular-diagnostic
tests for identifying specimens (Sperling et al. 1994).

We used mtDNA to infer the molecular-phyloge-
netic relationships of C. albiceps and C. rufifacies from
widely separated localities in the Old and New World.
Analyses were based on a 2.3-kb region coding for
cytochrome oxidase subunits I and II as well as tRNA-
leucine.

Materials and Methods

Adult C. albiceps were from Moharrem Bey, Alex-
andria, Egypt; Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil; and Blo-
emfontein, Orange Free State, South Africa. Adult C.
rufifacies were from Miami, FL; a laboratory colony
originating inKerrville, TX; Adelaide, SouthAustralia,
Australia; Moorea, French Polynesia; Maluku Tengah
Masohi, Ceram, Indonesia; and Mt. Tam Dao, Vinh
PhuProvince,Vietnam.All specimens referred to asC.
rufifacies possessed proepisternal setae, and all C. al-

Fig. 1. Single most parsimonious phylogeny of Chry-
somya specimens based on a 2.3-kb sequence of mitochon-
drial DNA. Numbers indicate bootstrap support for individ-
ual branches. The outgroups Phaenicia sericata and Phormia
regina are from Sperling et al. (1994).

Table 1. Primers used in this study and combinations used for each specimen

Primers
Locationa Sequence Reference

1. TY-J-1460 TACAATTTATCGCCTAAACTTCAGCC Sperling et al. (1994)
2. C1-N-1687 CAATTTCCAAATCCTCCAATTAT New
3. C1-J-1709 ATAATTGGAGGATTTGGAAATTG New
4. C1-J-1751a GGATCACCTGATATAGCATTCCC Bogdanowicz et al. (1993)
5. C1-J-1751b GGATCCCCTGATATAGCT/CTTTCC New
6. C1-N-1840 AGGAGGATAAACAGTTCAC/TCC Sperling et al. (1995)
7. C1-J-2183 CAACATTTATTTTGATTTTTTGG Simon et al. (1994)
8. C1-N-2191 CCCGGTAAAATTAAAATATAAACTTC Bogdanowicz et al. (1993)
9. C1-N-2293a AGTAAACCAATTGCTAGTATAGC New

10. C1-N-2293b ATGGCATAAATTATTCCTAAAGC New
11. C1-N-2329 ACTGTAAATATATGATGAGCTCA Commercial productb

12. C1-J-2495 CAGCTACTTTATGAGCTTTAGG Sperling et al. (1994)
13. C1-N-2659 GCTAATCCAGTGAATAATGG Sperling and Hickey (1994)
14. C1-J-2792a ATACCTCGACGTTATTCAGA Bogdanowicz et al. (1993)
15. C1-J-2792b ATACCTCGGCGATACTCTGA New
16. TL2-N-3013 TCCATTACATATAATCTGCCATATTAG New
17. C2-J-3138 AGAGCCTCTCCTTTAATAGAACA Simon et al. (1994)
18. C2-N-3389 TCATAAGTTCA[R]TATCATTG Bogdanowicz et al. (1993)
19. C2-J-3408 CAATGATAT/CTGAAGT/ATATGA New
20. TK-N-3775 GAGACCATTACTTGCTTTCAGTCATCT Bogdanowicz et al. (1993)

Combinationsc

C. albiceps
Egypt (1,2) (1,6) (4,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
S. Africa1 (1,2) (1,6) (4,10) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
S. Africa2 (1,2) (1,6) (4,9) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Brazil (1,2) (1,6) (4,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)

C. rufifacies
Texas (1,2) (1,6) (3,8) (3,11) (7,13) (12,16) (15,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Florida (1,2) (1,6) (5,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Australia (1,2) (1,6) (5,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Fr. Polynesia (1,2) (1,6) (4,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Indonesia (1,2) (1,6) (4,8) (4,11) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)
Vietnam (1,2) (1,6) (4,8) (7,13) (12,16) (14,18) (17,20) (19,20)

a Nomenclature of Simon et al. (1994).
b Purchased from Nucleic Acid Service Unit, University of British Columbia.
c Parentheses enclose pairs used for individual PCR reactions.

May 1999 WELLS AND SPERLING: MOLECULAR PHYLOGENY OF Chrysomya SPP. 223
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status (Lunt et al., 1996; Stevens, 2003; Rubin et al., 2012) or identification (Tan 

et al., 2010).  These advantages and disadvantages are outlined in Chapter Five.  

 

In some instances however, the selected regions are unable to assign accurate 

identification or evolutionary status to closely related species, as seen with L. 

cuprina/L. sericata (Stevens & Wall, 1996, 1997; Tourle et al., 2009; DeBry et al., 

2010) and Ch. putoria/Ch. chloropyga (Wells et al., 2004; Richards et al., 2009; 

Picard et al., 2012). This is due to highly similar DNA sequences. The use of 

molecular techniques for the identification of insect samples, in particular 

calliphorids, has begun to shift into utilizing a combined multi-gene approach. 

Many studies have used several mitochondrial and nuclear genes (Ferreira et al., 

2011). 

 
4.1.3 Internal transcribed spacer regions 
 
As described in Chapter One (section 1.11.2), the Internal Transcribed Spacers 

associated with the DNA that encodes rRNA, have been used to assign identity 

to calliphorid specimens. Nelson et al. (2008) amplified the ITS2 region and 

sequenced the products to examine phylogeny. Nine Chrysomya species 

present in Australia were successfully assigned identify using the ITS2 region, 

however closely related species could not be differentiated (figure 4.2). To 

overcome the difficulties differentiating between species, PCR-restriction 

fragment length polymorphism was used. With specific restriction enzymes, 

characteristic band profiles were produced in all close species apart from 

Chrysomya latifrons (Diptera: Calliphoridae) and Chrysomya semimetallica 

(Diptera: Calliphoridae). A disadvantage of using either of the the ITS sequences 

is that sequence chromatograms can sometimes provide background noise and 

overlapping peaks due to poor sequencing, as seen with this study when the 

ITS1 region was amplified. This may have been due to a high adenine and 

thymine repeating content within the ITS1 region 
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Figure 4.2: Bayesian analysis tree showing the distribution of Chrysomya species when using  

ITS2 sequences as genetic markers. By applying ITS2 sequences as identity markers, 

Chrysomya species in Australia were able to be assigned identity (Nelson et al. 2008) 

 
 
Song et al. (2008) amplified the ITS2 region from 29 species of common, 

forensically important blowflies present throughout the Guangdong province in 

China. Tree topology successfully identified each blowfly correctly.  

 
The ITS2 region has subsequently been used as a genetic marker to determine 

evolutionary and identification status of closely related species, known as sister 

species. Sonet et al. (2012) amplified both mitochondrial (COI, COII and 16S) 

and nuclear (ITS2 and 28S rRNA) gene regions to determine phylogenetic 

relationships between L. caesar and L. illustris. These two species have been 

shown to be difficult to differentiate using both morphological and molecular 

identification methods. The results showed that both species shared at least one 

haplotype or genotype in every gene examined, concluding that no single 

molecular marker or morphological feature could be relied upon soley to 

accurately identify these species. Sonet’s et al. (2012) recommendation that 

geographic data be used to differentiate species can become complicated, 

however, if the species are sympatric. This demonstrates the importance of the 

species concept used, as these are defined as a separate species by one criteria 

but could be considered the same if a different species concept is applied. 

 
4.1.4 Carbamoylphosphate synthetase gene 
 
A nuclear coding gene that shows potential as a region to assign identity of 

species is the Carbamoylphosphate Synthetase (CPS) gene. This gene forms 

species identification considerably, resulting in either no
digestion (Ch. megacephala and Ch. flavifrons), digestion at
three sites (Ch. incisuralis or Ch. rufifacies) or at one site (Ch.
saffranea, Ch. varipes, Ch. latifrons, Ch. semimetallica or Ch.
nigripes). The outcome of this step facilitates the selection of
the subsequent restriction enzymes needed for identification.
For instance, if two bands were observed after the DraI
digestion, further restriction analysis would be conducted using
the enzymes HinfI, BsaXI and BciVI.

The protocol has the ability to differentiate between the
closely related species pair Ch. saffranea and Ch. megacephala,
despite their divergence being only 0.46%. The procedure is able
to narrow the identification to either Ch. semimetallica or Ch.
latifrons, or to either Ch. incisuralis or Ch. rufifacies. Although it
is not too surprising that Ch. semimetallica and Ch. latifrons
cannot be separated by restriction analysis with a sequence
divergence of only 0.23%, it is unfortunate that unique restriction
sites do not exist for the differentiation of Ch. incisuralis and Ch.
rufifacies, as their ITS2 sequences differ by a much larger 2.18%.
However, Ch. incisuralis and Ch. rufifacies can be distinguished
by amplification of the entire ITS region (approximately 1036 bp
and 1150 bp, respectively), which can be differentiated by
electrophoretic separation (as seen in lanes 1 and 2 of Fig. 1).
Unfortunately, this same method cannot be utilised to distinguish
Ch. semimetallica and Ch. latifrons as readily, as their ITS
fragment sizes are very close (approximately 1230 bp) (lanes 8
and 9, Fig. 1). Further identification of the abovementioned
species may be made possible by the design of species-specific
primers to amplify unique PCR fragments.

In a subsequent analysis, the ITS2 fragments of eight
specimens of Ch. incisuralis, collected from a total of six
different locations (Table 1), were digested with the restriction
enzyme DraI, which has three sites within the ITS2 of this
species. No variation in the size of the undigested PCR product
or in the restriction patterns produced was detected. This is of
practical significance as it suggests that there should be

minimal RFLP pattern differences within species, a phenom-
enon that would otherwise complicate species identification
using this method.

3.8. Phylogenetic analysis

As an alternative method for species identification, the
sequence data from an unidentified specimen could be included
in a phylogenetic analysis of the same sequence region from
identified specimens. Provided the correct identity of the
unknown specimen is contained within the reference taxa in the
analysis, the unknown specimen will group with its closest
relative on the tree [9,11]. On this basis, we examined whether
phylogenetic analysis of ITS2 could be used to identify
Chrysomya species from Australia.

Strong posterior probability support (approximately 1.00)
indicated close relationships between some species pairs (Ch.
incisuralis and Ch. rufifacies, Ch. varipes and Ch. flavifrons,
Ch. latifrons and Ch. semimetallica, Ch. megacephala and Ch.
saffranea) in the Bayesian analysis (Fig. 5). The position of Ch.

Fig. 4. PCR-RFLP protocol for the identification of Australian members of the genus Chrysomya using the restriction enzymes DraI, HinfI, BsaXI, BciVI and AseI.

(1) DNA is extracted from the specimen and the ITS2 region is PCR amplified using a combination of primers L1 and 52R. (2) The PCR product is digested using

DraI, revealing a range of digestion products, the sizes of which can be visualised by electrophoretic separation. (3) If no digestion occurs, further analysis takes place
with the restriction enzymes BciVI and AseI. (4) If the PCR product was cut once only, additional analysis is undertaken using the restriction enzymes HinfI, BsaXI

and BciVI in turn until identification is made.

Fig. 5. Most likely tree of relationships among Australian members of the

genus Chrysomya species based on Bayesian analysis of ITS2 sequences.

Analyses were conducted using MrBayes (v3.1), specifying Hemipyrellia
fergusoni as the outgroup. Numbers over the branches represent posterior

probabilities.

L.A. Nelson et al. / Forensic Science International 177 (2008) 238–247244
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the enzymatic element of the carbamoylphosphate synthetase, aspartate 

transcarbamylase and dihydroorotase (CAD) enzyme complex, which is involved 

in pyrimidine biosynthesis (Flores et al., 1994; Hong et al., 1994; Chansiri & 

Bagnara, 1995; Lawson et al., 1996). Only a few studies have utilised this gene 

to determine phylogeny (Singh et al., 2010; Singh & Wells, 2013).  

 

Singh et al. (2010) examined the molecular phylogeny of the Chrysomyinae 

using the CPS gene. The phylogenetic positioning of the subgenera within the 

Chrysomyinae has been considered based on the evolution of genome size, 

monogenic sex determination in species and larval attributes. Using a combined 

gene approach,  they analysed a combined 2386bp region of the COI and CPS 

genes using Bayesian analysis (BA), maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum 

likelihood (ML). The study found that the Chrysomyinae subgenera were 

monophyletic, with trees only differing slightly. Similarly, Singh and Wells (2013) 

analysed more gene regions when examining the molecular systematics of the 

Caliphoridae. Using the CPS, COI, elongation factor one alpha (EF1α) and 28S 

ribosomal RNA (28S rRNA) genes, it was found that the Calliphoridae 

subfamilies were polyphyletic, apart from the Calliphorinae. Kutty et al. (2008) 

applied a similar approach and found the Muscidae were paraphyletic. These 

studies demonstrate the applicability of the CPS gene to resolve phylogenies 

and potential use as a molecular identification mark. 

 

4.1.5  Development rates versus species 
 

As previously stated in Chapter One, correct species identification is critical in 

assigning an accurate PMImin due to the differing developmental rates seen 

among Calliphorids. Kamal (1958) examined 27 Calliphorid and Sarcophagid 

species and found that the immature developmental stages differed significantly 

among species. Differences in developmental rates are also seen among 

different populations of the same species. Tarone et al. (2007) examined three 

populations of L. sericata collected from different geographic areas within the 

United States of America. Developmental rates were shown to differ between the 

three populations, suggesting that a genetic or phenotypic process was 

governing the developmental rates. Sister species have also been shown to 
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differ in developmental rates and dynamics (Richards et al. 2009; Ridgeway  et 

al. 2013). 

 

In summary, morphological identification techniques, such as light microscopy, 

taxonomic keys and SEM are used as the ‘standard’, but in some cases 

ambiguities within the morphological data can make it difficult to ascertain 

species identity, such as seen with undetected cryptic species, hybrids or flies 

displaying highly similar morphology. In addition, the  close proximity of 

calliphorids  to human settlements and domestic animals faciliates the dispersal 

of this species, even across continents, meaning that assignment based on 

geographical location can also lead to misidentification. Information from 

molecular data such as sequence analysis of the mitochondrial COI and COII 

genes can give a more accurate species assignment and this can be enhanced 

with the inclusion of data from nuclear encoded genes. This approach is a 

promising route for species assignment in closely related and difficult to identify 

species. 

 

4.1.6  Calliphora vicina 
 
Calliphora vicina (Robineau-Desvoidy, 1830) is a cosmopolitan species, (figure 

4.3) (Byrd & Castner, 2009; Ubero-Pascal, et al, 2012) and is commonly a 

primary species associated with carrion. This species of blowfly is cold adapted; 

having a lower developmental threshold than other species of calliphorids of 

approximately 2°C (Anderson, 2000) allowing it to establish in cold environments 

(Marchenko, 2001). Distinguishing features of this species are a cream basicosta 

and cream parafrontal regions with back hairs (Erzinclioglu, 1996). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Light microscopy image of a male C. vicina adult. 
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In South Africa, the presence of C. vicina was first recorded in Johannesburg, 

South Africa in 1965 then subsequently 1967 and 1969 near Johannesburg 

Airport. Another two samples were later collected in Cape Town (Williams & 

Villet, 2006) (figure 4.4). Williams and Villet (2006) hypothesised that this 

introduction of species into South Africa could have been due to human travel 

methods such as airports and harbours, allowing the fly to easily disperse. The 

main issue associated with the invasion of C. vicina into South Africa is the 

problem with identification between a similar species native to South Africa, 

Calliphora croceipalpis. Calliphora vomitoria (Linnaeus, 1758) is found within 

Africa but is only present in Morocco. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Map showing the date and positions of where C. vicina was found to be present in 

collections in South Africa (Williams & Villet, 2006). 

 

 

4.1.7  Calliphora croceipalpis 
 
Calliphora croceipalpis was first described by Jaennicke (1866) and very little 

research has been focused on the species. No developmental data are currently 

published for the species. Richards et al. (2009) predicted the distribution of 

seven forensically important blowflies from South Africa including C. croceipalpis, 

using climatic variables and principle component analysis. Native to South Africa, 

C. croceipalpis is commonly found throughout the Eastern- and Western- Cape 

WILLIAMS & VILLET: CHRYSOMYA AND CALLIPHORA IN SOUTH AFRICA 349

Calliphora vicina
Another invasive blowfly species in South Africa is the European species Calliphora

vicina Meigen. C. vicina was first recorded in South Africa in 1965, when a specimen
was collected in Johannesburg, and again in 1967 and 1969, in Benoni near Johannesburg
International Airport. In 1976 two specimens were caught in Cape Town by Prins, but
were not recognised as C. vicina until 2004. There are no other records of this species
until 2001 when a specimen was caught in Witbank, about 100 km east of Johannesburg
International Airport (Fig. 2). Two issues arise from these records. First, it is apparent
that in addition to harbours, airports also serve as entry points for invasive fly species.
Chrysomya species has been found in the luggage holds of aircraft, and larvae have
been found in dried meat and fish arriving at Houston Airport, Texas (Laurence 1981,
1986). Second, the gap in the record of specimens from 1976 to 2001 almost certainly
reflects erratic collecting and monitoring, as well as the misidentification of C. vicina
as the similar indigenous species C. croceipalpis, rather than the disappearance of the
species and its subsequent reintroduction.

C. vicina is a forensically important blowfly in Europe and the New World (Davies
1999; Amendt et al. 2000; Centeno et al. 2002). It thus has the potential to become a
forensically useful fly if it becomes established in South Africa. It is therefore important
that the distribution of this fly be well monitored so that its potential use in forensic
investigations is not overlooked.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that invasive blowfly species are entering the country via harbours and
airports and that their presence in the country has not been monitored successfully.
Museum collections play a vital role in providing information on the location and spread
of such invasive species. However, this information could become more comprehensive
and useful if voucher material from biological surveys, no matter how familiar or
common the species might appear to be, is systematically deposited in museum
collections. The lack of awareness of the presence of certain species in the country
could also be a result of an insufficient number of qualified experts capable of correct
identification (also Williams & Villet 2006).

Fig. 2. Distribution of Calliphora vicina in southern Africa, with date of first record for each site.
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but absent in the Northern-Cape (figure 4.5). This species has been found to 

breed on small carrion and as with C. vicina, C. croceipalpis is a cold adapted 

species (Richards & Villet, 2009), with 62% of South African collection records 

gathered during Winter and Early Spring (Prins, 1962). The species can also be 

found at high altitude when present in tropical regions (Zumpt & Patterson, 

1952).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Predicited distribution map of C. croceipalpis in South Africa. It is seen that this 

species has not been predicted to be present far inland, preferring cold climatic areas. Scale 

represents the probabiltiy of finding the species (dark blue: least likely, red: highly likely) 

(Richards et al. 2009). 

 
 
Few studies have examined C. croceipalpis, with the limited published research 

focusing on morphological characteristics of the larval stages (Prins, 1982; 

Erzinclioglu, 1987; Szpila & Villet, 2011). Adults typically have black parafrontal 

regions with black hairs and a black/brown basicosta (figure 4.6) . As outlined in 

Chapter One, the identification of insect species is crucial when estimating 

PMImin. Calliphora croceipalpis, like C. vicina is a coloniser of carrion.  With the 

recent invasion of C. vicina into South Africa (Richards et al., 2009), the 

presence of two species with similar morphological and behavioural features 

within South Africa raises issues about identification.  To confirm identity in 

forensic cases, it is appropriate to apply both morphological and molecular 

identification techniques, in particular using the COI gene as part of a multigene 
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approach, to differentiate between C. croceipalpis and the closely related 

species C. vicina. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.6: Macro-image of an female C. croceipalpis adult. 
 
 
 
4.1.8  Aims 
 

Two vials containing adult C. croceipalpis samples were provided. Vial 1 

contained three adults captured in Grahamstown, South Africa. Vial 2 contained 

adults collected from Pretoria, South Africa. These two locations are 

approximately 1000km apart. European Calliphora vicina were used for 

morphological comparison. 

 

The aims of this study were: 

 

1. Using light microscopy, examine whether the two different populations of 

C. croceipalpis conform with taxonomic keys for identification for this 

species 

2. Determine whether C. croceipalpis from both Pretoria and Grahamstown 

populations can be assigned correct identity by phylogenetic analysis 

using a multi-gene approach. 

3. Analyse the phylogentic tree placement of the species C. croceipalpis 
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4.2  Results 
 
4.2.1  Morphological analysis using light microscopy 
 
Calliphora croceipalpis (Grahamstown), C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) and C. vicina  

(UK) were examined using light microscopy and analysed using taxonomic keys 

(Erzinclioglu, 1996; Villet, personal communication). Several individual adults 

were examined from each of the respective populations provided for analysis. 

The first aim was to examine the morpholgical features commonly used to 

identify these species of blowfly and determine whether an accurate species 

identification can be assigned. 

 

Calliphora croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was found to have black jowls with black 

hairs (figure 4.7(c)) and a brown basicosta (figure 4.7(b)) as described by Prof. 

Martin Villet. Calliphora vicina (Portsmouth) had orange jowls with black hairs 

(figure 4.9(b) and a cream/white basicosta (figure 4.9(a)). These features were 

as described in the taxonomic keys for these species. The C. croceiplapis 

(Pretoria) however had features that were intermediate to both the C. 

croceipalpis (Grahamstown) and C. vicina (Portsmouth). The Pretoria samples 

exhibited orange and black jowls (figure 4.8(a & b)) similar to those seen on C. 

vicina adults and a brown basicosta (figure 4.8(c)), similar to that seen on C. 

croceipalpis adults. There is therefore a problem with species assignment when 

using taxonomic keys to identify the Pretoria sample. Even with experience and 

knowledge of local blowfly fauna, the identity of the Pretoria samples remains 

ambiguous (Villet, M. Personal Communication). Consequently the wrong 

develpmental data could be applied to an investigation, causing an over- or 

under-estimated PMImin.   
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Figure 4.7: Light microscopy images showing the (a) lateral view of C. croceiplapis collected 

from Grahamstown, South Africa.The basicosta can be seen to be brown (b) with black jowls (c). 

(b with arrow= basicosta) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Light microscopy images showing the (a) lateral view of C. croceipalpis collected 

from Pretoria, South Africa. The basicosta can be seen to be brown (b) with orange and black 

jowls (c). (b with arrow= basicosta) 
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Figure 4.9: Light microscopy images showing (a) the cream basicosta and (b) orange jowls with 

black hairs on C. vicina (Portsmouth, UK). (b with arrow= basicosta) 

 
 
4.2.2  Molecular Identification Analysis 
 
4.2.2.1 COI Gene Amplification 
 

The second aim of this study was to determine whether the COI gene can 

provide species identity from the samples provided and then to examine the 

phylogeny of the Pretoria sample. Four differently sized regions of the COI gene 

were amplified using the primers outlined in Chapter Two. The advantage of 

these primers is that they are universal applicable to a wide range of Diptera 

(Simon et al. 1994).  

 

4.2.2.1.1 Sequencing of a 320bp COI region 
 

A 320bp COI fragment was successfully amplified and sequenced from two C. 

croceipalpis (Grahamstown) and three C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) adults. The 

fragment amplified has commonly been used in previous entomological studies 

concerning blowflies in order to identify unknown samples (Harvey et al., 2003; 

Magni et al., 2012). The bootstrap neighbour joining tree under the Tamura Nei 

model (figure 4.10) showed that C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) individuals 

formed their own clade with high supporting bootstrap values (99%). Calliphora 
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croceipalpis (Pretoria) pooled within the C. vicina clade with high bootstrap 

values (99%) which included the C. vicina collected from Alicante (Spain), 

creating a paraphyletic clade, suggesting that individuals from the Pretoria 

population could be C. vicina, rather than C. croceipalpis.  
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Figure 4.10: Neighbour-joining bootstrap tree of a 320bp region of the COI gene under the 

Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicates. Calliphora vicina and C. croceiplapis (Pretoria) were 

paraphyletic as opposed to the monophyletic C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown), which was found to 

be in a separate clade.  
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4.2.2.1.2 Sequencing of a 650bp COI region 
 
A 650bp PCR fragment from the COI gene was successfully amplified and 

sequenced from all C. croceipalpis individuals. This fragment produced a 

different phylogeny to that observed from the shorter COI fragment. Both C. 

croceipalpis populations pooled within the C. vicina clade, suggesting that this 

fragment does not differentiate between these two species (figure 4.11). This 

could possibly be because the extended sequence of the 650bp fragment is 

more conserved than the shorter fragment. Another consideration when 

analysing this fragment were the bootstrap values observed. Using the Tamura-

Nei model, some bootstrap values as low as 14% were observed, as seen in the 

C. dubia clade. These low bootstrap values limit the accuracy of the species 

identification compared to other regions . Bootstrap values, in particular for the 

higher phylogeny branches, have been shown to be affected by taxon sampling 

and this has to be taken into account when analysing the results (Rannala et al., 

1998; Poe & Swofford, 1999; Donoghue et al., 2007).   
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Figure 4.11: Neighbour-joing bootstrap tree of a 650bp region of the COI gene under the 

Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicates. Calliphora vicina, C. croceiplapis (Pretoria) and C. 

croceipalpis (Grahamstown) were all found to be paraphyletic.  
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4.2.2.1.3 Sequencing of an 885bp COI region 
 
An 885bp region of the COI gene was amplfiied to determine whether it could be 

used for species assignment and whether they would be the same as the 

previous region used. A 885bp fragment was successfully amplified and 

sequenced from all samples of C. croceipalpis and phylogeny analysed using a 

neighbour-joining bootstrap tree under the Tamura-Nei model. The phylogeny 

conformed to that of the 298bp COI fragment (figure 4.12). Calliphora 

croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was found to be monophyletic, pooling in a separate 

clade with very high bootstrap values supporting the phylogeny. This strongly 

suggests that the samples from Grahamstown are ‘true’ C. croceipalpis. The 

closest related species to C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was found however, to 

be the large C. vicina clade, containing all populations of that species, 

suggesting that it is closely related to C. vicina. The Pretoria sample pooled 

within the clade containing C. vicina individuals from Alicante (Spain) and other 

regions. This was supported by high bootstrap values. This suggests that that 

samples provided from Pretoria are C. vicina or a new closely related species, 

suggested by the morphological data (section 4.2.1). Both sequence data from 

the COI gene and morphological data based on taxonomic features suggest two 

different species, indicating two lines of evidence.  
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Figure 4.12: Neighbour-joining bootstrap tree based on a 885bp region of the COI gene under 

the Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicates. Calliphora vicina and C. croceiplapis (Pretoria) were 

paraphyletic in two clades, where-as C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was found to be 

monophyletic.  
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4.2.2.1.4 Sequencing of a 1270bp COI region 
 
 
A common size fragment that is amplified for identification purposes in blowfly 

DNA samples is a 1270bp region of the COI gene (Harvey et al., 2008). PCR 

amplification of this fragment was unsuccessful in C. croceipalpis adults from 

Grahamstown, therefore the phylogeny was unable to be determined. This may 

have been due to either DNA degradation or point mutations at the primer 

binding sites. The 1200bp fragment however, was amplified and sequenced in C. 

croceipalpis (Pretoria) samples from Pretoria and pooled within the C.vicina 

clade (data not shown) concurring with previous COI results.   

   

4.2.2.2  Amplification of nuclear DNA regions 
 

4.2.2.2.1 Sequencing of the 593bp ITS2 region 
 

The second aim was to determine whether a multi-gene approach could be used 

to assign identity. The ITS2 region was amplified, sequenced and the phylogeny 

examined and compared to the COI results. This would determine whether an 

alternative region, this time from nuclear DNA, produces the same species 

identity as seen from the COI regions. From the COI gene results, it is apparent 

that C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) shares close phylogenetic relationship with 

C. vicina and possibly Cynomya species. The NCBI website contained no 

published Cynomya sequences for the ITS2 region, therefore a Cynomya 

cadaverina adult from USA was amplified and sequenced using the ITS2 

primers.  

 

From the neighbour joining bootstrap tree (figure 4.13), the phylogeny showed 

similarity to that seen with the 295bp and 895bp fragment of the COI gene. 

Calliphora croceipalpis (Grahamstown) pooled in close proximity to C. vicina 

populations and with Cynomya sp. with high bootstrap values. The C. vicina 

clade contained the C. croceipalpis (Pretoria), corroborating the COI results to 

suggest that it is a C. vicina population. 
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Figure 4.13: Neighbour-joining bootstrap tree based on a 593bp region of the ITS2 gene under 

the Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicates. Calliphora vicina and C. croceiplapis (Pretoria) was 

paraphyletic. C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was found to be connected to Cyn. cadaverina, 

similar to COI results.  
 
 
4.2.2.2.2 Sequencing of 794bp CPS region 
 

The CPS gene was only successfully amplified and sequenced from one adult of 

C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown). This may have been due to degradation of DNA 

as the samples were several years old and storage conditions unknown. The 

CPS gene was unable to be amplified from the  Cynomya cadaverina adults 

sample from USA. This adult fly was provided as a pinned specimen, therefore, 

the DNA may have been too degraded  

 

From the sequence data from three C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) and one C. 

croceipalpis (Grahamtown) adults, a neighbour-joining bootstrap tree using the 

Tamura-Nei model showed that C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) pooled within the C. 

vicina clade with a bootstrap value of 96%. The single C. croceipalpis 

(Grahamstown) sequence was positioned on a branch, linked to C. vomitoria 

(figure 4.14). The results from the CPS gene show that the C. croceipalpis 
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(Pretoria) is C. vicina and the C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown) is the ‘true’ 

species. A problem experienced with analysis of the CPS gene was that limited 

sequences were available for the Calliphorinae, with the majority of sequences 

belonging to the Chrysomyinae. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Neighbour-joing bootstrap tree of a 794bp region of the CPS gene under the 

Tamura-Nei model with 1000 replicates. Due to limited available sequences, the database was 

not a comprehensive analysis however, C. croceipalpis was found to be paraphyletic and C. 

croceipalpis (Grahamstown) was paraphyletic.  

 
 
4.2.2.3 Maximum likelihood analysis  
 
Maximum likelihood analysis was performed by Prof. M. Villet (Rhodes 

University, South Africa) using the data from sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. 

Results show a clear relationship between Cyn. cadaverina and C. croceipalpis 

individuals (figure 4.15). The C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) was found to be 

positioned within the C. vicina clade (figure 4.15), making it paraphyletic in both 

gene regions analysed, concurring with previous gene analysis. 
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Figure 4.15: Maximum likelihood analysis of both the ITS and COI genes. Both regions showed 

similar phylogeny with a clear relationship between Cynomya sp. and Calliphora croceipalpis 

(Grahamstown). The C. croceipalpis (Pretoria) was paraphyletic with C. vicina sequences. 

 
 
 
4.3  Discussion 
 
The present study was conducted to examine the species status of two blowfly 

samples believed to be the South African blowfly C. croceipalpis and their 

relationship with similar species such as C. vicina. By utilising both 

morphological and molecular techniques, the status, phylogenetic relationship 

and implications of a possible invasive species were examined. 

 

4.3.1  Morphological identification  analysis 

 

As described in Chapter One, the main approach used for identification is to 

examine morphology by light microscopy. Using this technique and applying 

published taxonomic keys (Erzinclioglu, 1987; 1996), C. croceipalpis 

(Grahamstown) and C. vicina were found to conform to known morphological 
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features. The issue that arose from the morphological part of this study was the 

possibility of incorrect species identification when examining Calliphora. sp from 

South Africa. The C. croceipalpis from Pretoria was found to exhibit features that 

were similar to both C. croceipalpis and C. vicina , in particular a basicosta that 

was similar to the ‘true’ C. croceipalpis and jowls similar to C. vicina. Using 

primarily a morphological approach, a taxonomist that was not thoroughly aware 

of local South African populations of blowflies could incorrectly identify the 

blowfly species. This would then alter later forensic analysis if developmental 

data were applied from the wrong species, potentially causing an over- or under-

estimated PMImin. Several problems are associated with the use of taxonomic 

keys. Firstly, the issue of taxon sampling is imperative; correct identification 

relies on the species being previously examined and included in the analysis 

(Rannala et al., 1998; Hug & Roger, 2004; Ogden et al., 2005). If the species has 

not been examined beforehand, as with new species or newly recognised 

forensically important blowflies, then using existing taxonomic keys is not 

advisable. Secondly, the subjective nature of taxonomy is a large problem. Many 

keys rely on the researchers’ subjective descriptions, and could potentially lead 

to a misidentification (Harvey, 2006; Byrd & Castner, 2009).  

 

As mentioned previously, C. vicina is a cold tolerant fly, and has been reported in 

South Africa since the 1970s (Williams & Villet, 2006).  It is, however, still 

comparatively rare. From the morphological results, it can be hypothesised that 

C. vicina has begun to spread through South Africa, at least as far as 

Bloemfontein, migrating into areas that are commonly associated with C. 

croceipalpis, as this is also a cold tolerant fly. The potential of C. vicina to 

outcompete C. croceipalpis for resources cannot be dismissed as these 

tendencies have been found to occur between other calliphorids, in particular Ch. 

rufifacies and Coch. macellaria (Wells & Greenberg, 1992).  

 

A possible reason for the differences observed when examining the 

morphological features in the Pretoria C. vicina samples, originally identified as 

C. croceipalpis, is founder effects. This process, first described by Mayr (1942), 

is where a small population is established from a much larger population, 

resulting is a loss of genetic or phenotypic information. Forsman et al. (2012) 

demonstrated the success of founder groups to become established in the wild 
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by examining Tetrix subulata (Orthoptera) (Pygmy grasshoppers). By releasing 

colour polymorphic grasshoppers into the wild, it was found that populations of 

these founder groups increased in successive years in relation to the size of the 

original founder group. Reiland et al (2002) also found that the introduced North 

American Drosophila pseudoobscura (Diptera: Drosophilidae) had higher 

variation in loci when compared against native New Zealand populations, 

supporting a scenario that a small population of D. pseudoobscora had been 

accidently introduced into New Zealand.  

 

In regards to this study, it appears that a small population of C. vicina has been 

introduced into Africa and has undergone genetic drift, giving rise to phenotypic 

changes, which has resulted in an ecotypic variation i.e. a change in 

morphological features (Mayr, 1954). Species can become acclimatized to new 

surroundings with changes in gene expression, physiology and more importantly 

morphology (Strayer  et al. 2006).The variation in the morphological features of 

C. vicina collected in South Africa creates problems that are associated with the 

use of taxonomic keys and could lead to a misidentification. This would have 

large implications on the esimation of an accurate PMImin as an over- or under-

estimation could be produced from the application of incorrect developmental 

data.  

 

4.3.2  Molecular Data Analysis 
 

Both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA regions were examined to assess a multi-

gene approach to assign a correct identification to C. croceipalpis populations. 

As mitochondrial DNA is passed on maternally, and less affected by 

recombination (Stevens & Wall, 1996) than nuclear DNA (nDNA), the varying 

regions may provide a greater depth of information. 

 

Both nuclear DNA regions, the ITS2 and CPS genes, produced the same results 

for the species examined in this study. Calliphora croceipalpis, collected from 

Grahamstown, South Africa, was monophyletic using both genes. C. vicina was 

paraphyletic using both genes when the presumed C. croceipalpis, collected 

from Pretoria, South Africa, was included in the analysis. From examination of 

both n- and mtDNA regions, the presumed C. croceipalpis, collected from 
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Pretoria was identified as C. vicina. If these samples were to be hybrids, then it 

would be expected that the nDNA sequences would pool in a different species 

clade within the phylogeny. This would be due to the inheritance of nDNA from 

one species and mtDNA from another, as seen by some Lucilia sp (Stevens, et 

al. 1996). As this is not the case and both DNA regions concur with each other, it 

is more likely that the sample was originally misidentified by morphological 

examination due to founder effects. 

 

When COI gene regions were examined, the majority of amplicon sequences 

concurred with the nuclear region results. The exception was when a 595bp 

region of the COI gene was examined. This created a paraphyletic clade 

containing both populations of C. croceipalpis and C. vicina. This may have been 

due to conserved regions, evolutionary rate or recent splitting from a common 

ancestor within this stretch of the COI. The previous 320bp region of the COI is 

contained within this 600bp stretch of the COI gene. It is clear morphologically 

(figures 4.7-4.9) that the C. croceipalpis from Grahamstown is in fact not 

genuinely that species; therefore it is recommended that this fragment region of 

the COI is not used for molecular identification. Reliance on a single gene can be 

problematic and innacurate, as seen with the above result. Recent studies have 

begun to employ a multi-gene examination for identification of unknown 

calliphorids, and from this study, this approach is highly recommended (Nelson, 

et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2012; Singh & Wells, 2013). By utilising several genes, 

both nuclear and mitochondrial, accurate identification can be assigned with 

potential for more information such as population and evolutionary status.This 

allows a quantitative comparson rather than a qualitive assessment of 

morphology.   

 

4.3.3  Species status and founder effects 
 
It is clear from the morphological and molecular approaches taken in this study 

that the originally presumed C. croceipalpis specimens collected in Pretoria was 

misidentified and was a small population of C. vicina possibly exhibiting founder 

effects. The highly similar morphology seen between this population and the 

‘true’ South African C. croceipalpis undermines accurate morphological 

identification and requires subsequent molecular identification techniques to be 
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applied, such as amplification of both n- and mtDNA regions, when examining 

African forensically important calliphorids. 

	  

Previous hybrids of calliphorids have been documented in the Luciliinae. Stevens 

et al. (Stevens & Wall, 1996, 1997; Stevens et al,. 2002) examined possible 

hybrid populations of L. cuprina and L. sericata. It was found that Hawaiian L. 

cuprina shared a COI and COII haplotype with L. sericata however, 28S rRNA 

data shared L. cuprina haplotypes. It was suggested that due to the migration of 

species onto Hawaii, crossbreeding occurs between these two species and 

creates sub-species such as L. cuprina cuprina and L. cuprina dorsalis. It was 

hypothesised, due to the fact that mtDNA is maternally inherited, that female L. 

sericata were interbreeding with male L. cuprina. It was recognized that for a 

genetic and geographical isolation of species, it would be appropriate to form a 

new subspecies, L. cuprina hawaiiensis. Similary, Tourle et al. (2009) found that 

L. sericata and L. cuprina from South Africa shared phenotypic features and 

nuclear and mitochondrial gene similarities. They hypothesised that this was 

caused by incomplete lineage sorting.  This has severe consequences when 

species such as these two are found to occur sympatrically, as misidentification 

can occur, leading to incorrect developmental data being applied. Similarly, 

Wells et al (2007) and Sonet et al (2012) examined the phylogenetic relationship 

of Lucilia flies, in particular L. illustris and L. caesar. These species are 

particually difficult to distinguish morphologically due to higly similar taxonomic 

features. A multi-gene approach was used and found that a single gene could 

not be used to assign identity, suggesting that some form of crossover has 

occurred between the two species.  

 

The observation that both mitochondrial and nuclear gene regions clearly 

identified this species as C. vicina and not C. croceipalpis makes it highly 

unlikely that hybridization has occurred. It is therefore	  clear that the population of 

C. vicina from South Africa has undergone phenotypic changes. Results indicate 

that C. croceipalpis from Grahamstown shares some similarity to Cynomya 

species, similar to evidence seen by McDonagh et al. (2009) when multi-gene 

regions were examined. They found some relatedness between C. vicina and 

Cyn. cadaverina and Cyn. mortuorum.  
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4.4  Conclusion 
 
The results from this study demonstrate the importance of multi-gene analysis 

and species concepts when analysing species that have recently invaded 

neighbouring areas. By utilising a morphological and molecular approach, the 

identification of South African Calliphoridae could be examined, in particular the 

species C. croceipalpis and C. vicina. The morphological approach showed 

taxonomic features need to be examined in greater depth when dealing with 

calliphorid species due to the potential issue of founder effects with C. vicina 

populations in South Africa. This reiterates the need for thorough identification 

using molecular techniques.  

 

Both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA genes were examined to determine species 

identification and status of C. croceipalpis, collected from South Africa. Amplicon 

size examined in C. croceipalpis was found to affect the species assignment and 

it is recommended that several genes be utilised when examining calliphorid 

samples, in particular South African species. The molecular results 

demonstrated the advantages of multi-gene analysis, confirming that the 

misidentified population of C. croceipalpis collected from Pretoria was a 

population of C. vicina due to the confirmation of both n- and mtDNA gene 

regions clustering with known C. vicina individuals 

 

The examination of C. croceipalpis in relation to invasive species such as C. 

vicina has shown the utility and importance that a multi-gene analysis and 

morphological approach can provide to data examination. By examining multiple 

genes, the possibility of misidentification is reduced, and therefore the chance of 

applying incorrect developmental data to a species is removed, creating a more 

accurate PMImin. Calliphora croceipalpis has yet to be used in a published case 

study, however, if collected in the presence of C. vicina, it could provide a 

misidentification, resulting in incorrect development data being applied to the 

case. This study has demonstrated that the identification of African Calliphoridae 

needs to be approached with care due to invasive species and is a cautionary 

note for forensic entomologists. 
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Chapter Five 
Utility of Inter-Simple-Sequence Repeats as a Tool for 

Calliphorid (Diptera) Species Identification 
 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Species identification is a fundamental step in estimating a PMImin. As discussed 

in previous chapters, if species identity is incorrect, this results in incorrect 

developmental data being used, resulting in an over- or under-estimated PMImin. 

A common approach used is examination of morphological features. 

 

5.1.2 Morphological Identification 
 

Morphological identification relies on the use of taxonomic keys. Currently 

taxonomic keys exist for calliphorids from several regions including the United 

States of America (Wells & Byrd, 1999; Whitworth, 2003; 2006; 2010; 2012), 

Canada (Marshall et al., 2012), United Kingdom (Erzinclioglu, 1989; 1996), Africa 

(Erzinclioglu, 1987) and Australia (Wallman, 2001) with many more published for 

specific regions. Imperative to their success in assigning identification is 

sufficient taxon sampling and knowledge of the local fauna. These keys can also 

be gender specific and contain descriptions that rely on the subjective views of 

the entomologists, potentially resulting in a misidentification.  

 

Major limitations of using morphological features to assign identity are the 

problems associated with examination of immature samples and variables that 

can affect the integrity of the samples. As mentioned in Chapter One, to estimate 

a PMImin, live samples are required to be reared to calculate developmental time, 

and can sometimes die during rearing or transport to the laboratory. Parasitism 

can also happen during transport and prevent the live samples from developing.  

 

A factor that can affect the success of morphological identification is the 

preservative used. This has been shown to alter morphological features and the 
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integrity of the sample such as length, discolouration and turgor. It is therefore 

imperative to follow guidelines to minimise these factors (Tantawi & Greenberg, 

1993; Adams & Hall, 2003; Amendt et al., 2007; Sanford, et al, 2011) 

 

A significant limitation to using morphological features is the similarity seen in 

morphology between closely related species. Some immature stages of species, 

such as Ch. rufifacies and Ch. villeneuvi (Sukontason et al., 2003; Sukontason et 

al., 2005; Sukontason et al., 2006) are highly similar in morphology and can 

prove difficult to identify using taxonomic keys. If these two species reside in the 

same geographic region, then without accurate identification tools, 

misidentification could occur.  

 

The issue of cryptic species can also lead to problems with morphological 

identification. Cryptic species are highly morphologically similar but are 

genetically distinct species. To identify these and recently diverged species, 

another form of identification would have to be performed, therefore other 

methods must be relied upon.  

 

5.1.3 Molecular Identification Approaches 
 
Since the advent of the polymerase chain reaction, molecular genetics is 

constantly evolving, with new, more efficient techniques being developed which 

have the potential to overcome the limitations associated with a morphological 

approach. For a molecular technique to be used for identification of 

entomological samples, in particular Calliphorids, it must meet specific criteria, 

as outlined in Chapter One Section 1.11. Many molecular techniques have been 

utilised on calliphorid samples, each associated with advantages and 

disadvantages. It is these factors that must be taken into account when applying 

the technique to the samples. 

 
5.1.3.1 Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA  
 

Randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) typing has previously been 

utilised on a variety of organisms (Hammond et al., 1996; Rugienius et al., 2006).  

Benecke (1998) used RAPD to identify necrophagous insects from both known 
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samples and case studies. Previously, Stevens (1995) used RAPD typing to 

determine the population structure of L. sericata in the South of England. The 

principle of this technique is that random DNA is amplified using arbitrary primers 

in the PCR reaction mix. The main advantage is that no previous knowledge of 

the organism’s genome is needed allowing Benecke (1998), to successfully 

identify L. sericata as well as other forensically important calliphorids (figure 

5.1(a)). This technique, however, is associated with major limitations that prevent 

accurate identification of samples. PCR reactions were shown to produce 

varying profiles from the same template when using different thermo-cyclers 

(figure 5.1(b)) and subsequently small changes in PCR reagents, thermo-cycler 

temperature and DNA concentrations (Black, 1993; Pérez et al., 1998). With 

unidentified samples, it is recommended that care must be taken with 

interpreting the results due to the inherent variability of the technique. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: (a) RAPD profile showing the peak distributions of L. sericata samples, an 

undetermined species, C. vicina (erythrocephala) and a beetle (Qiceoptoma 

thoracicum). The L. sericata are similar in profiles. Thermo cycler was shown to have an 

effect on the peaks as seen in (b) where the same samples were run on different 

machines, producing slightly different peak profiles (Benecke, 1998). 
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Fig. 1. Different thermocyclers can produce slightly different RAPD profiles. Random enlargement out of an
RAPD profile. On the right the name of the cycler, scale on bottom: min.

if the PCR was performed on different days and with two different total concentrations
of DNA each (Fig. 3). Again, peak shape did vary but peak height was constant between
the different amplificates. A major problem we observed were ‘splitting peaks’ which
means that broad peaks tend to split up in several peaks or to produce more than one top

164 M. Benecke / Forensic Science International 98 (1998) 157–168

mortem interval estimation is only possible if the insect species is known and can thus
be used as a time since death indicator. The species of maggots — especially of young
ones — is hard to identify, and for this reason we searched for a quick, inexpensive and
reliable DNA test which helps in acute forensic situations in which, for whatever reason,
no classical insect analysis can be performed (e.g. no entomologist available, urgent case
which does not allow breeding of the insects).
RAPD beads are known to be a help in cases dealing with a variety of species.

Furthermore, the beads can be stored at room temperature, are both quick and easy to
use, and are composed of defined amounts of reagents.
In our case, we used maggots from the inside and the outside of the body bag which

were later determined as ‘green bottle’ blow flies Lucilia spec. (Diptera: Calliphoridae)
and compared them to dry stored adults of ‘blue bottle’ blow flies Calliphora
erythrocephala (Diptera: Calliphoridae) from another case, and adult silphid carrion
beetles (Coleoptera: Silphidae). As shown in Fig. 4, the profiles of four different maggot
individuals from the inside of the body bag are similar over the whole stretch of 460 min
(in our pictures, longer PCR products are on the right, shorter ones on the left).
However, some shapes and heights of some peaks differ in the way described above.
Using only the highest peaks produced by the primers REP1R and Primer 5, it was

possible to distinguish between different species. It was also found that the pupa was not
just a different (later) stage of one of the maggots from the actual corpse. Except for two
major bands which might be a distinctive sign of blow flies, there was no similarity
between the DNA profiles of the two fly species and between the profiles produced by

Fig. 4. Comparison of overall RAPD DNA profile (primer: REP1R) of four single maggots found at a body
bag to a pupa found near the corpse, another blow fly from another case, and a beetle (Qiceoptoma thoracicum
(L., 1758), Coleoptera: Silphidae).

(a) (b) 
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5.1.3.2 PCR-Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism 
 

This technique is based on the use of restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLP), where DNA is cut with restriction enzymes at recognition sites, except 

that amplification of a specific sized PCR fragment occurs prior to restriction 

digest. This was used in the first published molecular study involving the 

identification of calliphorids (Sperling et al., 1994). In this study, a 2300bp region 

of the COI and COII genes was amplified and sequenced. From these PCR 

products, restriction enzymes were used to digest the DNA into specific sized 

fragments to determine whether the fragment sizes could differentiate species. 

From the three species examined, Phaenicia (Lucilia) sericata, P. regina and L. 

illustris, it was found that the technique could assign identity based on the 

restriction digests and DNA products (figure 5.2). Only one population of each 

species was used however, so the effect of intraspecific variation was not 

examined. Some small size differences were found between species products 

when using some enzymes, which may prove difficult to differentiate on an 

electrophoresis gel, such as seen with Dde I between L. illustris and P. regina 

(figure 5.2).  Subsequently it has been used in many studies involving the 

identification of calliphorids (Ratcliffe et al,. 2003; Schroeder et al., 2003; 

Thyssen et al,. 2005; Samarakoon et al., 2012). The issue that arises with this 

technique is the need for previous knowledge of sequence data, for the 

identification of relevant restriction enzyme sites. Secondly, if single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNP’s) were to occur at a recognition site within a population, 

the restriction enzyme possibly would not cut, or a SNP elsewhere might 

generate a new site, potentially leading to a misidentification due to the absence 

or presence of bands on a gel.  
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Figure 5.2: Tables showing the expected size of RFLP-PCR products when digested on 

DNA templates from P. sericata, L. illustris and P. regina. From the four enzymes used, 

only one was shown to assign species identity of all three species examined (HinF I) 

(Sperling et al. 1993). 

 
 
5.1.3.3 Antigen Based Identification 
 

A technique that has not progressed further is an antigen based identification 

technique. McDonagh et al. (2009) used monoclonal antibodies that were 

species specific and Western blot analysis to differentiate first instar larvae of 

various calliphorid species (figure 5.3). This technique however is laborious and 

time consuming, taking months to raise an antibody against a specific species. 

More examination is also needed as accumulation of specific proteins during 

particular stages of development have been shown to occur (Munn et al., 1971; 

Levenbook & Bauer, 1984; Schenkel et al., 1985; Burmester & Scheller, 1995; 

Adachi et al., 1996; Burmester, 2001). 
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Figure 5.3: Western blot analysis showing the L. sericata antiserum when bound to (1) 

L. sericata; (2) L. cuprina; (3) L. caesar and (4) C. vicina. From the protein bands 

present, species identity could be assigned from the protein fingerprint (McDonagh et al. 

2009). 

 

5.1.3.4 Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism 
 

The amplified fragment length polymorphism technique, as mentioned in Chapter 

One, employs restriction enzymes to cut at restriction sites and adaptors to ligate 

to the sticky end of the PCR fragments (Mueller & Wolfenbarger, 1999). This 

technique has proved particularly useful in identifying population structure and 

aids in cases where the relocation of forensic samples is suspected (Picard & 

Wells, 2009; Picard & Wells, 2010; Picard, 2010). Picard & Wells (2009) 

examined the population structure of L. sericata in respect to the use of re-

assignment to a specific population using AFLP analysis. This could potentially 

be applied to forensic entomology samples to determine point of origin or if a 

corpse had been relocated (figure 5.5(b)). It was found that blowflies caught in 

the same trap in an area were related (figure 5.4(a)). The technique has mainly 

been utilised in the examination of intraspecific variation and not examined on a 

large variety of calliphorids for species identity.  More work would need to be 

performed if it was to be used routinely as an identification technique in forensic 

casework involving calliphorids. The technique however is sometimes laborious, 

time consuming and the results can prove difficult to interpret without proper 

training.  

 

species tested, Fig. 1. While many of the protein bands were
common among all four taxa, a number also appeared to be unique
to the each of four taxa.

While initially investigating antigenic similarity and dissim-
ilarity between first instar larval stages of four forensically
important blowfly species, our findings have now revealed the
potential species discriminatory power of such a technique.
Several species-specific diagnostic proteins markers showing
potential for use in species determination have been located,
and we are currently in the process of characterising these
proteins. For example, a particularly striking protein band (Fig. 2;
band II, 35.8 kDa) appearing to be specific to L. sericata has been
located and is currently undergoing characterisation.

A systematic proteomic approach is being used to purify and
identify diagnostic immunodominant bands. N-terminal peptide
sequencing and MALDI-MS of diagnostic protein markers will be
used to perform searches for statistically similar protein sequences
in core databases.

Two-dimensional SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis, which
achieves resolution in two dimensions separating proteins first
by pH and then by molecular mass, is also planned for each of the
four taxa. The major advantage of this technique is the ability to
distinguish between different isoforms of a protein with similar

molecular weights, for example a protein that has been phos-
phorylated (by addition of a negatively charged group), so helping
to identify further potential diagnostic markers.

3.2. Species-specific monoclonal antibodies

The Western blotting experiments carried out in this study
utilised rabbit PAb. Our efforts are now focusing towards the
production of species-specific murine monoclonal antibodies
(MAbs) using the diagnostic proteins identified with the rabbit
PAb as immunogens. Raising species-specific MAbs will then allow
the development of a rapid diagnostic tool exploiting lateral flow
technology, an innovative application to the identification of
forensically important blowflies.

3.3. Lateral flow technology

Lateral flow diagnostic tests are a format of semi-quantitative
immunoassay for detecting the presence (or absence) of a target
antigen (the identified species-specific antigenic protein) in a
complex sample of proteins (e.g. whole blood, serum, urine). The
most publicised example of the use of this technology is home
pregnancy test first introduced by Unipath in 1988. Such
technology is now used extensively for the rapid ‘on-site’ diagnosis
of a wide range of human diseases including visceral leishmaniasis
[26], HIV/AIDS [27], malaria [28], SARS [29] and invasive
aspergillosis [30].

Lateral flow devices work as follows. A species-specific MAb is
immobilised to a defined capture zone on a porous nitrocellulose
membrane, while the same MAb conjugated to colloidal gold
particles serves as the detection reagent. Samples of solubilised
antigens are added to a release pad containing the antibody–gold
conjugate. The antibody–gold conjugate binds to the target
antigen, passes along the porous membrane by capillary action,
and binds to the MAb immobilised in the capture zone. Once an
antigen extract is prepared and applied to the LFD, the test result is
recorded within 10–15 min. Bound antigen–antibody–gold com-
plex is seen as a red line with an intensity that is proportional to the
antigen concentration. Anti-mouse immunoglobulin immobilised
to the membrane in a separate zone acts as an internal control. In
the absence of the target antigen, no complex is formed in the zone
containing the solid-phase antibody, and a single control line is
seen. In the presence of the target antigen, two lines are clearly
visible. One of the key advantages of this technology is the
simplicity of the test, typically requiring little or no sample or
reagent preparation.

While we believe existing single loci DNA-based methods of
species determination to be problematic, we recognise that an
extensive global study would be required to provide identification
kits for all forensically important blowfly species. We anticipate
that our research could develop ‘on-site’ rapid diagnostic kits for
several of the more common blowflies. By reducing the work load
of blowfly samples needing to be sent for sequencing analysis, such
test kits could prove an innovative supporting role to existing DNA
sequence-based methods, allowing forensic entomologists to focus
on the more challenging cases of blowfly identification.
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Fig. 1. Western blot analysis of SDS-PAGE resolved first instar larval proteins with
antiserum from a L. sericata immunised rabbit. L. sericata (1), L. cuprina (2), L. caesar
(3), and C. vicina (4). Each well was loaded with 10 mg protein.

Fig. 2. Western blot analysis of SDS-PAGE resolved C. vicina (a) and L. sericata (b)
first instar larval proteins with antiserum from a L. sericata immunised rabbit,
illustrating diagnostic immunoreactive bands. Each well was loaded with 10 mg
protein.
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Figure 5.4: Structure analysis (a) of population of North American L. sericata 

determined by AFLP. Each colour line represents an individual relatedness to a 

particular population set. (k=3). It was found that within samples, the relatedness was 

78% (b) suggesting that blowflies collected at the same trap were related genetically as 

opposed to the 22% similarity between different traps (Picard & Wells 2010). 

 
 
5.1.3.5 Amplification and Sequencing of Nuclear DNA 
 

As mentioned previously in Chapter Four, the nuclear regions, in particular the 

ITS and CPS genes, can provide a deeper understanding of the phylogeny of 

calliphorids. A more detailed description of the use of nuclear DNA can be found 

in Chapter One Section 1.11.2. The main disadvantage of using nDNA for 

identification is the issue of degradation. As nDNA degrades at a faster rate 

compared to mtDNA, the ability to extract, amplify and sequence nDNA from old 

or ancient remains can become difficult. Therefore, it would be recommended to 

analyse a different region, in particular in mitochondrial DNA, for such studies. 

 

5.1.3.6 Amplification and Sequencing of Mitochondrial Control Region 
 

The control region of the mitochondrial genome in calliphorids has previously 

been explored as a region of interest when examining intraspecific variations. 
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the most likely number was 3 (Fig. 1) [26], made up of: (a) Ohio
(US), West Virginia (US), New Brunswick (Canada), Ontario
(Canada) and New Mexico (US); (b) Alabama (US); and (c) Rhode
Island (US), New York (US), Washington (US) and California (US)
(Fig. 2). Since no contiguous or geographically meaningful
relationship was detected, we concluded no overall population
structure exists.

The results of analyses of molecular variances (AMOVAs) are
reported in Table 2. The F statistic is analogous to the F-statistic
for determining the partitioning of genetic variation [27]. The
majority of the variation was within the samples, however a
significant amount resided among the samples (22%, P = 0.001).
Therefore, the samples are genetically distinct from each other. In
order to test if isolation by distance is the cause of the population
structure, a Mantel test of geographic versus genetic distances
found only a very slight correlation between genetic and
geographic distances (R2 = 0.0062, P = 0.02).

A series of pairwise comparisons among all individuals in the
dataset determined the degree of overall relatedness within each
sample (Fig. 3). SPAGeDi’s calculations are based on allele
frequency data generated from the entire dataset. Therefore the
estimates are relative, and R greater than zero indicates that two
individuals share more alleles than would be expected by chance.
On average, across the entire dataset, the mean relatedness
coefficient for samples was 0.249 (ranging from 0.0825 to 0.7152).

3.2. Effect of reproductive status

The number of gravid females in each sample, individuals that
would likely deposit eggs on the same corpse, is shown in Table 3.
These displayed a pattern of relatedness similar to the full samples
(Table 3), suggesting that the larvae in a corpse, at least those
descended from females that arrive within a 30 min window, will
also share a high proportion of alleles.

3.3. Assignment tests

Because L. sericata appears to lack geographic population
genetic structure, we considered an alternative approach for using
a carrion insect genetic profile to infer that a corpse was moved. A
larva may be left behind at the earlier corpse location [28]. If,
corpse larval populations show the high relatedness observed for
adults at a bait, then it might be possible to use genetic assignment
methods [29] to associate such a ‘‘stray’’ individual with the larvae
in a corpse found at a different location. Therefore we evaluated the
use of assignment for associating an L. sericata individual with its
source sample.

A minimum likelihood difference (MLD) of 3 as the threshold for
assignment was selected as the best balance between erroneous
non-assignment and incorrect assignment. MLDs of 0, 1, and 2, all
resulted in 100% correct assignment of all genotypes when
simulated, but values this low are subject to erroneous assign-
ments [20]. MLD values greater than 3 produced a greater number
of non-assignments. With MLD = 3 only one genotype (out of a
possible 10,000 genotypes) was not assigned to any putative
population. When the reallocation procedure was done using a
threshold of MLD = 3, 88 out of 92 individuals were correctly
allocated to their putative source populations (95.7%), 3 indivi-
duals were mis-allocated (one from each: OH, WV and NB, 3.2%),
and 1 individual was not allocated to any population (WV, 1.1%).

4. Discussion

The pattern of population structure of L. sericata closely
resembled what we observed for P. regina [9]. R values observed
were all positive, whereas the expected R is 0 for non-relatives [24].
Therefore, the flies arriving together at a bait include close
relatives, although there is no regional genetic variation, i.e. no
evidence of a barrier to gene flow or isolation by distance.

Nevertheless, developmental data suggested regional genetic
variation in L. sericata [18]. It is likely that these are based on allelic
differences, such as a point mutation, that would affect at most a
single AFLP allele and therefore not change the general profile.
Because a barrier to gene flow is an unlikely cause of any regional
genetic variation, the default explanation would be some selection
effect based on environmental differences.

Fig. 1. Plot of DK vs. proposed K for values ranging from 2 to 12 putative
subpopulations. A mode is indicative of the true population structure (K = 3) and the
height is indicative of the strength of the population structure.

Table 2
AMOVA results of samples.

Source df SS MS Est. var % % Value P

Among samples 9 1113.7 123.7 9.7 22 0.218 0.001
Within samples 82 2849.8 34.8 34.8 78

Total 91 3963.5 44.5 100

Fig. 2. Bar plot of estimated L. sericata structure when K = 3. Each vertical line represents each individual’s membership fraction to a particular color-coded subpopulation.
Samples are labeled above the figure.

C.J. Picard, J.D. Wells / Forensic Science International 195 (2010) 63–67 65
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The D-loop is non-coding, consisting of A+T rich regions, meaning that is has 

few functional constraints. The control region is also highly variable in size (figure 

5.5) and can contain repeating regions associated with heteroplasmy (Zhang & 

Hewitt, 1997). With the heteroplasmic nature of the control region, the presence 

of pseudogenes, in particular tRNAIle and tRNAGln within the Chrysomyinae 

(Bruhn, 2011), and the requirement for clonal amplification (Boehme & Wells, 

2007), it is recommended that other regions are targeted for species 

identification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Chart showing the variation in size of the mitochondrial control region in a 

variety of insects (Zhang & Hewitt, 1997). 

 

 

5.1.4 COI amplification and analysis 
 

The main gene utilised in both entomological sample identification and other taxa 

is the COI gene, as mentioned in Chapter One. This has shown to provide 

enough variation to assign species identity and due to it being mitochondrial, it 

can easily be extracted and degrades at a slower rate than nDNA. Studies have 
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FIG. 1 SIZE VARIATION OF THE MITOCHONDRIAL CONTROL REGIONS IN INSECTS. A. Large size variation among different taxa. 
Control regions which contain tandem repetition (duplication) are indicated by an asterisk. B Size variation among repetition-free 
control regions. Only control regions of the smallest size in each group are shown. See Table 1 for more detail. 

grasshopper Chorthippus parallelus, but not in the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria. 
The same situation occurs in Diptera and Coleoptera (Table 2; Boyce eta/., 1989). There 
are not enough data to decide whether at low taxonomic levels (family or below) its 
occurrence is always phylogenetically related (Solignac et al., 1986; Monforte et al., 
1993). Convergent evolution of tandem repetition even occurs between closely related 
Drosophila species, such as melanogaster and obscura groups of the subgenus Sopho- 
phora (Monforte et al., 1993). Also, case studies on length heteroplasmy suggest that, 
even at the intraspecific level, convergent length variation occurs due to high mutation 
rate (see below). Furthermore, co-occurrence of tandem repetition in an animal group 
may simply reflect a shared molecular characteristic of the ancestral sequence which 
tends to generate repetition, but does not necessarily signify a phylogenetic relationship 
of the repetitive sequences themselves. 

Variation of size and copy number of a repeat unit is responsible to a large degree for 
the size variation of the control region, and also of the whole mitochondrial genome. 
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examined the COI gene as an identification tool for a global population of 

forensically important Diptera, showing that amplification and sequencing of the 

COI gene successfully assigned correct identity (Harvey et al 2003; Harvey et 

al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2008). The COI gene is also where the DNA barcoding 

region is found. 

 

5.1.4 DNA Barcoding 
 

As mentioned in Chapter One, the ‘barcoding’ region is an approximately 648bp 

region of the COI gene. This region was proposed as a universal region across 

many taxa to assign species identity, providing a quick and efficient technique. It 

proved a success in assigning identity, however, it is debated whether the 

barcoding region should be relied upon heavily for assignment of species. In 

particular, closely related species or recently diverged species may not exhibit 

enough variability within the small PCR fragment, resulting in an unresolved 

phylogeny. Van Velzen et al. (2012) examined whether recently diverged species 

could be assigned identity with the same success as species which were more  

diverged. It was found that populations that were separated between 98-76621 

generations were less likely to be assigned species identity (70-85%) than those 

that were separated by more generations (76621-553116 generations) (figure 

5.6). This would be a particular problem if the two species resided in the same 

geographic region.  
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Figure 5.6: Boxplot showing the percentage success rate of species assignment when 

using the DNA barcoding region on recently diverged species. It is found that with 

recently diverged species, the percentage success decreases by a minimum of 15% 

when compare to old species. This potentially provides misidentification if using the 

barcoding region (Van Velzen et al. 2012). 

 

 

All the above methods rely on sequencing to aid in the assignment of species 

identity. This can sometime prove difficult as sequencing is time consuming, 

requires further analysis and the DNA could be in in poor condition, resulting in a 

poor sequence. A method exists however, that requires no sequencing and 

possibly has the potential to assign species identity. 

 

5.1.5 Inter-Simple Sequence Repeats 
 

Inter-simple sequence repeat-PCR (ISSR-PCR) analysis is a technique that uses 

a single primer of di-, tri- or tetra-nucleotide repeats which bind to microsatellites 

within the genome of the species, amplifying the region between two opposing 

microsatellites. ISSR-PCR has been extensively used in plant genetics to 

determine population structure, gene flow and species identity. This technique 

requires no previous knowledge of sequence data and is relatively cheap in 

relation to previous techniques outlined, requiring basic laboratory equipment. A 

DNA ‘fingerprint’ is possible from the results, which could facilitate in 

identification as multiple primers can be used to produce a species-specific 

pattern. Some band patterns can be difficult to interpret, however, with the aid of 

query data set (172 sequences) DNA-BAR outperformed all other
methods in terms of query identification success (162 query
sequences correctly identified). NJ identified 157 query sequences
correctly based on liberal assignment; BLOG identified 155 query
sequences correctly as did NJ based on strict assignment. NN
identified 152 query sequences correctly; BLAST identified 142
query sequences correctly; PAR identified 140 query sequences
correctly based on liberal assignment and 138 based on strict
assignment.

Cypraeidae. The most divergent Cypraeidae sequences had
28.5% pairwise distance, and largest within-species divergence was
17.1% for Leporicypraea mappa. Hundred twelve of 211 species had
sufficient coverage (i.e. were represented by 5 or more sequences).
Based on the reference data set (1654 sequences) only 81 species
were monophyletic in a NJ tree (38.4%) and only 77 had a
‘barcode gap’ (36.5%). Based on the query data set (354 sequences)
DNA-BAR outperformed all other methods in terms of query
identification success (330 query sequences correctly identified).
BLOG and BLAST identified 328 query sequences correctly; NJ
identified 324 query sequences correctly based on strict

assignment; NN identified 323 query sequences correctly; NJ
identified 320 query sequences correctly based on strict
assignment; PAR identified 302 query sequences correctly based
on liberal assignment and 297 based on strict assignment.

Discussion

DNA barcoding works well for most species, although
significant differences in population dynamics probably exist
between, e.g. vertebrates, insects and plants. Indeed, DNA
barcoding success rates have been estimated to be around 98%
for animals and 70% for plants [96,97,98] with the relatively low
success rate for the latter having been attributed to various causes
such as high incident of hybrid species in angiosperms [99], long
generation times or slow mutation rates of woody species [100]
and limited dispersal of seeds [100,101]. Overall, the fact that
DNA barcoding works so well is considered to be mainly due to
conspecific sequences generally having their coalescent well after
time of species divergence [5].

Our results corroborate this notion in that, although our data sets
contained incompletely-sorted species, identification success rates
were generally high (.80%). Nevertheless, species that are recently
diverged pose a consistent problem for identification based on DNA
barcodes [1,2,31,32,33,34,39], as indicated by our findings in which
methods proved not to be equally robust with regard to incomplete
lineage sorting effects in recently diverged species (Figures 3 and 5).
As such species are usually of special interest scientifically or from
regulatory perspective [1,2,3,12,13,14,27,28,29], yet also difficult to
identify using morphology [1,11,24,27,32,84], finding robust
analytical methods is warranted, and commonly used methods
such as neighbor joining may not suffice.

Method performance
Tree-based methods. Our results based on simulated data

of recently diverged species show that DNA barcode identification
of recently diverged species can be significantly improved by
applying methods that do not rely on tree representation. The two
tree-based methods tested here, i.e. neighbor joining (NJ) and
parsimony (PAR), perform worst in terms of query identification
success, even with liberal assignment. This finding is in
concordance with results from other studies comparing relative
performance of DNA barcoding methods [53,57,58,102], as well
as with the generally accepted notion that gene trees (i.e. DNA
barcode trees) do not necessarily reflect organismal history [42].

PAR consistently and significantly achieved the lowest identi-
fication rates here. We see two possible explanations for this result:
First, heuristic searches are not guaranteed to find the shortest (i.e.
most parsimonious) tree(s) and our search settings may have been
insufficiently thorough [88]. Further analysis of some data sets
with more thorough search settings did not result in shorter trees

Figure 5. Influence of species divergence on species identifi-
cation success. Boxplots of percent species identification success
(N = 300) based on query data sets for species that were either recently
diverged (divergence times between 98 and 76621 generations) or old
(divergence times between 76621 and 553116 generations).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030490.g005

Table 2. Relative method performance based on simulated data for recently diverged species.

Data set NJ (liberal) NJ (strict) PAR (liberal) PAR (strict) NN BLAST DNA-BAR BLOG

Ne = 1,000 83.69 83.58 73.31 73.14 86.18 86.18 86.25 85.96

Ne = 10,000 85.53 84.27 79.79 78.38 86.11 86.09 86.83 88.15

Ne = 50,000 84.20 77.35 79.53 72.32 84.76 84.56 85.24 84.58

overall 84.47a 81.73b 77.54c 74.61d 85.68e 85.61 e 86.11 e 86.23 e

DNA barcode query identification success scores (%, N = 100) of six methods applied to barcode sequence datasets simulated under three different effective population
sizes (Ne). NJ = neighbor joining, PAR = parsimony, NN = nearest neighbor. Highest scores are in boldface. Overall success scores (%, N = 300) not significantly
different in post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon tests are indicated by same superscripts.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030490.t002
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computer programs, the size of PCR products is easily interpreted. A list of 

organisms that ISSR-PCR has been used with can be found in table 5.1. 

 
Table 5.1: Table showing the organisms that ISSR-PCR has been used and the main 

focus of the studies. 

 

Organism Purpose Reference 

Calliphorids SCAR markers, DNA 
fingerprinting 

He et al., (2007); Zheng et al., (2010) 

Lepidoptera Genetic structure of 
populations 

Vijayan et al., (2006); Roux et al., (2007) 

Sheep Genetic variation Zamani & Akhondi, (2011) 
Cotton Genetic marker for 

polymorphisms 
Liu & Wendel, (2001) 

Rice Genetic relationships Reddy et al., (2009) 
Plants Population structure, 

gene flow, genetic 
structure 

Bornet & Branchard, (2001); Reddy et al., 
(2002); Ye et al., (2006); Bhattacharya  et 
al., (2010); Hakki et al.,  (2010); Hristova et 
al., (2011); Ji et al., (2011); Ruiz-Garcia et 
al., (2011) 

 

 

ISSR-PCR has been minimally exploited with entomological samples. With a few 

studies performed on Lepidoptera, only two papers are currently published on 

the use of ISSR-PCR to aid in species identity on calliphorid samples. He et al. 

(2007) applied the technique to five forensically important blowflies present in 

China. Using ISSR primers, it was found that banding patterns were produced 

that could be used as an indicator of species for design of SCAR markers (figure 

5.7).   The features of SCAR markers are described below. 
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Figure 5.7: Schematic showing the bands produced and SCAR markers in specific 

species using particular ISSR primers. By using this systematic band presence 

approach, species identity could potentially be assigned relatively quick using ISSR-

PCR and electrophoresis analysis (He et al., 2007). 

 

5.1.5.1 SCAR Markers 
 

The use of ISSR-PCR fragments was examined further with the help of species 

characterised amplified region (SCAR) markers. These are based on the 

assumption that a unique band specific to a species if purified and sequenced 

can be used to design primers that will amplify a region within the sequence that 

is ‘species specific’. He et al. (2007) created a SCAR marker for Chinese 

populations of M. domestica (figure 5.8). The testing of the SCAR markers were 

flawed however due to the lack of a negative control being used for the reliability 

of the technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Gel electrophoresis results showing the presence of a SCAR marker in 

different Chinese populations of M. domestica. In all populations, the SCAR marker was 

found to be present (He et al. 2007). 

reactions, several species-specific ISSR fragments were cloned
and sequenced as an initial effort to derive SCAR markers
(showed in Table 2) for the five necorophagous flies. All of the
ISSR assays were repeated several times and only those bands
reproduced in at least three independent experiments and only
appeared in the particular species were considered as specific
markers. From 6 initially tested SCARs, three showed
amplification products of the corresponding species conserved
the specificity in ISSR fragments.

The specificity of the newly designed SCAR primers was
tested using DNA samples from the five species. Only the
corresponding species can result the specialty PCR fragment.
The amplification results for a set of SCARs were shown in
Fig. 3. And the validity of species-specific SCAR markers is
obviously.

3.5. Reliability test of SCAR markers among three M.
domestica populations

In order to test the reliability of our SCAR markers, we
collected house fly from three locations in Shanghai. The DNA
was extracted from each individual in one location and
amplified bands were compared among these individuals. The
results (Fig. 4) show that there is no diversity in fragment length
among different population. It is indicated that the SCAR
marker of housefly is reliable in housefly identification.

4. Discussion

We applied the ISSR technique to test the five forensically
important flies often occurring in Shanghai. Our results
demonstrated that ISSR markers are promising for the
molecular identification of the flies related to the court events
[18]. With the advantages of high accuracy, rapid and
convenient, ISSR will offer a quick and reliable alternation
in practice.

In this work, we employed these five species, using a large
number of primers and screened for their ability to differentiate
species, thus providing a useful resource of discriminative
tools. Since the primary aim of the present work was to carry
out a comprehensive survey of molecular markers rather than to
undertake a profound analysis of the genetic variability,
similarity coefficient among species was not calculated.
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Table 2
Species specific fragments from different primer amplifications

Markers Fragment

length (bp)

Lucilia

sericata

Aldrichina

grahami

Chrysomya

megacephala

Parasarcophaga

crassipalpis

Musca

domestica

(CA)6AC 900 + ! ! ! !
(CA)6GT 400 ! ! + ! !
(GT)6CC 600 ! + ! ! !
(AG)8TA 750 ! ! ! + !
(CA)6GG 1800 + ! ! ! !
(CA)6GG 700 ! ! ! ! +

Note: ‘‘+’’: special band; ‘‘!’’: no relevant band.

Fig. 3. Agarose gel electrophoresis of the amplification products obtained from

species-specific SCAR markers; 1, 2 L. sericata, adult; 3, 4: A. grahami, adult;

5, 6: C. megacephala, adult; 7, 8: P. crassipalpis, adult; 9, 10: M. domestica,

adult (molecular size markers (lane M) in base pairs are indicated on the left of
each panel. (A) shows the SCAR marker for C. megacephala, (B) shows the

SCAR marker for P. crassipalpis and (C) shows the SCAR marker for M.

domestica).

Fig. 4. Reliability test of SCAR marker for M. domestica in three populations

collected in Shanghai. The three locations are about 30 km from each other.

Letters with number in the figure showed the different individual.
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Similarly, Zheng et al. (2010) used 8 ISSR primers consisting of both di- and tri-

nucleotide repeats to determine whether the bands could produce a ‘fingerprint’ 

for identification. They expanded on the ISSR fingerprinting and created SCAR 

markers also for M. domestica (figure 5.9). The specifically designed primers 

were shown to successfully bind to M. domestica and no other calliphorid 

species used in the study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Gel electrophoresis image showing the PCR products of using designed 

primers to amplify SCAR markers for M. domestica from China. All successfully work 

however, some by products were seen in some populations (lanes 6-8). Lanes 1-8: M. 

domestica; 9: Ch. megacephala; 10; L. sericata; 11: H. melanura; 12: L. cuprina (Zheng 

et al. 2010). 

 

 

The problem with both of the studies that have examined calliphorids so far in 

the literature is they have only examined Chinese populations of forensically 

important blowfly species. Therefore, there is no knowledge as to whether the 

banding patterns produced from the Chinese populations would produce the 

same in another population of the same species. Subsequently, the SCAR 

markers were not tested on a large population data set of M. domestica. 

Therefore, it would be recommended to only use these designed SCAR markers 

in the region the original samples were collected. No study as yet has examined 

ISSR-PCR on a large-scale calliphorid database. 

 

There is no technique that currently allows quick, rapid, preliminary identification 

of calliphorids. Most of the above techniques require either sequencing or an in 

depth knowledge of statistical or analytical methods. ISSR-PCR has the potential 

Xueli Zheng et al./Asian Pacific Journal of Tropical Medicine (2010)510-514 513

 

1     2    3    4     5    6     7      8    9    10   11  12  13   14   15   16   17   18   M

Figure 4. Amplification of genetic DNA in four necrophagous fly 
species from different area in China using primer ISSR(03). 
1: M. domestica (Shenzhen), 2:  M. domestica (culture), 3: M. domestica 

(Yangjiang), 4: M. domestica (Yichang), 5:  M. domestica (Nanjing), 6:  
M. domestica (Changchun ), 7: M. domestica (Panyu), 8: M. domestica 
(Guangzhou), 9: C. megacephata (Yichnag),10: C. megacephata 
(Jilin),  11: L. sericata (Beijing), 12: L. sericata (Jilin), 13: L. sericata 
(Shenzhen), 14: L. sericata (Chongqing), 15: Boettcherisca peregrina 

(Guangzhou), 16: H.melanura (Chongqing) , 17: H. melanura 

(Changchun), 18: Boettcherisca peregrina (Panyu).

3.3. Species-specific marker

  Species-specific ISSR fragment was identified among 
necrophagous fly species from 12 cities and regions in 
China using 8 ISSR primers. Amplification with 8 primers 
showed that specific ISSR fragment of M. domestica was 
240 bp, 360 bp, 400 bp, 500 bp, 580 bp, 610 bp, 630 bp, 700 bp, 
1 000 bp, 1 500 bp, respectively; specific ISSR fragment 
of C. megacephala was 370 bp, 430 bp, 800 bp, 1 100 bp, 
respectively; specific ISSR fragment of L. sericata was 500 bp, 
580 bp, 600 bp, 680 bp, respectively; specific ISSR fragment
of H. melanura was 320 bp, 340 bp, 370 bp, 420 bp, 
520 bp, 540 bp, 560 bp, 580 bp, 770 bp, respectively; specific 
ISSR fragment of Boettcherisca peregrina was 320 bp, 340 bp, 
370 bp, 420 bp, 520 bp, 540 bp, 560 bp, 580 bp, 770 bp, 
respectively. All of the ISSR bands reproduced in at least 
three independent experiments and several species-specific 
ISSR fragment were cloned and sequenced as an initial effort 
to derive SCAR markers.

  Using M. domestica SCAR specific primers, SCAR-PCR 
amplification was carried out for 8 M. domestica population 
sample DNA from different regions in China and  L. sericata, 

C. megacephala, H. melanura and Lucillia cupirina. The 
result showed only M. domestica produced a specific 
600 bp fragment and not by other species. The validity 
of species-specific SCAR markers is obvious (Figure 5). 

M      1       2       3      4       5       6      7        8      9     10     11     12    M

Figure 5. Reliability test of SCAR marker for M. domestica in 
different M. domestica population and other fly population and from 
different regions in China. 
1: M. domestica (Beijing ), 2: M. domestica(Jilin),  3: M. domestica 

(Chang chun),4: M. domestica (Chengdu), 5: M. domestica (Nanjing), 
6: M. domestica (Guangzhou),7: M. domestica (Jingzhou),  8: M. 

domestica (Culture), 9: C. megacephata (Guangzhou),10: L. sericata 

(Guangzhou),  11: H. melanura (Guangzhou),12: Lucilia cupirina 

(Guangzhou), M: 100 bp DNA marker.

3.4. Cluster analysis

  The identification of necrophagous fly species used 8 
specific ISSR primers, and the result of UPGMA analysis 
among the most abundant carrion fly species from 12 cities 
and regions in China the following clustering pattern was 
demonstrated: M. domestica from 10 different regions in 
China clustered together in one tree and the M. domestica 

from different regions in China had been divided into four 
groups at different levels. M. domestica from Guangzhou, 
Yichang, Nanjing was clustered into one group and from 
Jilin and Chongqing was clustered into another group. M. 

domestica from Guangzhou culture fly, Guangzhou Panyu 
and Changchun was clustered into one group. M. domestica 
from Shenzhen, Guangdong Yangjiang and Beijing was 
clustered into one group. Most of the C. megacephala from 
different regions in China was clustered into one tree. Most 
of L. sericata from different regions in China was clustered 
into one tree (Figure 6).

M. domestica(Yangjiang)
M. domestica(Beijing)

M. domestica(Jilin)
M. domestica(Chongqing)

M. domestica(shenzhen)
M. domestica(Guangzhou)
M. domestica (Yichang)
M. domestica (Nanjing)

C. megacephata(Chongqing)
C. megacephata(Beijing)
C. megacephata(Jilin)
C. megacephata(Yichang)
Helicophagella melanura(Jilin)
Boettchensca peregnna(Guangzhou)
L. sericata(Yangjiang)
C. megacephata(Guangzhou)
Helicophagella melanura(Changchun)
C. megacephata(Yangjiang)
Helicophagella melanura(Panyu)
Helicophagella melanura(Chongqing)
L. sericata(Shengzheng)
L. sericata(Chongqing)
L. sericata(Beijing)
L. sencata(Changchun)
L.sericata(Jinlin)
C. megacephata(Wuhan)
Boettchensca peregrnna(Yangjiang)
M. domestica(Culture)
M. domestica(Changchun)
M. domestica(Panyu)

Figure 6. Dendrograms derived from an unweighted pair group 
method analysis (UPGMA) with cluster analysis based on ISSR 
markers among different necrophagous fly species. 
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to overcome these limitations. It requires a relatively simple DNA extraction and 

PCR amplification using, potentially, a single primer, therefore reducing the cost 

of analysis. If used as a preliminary tool for identification, prior to sequencing of 

the COI gene, it could provide a forensic case with a preliminary identification of 

species prior to COI amplification and sequencing.  

 

5.1.6 Aims 
 

This chapter aims to examine the applicability of ISSR-PCR as a preliminary 

identification tool for species assignment of calliphorids. The aims are: 

 

1. Determine whether varying amounts of DNA template affect the band 

fingerprints that are produced from ISSR-PCR 

2. Determine whether ISSR-PCR products can be used to assign species 

identity from a large database of globally distributed forensically important 

blowflies 

3. Examine whether the DNA fingerprints produced from ISSR-PCR products 

can be used to differentiate different populations of C. vicina. 

 

5.2 Results 
 

5.2.1 Variation in DNA concentration 
 

The first aim of this study was to determine whether the amount of DNA template 

used would alter the results in a way that could lead to the misidentification of 

species. In most ISSR-PCR reactions in the literature, 20ng of template is used 

as a standard. If the sample is degraded then this amount may not be possible to 

be used so 7ng, 15ng and 20ng were used from three separate C. vicina adults 

(figure 5.10: a, b and c). As seen in figure 5.10, the amount of DNA did not alter 

the results; all bands were present in the lower DNA amount lanes (figure 5.10 

lanes 2, 5 and 8). This confirms that 20ng is an acceptable amount of DNA 

template to use and if needed, smaller amounts could be used if sample 

amounts were low or the DNA degraded. It can be seen, however, that this 

population of C. vicina, collected close to a harbour in Portsmouth, displayed 

different banding patterns, possibly corresponding to several haplotypes.  
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Reproducibility was also tested by amplifying identical samples on both different 

thermo-cyclers and different days (gel not shown). No variation was seen 

between thermo-cyclers or days. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of ISSR1 on three 

separate C.vicina adults (a), (b) and (c). It can be seen that the lower DNA concentration 

lanes show the same bands as higher concentrations lanes. Lane 1: DNA marker; lane 

2: 7ng DNA sample (a); lane 3: 15ng DNA sample (a); lane 4: 20ng DNA sample (a); 

lane 5: 7ng DNA sample (b); lane 6: 15ng DNA sample (b); lane 7: 20ng DNA sample 

(b); lane 8: 7ng DNA sample (c); lane 9: 15ng DNA sample (c); lane 10: 20ng DNA 

sample (c); lane 11: negative PCR control. 

 

 

5.2.2 Determination of potential ISSR fingerprint for interspecific 
variation  

 

The second aim of this study was to determine whether the bands produced from 

ISSR-PCR amplification of DNA templates from a global database of blowflies 

could produce DNA ‘fingerprints’ to assign a rapid preliminary identification. The 

majority of DNA templates successfully amplified ISSR-PCR products with the 

six primers examined (outlined in Chapter Two). Some DNA templates that did 

not amplify were either poorly preserved or relatively old samples (>10 years old) 
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and were therefore excluded from the study. ISSR-PCR products were resolved 

by 2% agarose 1x TBE gel electrophoresis (figures 5.11-5.13) band sizes 

calculated using GeneSnap. Both the computer method and human method 

were trialled and it was found that the computer method of band size calculation 

was more accurate and time efficient than counting visually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.11: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from various 

species using ISSR15 primer. 
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Figure 5.12: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from L. sericata 

using ISSR1 primer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.13: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from various 

species using ISSR2 primer. 
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Figure 5.14: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from a P. 

terranovae population collected in Portsmouth, UK using ISSR3 primer. 

 

Of the three primers shown in this study, none produced bands that were found 

to be specific to a species (figures 5.15-5.17). Other primers were used and 

examined (ISSR1-ISSR4) however the results had the same outcome, the ISSR 

bands were not species specific (data not shown). Some primers amplified many 

ISSR-PCR bands (eg ISSR15 figure 5.16).  In this study though, every amplified 

band was included in the analysis, which is not the case in all studies where only 

clear bands were included in the analysis (Zheng et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012).  

The conclusion is that when many samples from a range of species are analysed 

it is not possible to find bands that are species specific. Some species produced 

no bands with certain primers such as seen with L. ampullucea when using 

ISSR6, however produced bands with other primer sets. 

 

One set of bands; approximately 280bp in size was amplified in only P. 

terranovae (Portsmouth) adults (figure 5.15 circled). This could provide a specific 

identification, however, more populations of the species need to be included for 

further analysis.  
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Figure 5.15: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when using primer ISSR6 on the 

various species of calliphorids. Some species produced no bands, however, they were amplified 

successfully with other primer sets.   	  
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Figure 5.16: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when using primer ISSR12 on the 

various species of calliphorids. The red circle indicates possible species-specific bands in P. 

terranovae.  
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Figure 5.17: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when using primer ISSR6 on the 

various species of calliphorids  
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5.2.3 Determination of potential ISSR fingerprint for intraspecific 
variation  

 

The third aim was to examine whether ISSR-PCR produced any species-specific 

bands that were unique on an intraspecific level within populations of C. vicina. 

Several populations were collected or acquired and ISSR-PCR was applied 

(figures 5.18-5.23).  ISSR1-4 produced many bands and none were found to be 

unique (data not shown).  ISSR 6 showed one band that was amplified in C. 

vicina collected in the Netherlands (figure 5.22), however, it was not shown to be 

present in any other C. vicina in the population so would not be able to be used 

as an identification marker.  

 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Figure 5.18: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from C. vicina 

populations using ISSR12 primer. 
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Figure 5.19: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from C. vicina 

populations using ISSR12 primer. 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Figure 5.20: 1x TBE 2% agarose gel showing the amplification of DNA from C. vicina 

populations using ISSR1 primer. 
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Figure 5.21: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when examining C. vicina 

populations using ISSR6 primer. 
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Figure 5.22: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when examining C. vicina 

populations using ISSR12 primer. The red arrows indicate a possible intraspecific band. 
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Figure 5.23: Schematic showing the band sizes produced when examining C. vicina 

populations using ISSR15 primer. 
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5.3  Discussion 
 

The main objective of this study was to determine whether ISSR-PCR has the 

potential to be used as a rapid, preliminary identification tool when applied to 

calliphorid samples. When previous literature was examined, ISSR-PCR was 

shown to be cost effective, requiring little to no knowledge of genome data of the 

species of interest, and due to it being used for population genetics, it could 

potentially resolve the identity of closely related species..  

 

Before the technique could be used on a large database of calliphorids, the 

limitations associated with ISSR-PCR were examined such as variation in DNA 

template concentration. This was shown to have little to no effect on the bands 

produced (figure 5.13). It was originally thought that with a decrease in DNA 

concentration, bands would drop out. If this was the case and the technique was 

used as an identification tool, this could lead to misidentification. However, ISSR-

PCR appears to show greater specificity and less sensitivity to changes in 

conditions than are commonly associated with RAPDs (Pérez et al., 1998). The 

main advantage with RAPDs that made the technique an appealing identification 

tool was the rapid nature and quick data analysis. Due to the sensitivity however, 

RAPDs are rarely used but ISSR-PCR shows the potential to overcome these 

limitations. 

 

5.3.1  Utility as an identification marker 
 

He et al. (2007) showed that particular ISSR primers produced species-specific 

PCR products. In the study, five species of blowfly were examined, with samples 

sizes ranging from 2-10 for species. The annealing temperatures used in the 

study for some primers were very low, so the same principle was applied in this 

study but with higher annealing temperatures to provide greater specificity. It was 

hoped that by applying these same primers to a much larger calliphorid database 

consisting of 26 species with between 1 and 10 individuals in each species 

population, more species-specific products would be produced. No bands were 

produced that were found to be species specific. A reason for this may be 

because the inter simple sequence repeats are not fixed within a species or 

population, and are more likely to vary in position due to their limited functional 
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restraints. Therefore, over time, the position of the repeated region could be 

altered.  

 

Many published studies have counted only clear, distinct bands and in the data 

analysis, counted the faint bands as absent (He et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2010, 

Lui et al., 2012). In this study, every band was included, as a faint band could 

show potential to be species specific. This limited the identification of species-

specific bands.  

 

Twenty-six different species of forensically important blowfly were included in this 

study. Of the two published papers that have applied ISSR-PCR to calliphorids, 

neither have included other species found in neighbouring countries and both 

used small sample sizes, therefore they had a greater chance of finding a 

species-specific band. Due to the inclusion of a large number of species 

consisting of several populations in this study, the possibility of finding a species-

specific band to one insect genus was limited. With the increase in taxon 

sampling, the chance of identifying a species-specific band is hypothesised to 

decrease.  

 

In this study, ISSR-PCR products were resolved to a 10bp interval in figures 

5.14-5.16. This may have contributed the lack of species-specific bands 

identified. No other published study has analysed the bands in such detail to 

place into groups. As seen in figure 5.15, a band was identified in P. terranovae, 

however, bands were also identified in other species ±10bp of the P. terranovae 

circle band. This is a limitation to using ISSR-PCR to identify species, as 

resolution by agarose gel is not accurate enough to place definitive band 

estimates. To improve this, acrylamide gels could be used, however, this 

appeared to make little difference when it was tried in this study (data not 

shown). 

 

The majority of ISSR-PCR literature has examined gene flow, population 

diversity, cladogram distribution and phylogeny (table 5.1). This involves 

converting the PCR band data into binary, commonly done by hand, and this can 

be time consuming depending on the number of bands that are produced, such 

as seen with ISSR15 (figure 5.16). This was not needed in this study, as the 
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main aim was to examine the utility of ISSR-PCR as a rapid identification tool for 

producing species-specific bands. If binary data were to be used, the technique 

would no longer be rapid and would therefore not provide a main advantage over 

amplification and sequencing of the COI gene. Gene flow, phylogeny and 

population structure were also not needed as other gene standards, such as the 

CPS (Singh et al., 2010; Singh & Wells, 2013), ITS2 (Nelson et al,. 2008; Song, 

et al,. 2008) and COI genes (Harvey et al, 2008) have been shown to provide 

information regarding these. Analysis of regions of the COI will always be the 

main technique used, however, ISSR-PCR was hypothesised to be a rapid tool 

for providing a preliminary identification while analysis of COI is performed.   

 

Dividing the ISSR-PCR data into intraspecific data for C. vicina showed no 

specific markers that could provide identification. This was found to be the case 

with all ISSR primers examined. It was hoped that C. vicina would display some 

geographic, population specific ISSR-PCR bands that could be used, however, 

possibly due to the distribution of C. vicina, no specific bands were seen. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four, C. vicina is distributed throughout the world and due 

to the constant mixing of populations; ISSR bands are possibly more dynamic 

than originally thought. To examine this more closely, generations of a C. vicina 

population would need to be examined to analysed ISSR band fingerprints.   

 

5.3.2  SCAR markers 
 

As no species-specific bands were produced in this study, SCAR markers could 

not be explored. These ultimately could have provided a rapid identification tool 

for calliphorid samples but need to be identified by ISSR. The main disadvantage 

with published SCAR markers that have been designed against calliphorids is 

the small sample size used to test them on. As mentioned previously in the 

above paragraphs, this study included 26 species of calliphorids and several 

populations of some species. These SCAR markers need to be applied on a 

database of this size, to determine the usefulness and applicability to the 

identification of calliphorid samples. This is a significant implication to the ISSR-

PCR technique, as it may not identify species correctly when analysed on a large 

taxon database. Also, SCAR markers have only been designed on a few 

calliphorid species (figure 5.7) (He et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2010).  
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SCAR markers can be very time consuming to design, test and implement as 

many variables need to be examined such as population effect, cross binding 

with closely related species and the utility of the technique in regard to time and 

cost. It would also be desirable if SCAR markers were small PCR products, as 

this would allow them to be utilised on degraded and poorly preserved samples, 

commonly experienced with museum studies and old case studies. 

 

5.4  Conclusion 
 

This study has shown that ISSR-PCR, when implemented on a larger taxon 

database of calliphorids, produces PCR products that do not conform to a 

species-specific pattern, both for inter- and intraspecific variation. The large 

amount of data that are produced from ISSR-PCR has been shown to facilitate 

population genetics due to the ease of amplification and examination of data; 

however, few people have examined it as an identification tool. The results from 

this study indicate that the large amount of variation produced from ISSR-PCR is 

unsuitable to be used for identification. The analysis of the COI gene and 

barcoding region will always be the standard tool. From this study, it is therefore 

recommended that ISSR-PCR not be used as an identification tool when 

analysing several populations and species of blowfly due to large variation and 

limited fixation of DNA regions.  
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Chapter Six 
General Discussion and Conclusion 

 

 

 
6.1  Discussion 
 

6.1.1 An analysis of molecular techniques for the identification of 
forensically important insects 

 

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate the utility of molecular techniques to 

provide information, relating to the identification of insects commonly seen in 

forensic entomological investigations (Nelson et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2008;  

Preativatanyou et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2012 Samarakoon et al., 2012), with 

the emphasis on single gene analysis and application of a rapid technique for 

identification of species. In addition, subsequent information such as seasonality, 

and the geographical location of origin was also examined. This was achieved by 

investigating three main areas of insect molecular genetics: 

 

• A novel use of nested PCR amplification applied to insect samples held in 

a museum, which provided information on the identity of mixed samples, 

seasonality and geographical origin of samples dating back over 1000 

years.  In collaboration, this approach was extended by using high-

throughput sequencing technologies. 

• The application and analysis of a multi-gene approach and morphological 

analysis to identify a species of Calliphoridae from South Africa, 

highlighting the importance of a multi-gene approach when examining 

closely related species and possibility of founder effects in Calliphoridae. 

• Examination of the applicability of ISSR-PCR to provide a rapid tool for 

preliminary identification of Calliphorid samples, for examination of both 

inter- and intra-specific variation. 
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6.1.2  Application of Next Generation Sequencing  
 
Since the advent of next-generation sequencing technologies such as 454, 

Illumina Genome Analyser, SOLiD and RAD-Tag sequencing, these have been 

increasingly used in entomological research. For example, the sequencing of the 

transcriptome of non-model organisms such as Lepidoptera species (Vera et al., 

2008; Mikheyev et al., 2010) and the sequencing of genomes from populations to 

examine SNP’s and other variations between Diptera populations, in particular 

Drosophila (Ranz, et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2012). In recent 

years, the incorporation of these techniques into forensic entomology has 

occurred. This has had large implications in the field of gene expression patterns 

as indicators of the age of forensic samples, and population genetics with the 

sequencing of the L. sericata transcriptome. Sze et al., (2012) sequenced the 

transcriptome of L. sericata and by generating this data, gene expression studies 

(Tarone et al. 2011; Boehme et al. 2012) can be expanded to include more novel 

gene profiles to aid in estimation of PMImin. Studies such as this can also be 

applied to population genetic studies (Picard et al., 2012). Next-generation 

sequencing, however, has mainly been utilised as a tool for genome analysis 

and has not been extensively applied to forensic casework, and in particular, 

none have been applied to puparia samples obtained from museum collections.  

 

Next-generation sequencing has been successful in amplifying ancient DNA from 

Neanderthals (Gilbert et al., 2007; Green et al., 2010) and Woolly Mammoth 

(Mammuthus primigenius) (Krause et al., 2006; Poinar et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 

2008; Miller et al., 2008; Lister, 2009), however, next generation sequencing 

technologies have not yet been used for species origin, in particular insects. The 

information that can be gained from accurate species identification has been 

shown in this thesis to be invaluable to museum cases, because the behaviour of 

species can shed light on several events (Nystrom et al., 2005; Huchet & 

Greenberg, 2010), such as the season at which death occurred (Gilbert & Bass, 

1967) and geographic origin of the material. In this thesis, a two-way approach, 

using both morphological and molecular analysis, successfully identified insect 

samples from two museum case studies from widely different ages. The ability to 

determine seasonality from species identity has been explored previously; 

however identification has relied on taxonomic keys of limited accuracy and 
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seasonality has often been inferred   from only one species (Gilbert & Bass, 

1967).  

 

6.1.2.1 Next-Generation Sequencing in Forensic Entomology 
 

The samples used in this thesis consisted of a wide range of species, and with 

next generation sequencing able to determine individual sequences from a 

mixed DNA sample set by using universal primers that recognise highly 

conserved sequences, species identity was examined.  Consequently, the 

unambiguously identified Chrysomya and Calliphora species can now be used 

as the basis to find out more about seasonality and geographic location. (See 

Example One in Chapter Three (figure 3.15)). It has not been possible to 

comment on seasonality from the species identified in the samples to date 

because this is dependent on both the species having a seasonal presence, and 

this having been previously studied.  It should be noted that regional variations in 

climate may affect the seasonality of individual species, so species identification 

is just the first step.  For Example One, however, it was possible to suggest a 

geographic location of origin based on the molecular techniques of both nested-

PCR and 454 sequencing.   

 

The thesis compared two molecular identification techniques, 454 deep 

sequencing and nested-PCR.  The aim was to see whether both identified the 

same species from a mixed sample. The 454 sequencing was found to be the 

more advantageous method, as the large amount of data that is produced gives 

this technique extra sensitivity to detect less abundant species and so identifies 

many more species. The nested-PCR approach, although less sensitive, does 

have its merits as it can be widely used in labs that have limited access to high-

throughput sequencing technologies. In the comparison reported both 

techniques identified the same major species that contributed to the samples 

thus validating either approach.  

 

6.1.2.2 Morphological and Molecular Approach 
 

An important consideration that this thesis has demonstrated is the benefit of 

using both a morphological as well as a molecular approach to identify insect 
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species. In Chapter Three (Example One), the morphological approach rapidly 

indicated that the samples had become contaminated with contemporary 

Coleoptera and Lepidotera while in storage. Without application of taxonomic 

keys and entomological expertise, similarly seen with Panagiotakopulu (2003), 

all samples could have potentially been regarded as ancient. This reiterated the 

need of using both forms of identification techniques. 

 

6.1.2.3 Implications of Taxon Sampling 
 

Taxon sampling, as discussed in Chapter One and Four, is a critical factor in 

taxonomic and phylogenetic analyses. Results of the analyses depend highly on 

the taxa that are incorporated into the analysis. Studies have shown to prove that 

taxon sampling is critical in these analyses in showing that the included taxa 

have an effect on the outcome (Rannala et al., 1998; Zwickl & Hillis, 2002; 

Ogden et al., 2005). Taxonomic keys and phylogenetic analysis are both limited 

in regards to the reliance of previously examined species and the inclusion of 

sequences species in genetic databases respectively, as seen with Chapter 

Four. Sufficient taxon sampling was found to be critical in this thesis particularly 

for the analysis of sequences that were produced from museum samples. As 

previously described, the major problem facing the analysis of ancient DNA is 

that it can be to far degraded, in the first instance to produce a specific band by 

PCR amplification which limits the number of good quality sequence reads over 

long DNA stretches, which can then used to accurately determine species 

identity. As shown in this thesis, next-generation sequencing bypasses the 

limitations associated with amplification and sequencing as only small fragments 

are sequenced. In addition a smaller barcoding region from within COI was used 

in this study, has also been shown to provide sufficient information to resolve 

species identity in the cases studied.  Further analysis of a wider range of 

species will be needed to determine whether the smaller barcoding region will be 

more generally applicable. 

 

To summarise, firstly this study has shown that next-generation sequencing 

provides a way of assigning the identity of species from a pooled sample of 

unknown origin. No published study has used next generation sequencing as a 

tool for identification of unknown samples from museum storage. Its advantage 
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over nested-PCR lies in its sensitivity as it can detect sequences from rare 

components of the sample.  Its major disadvantage at present is that it is a 

relatively complex, high-cost procedure, but this may change over the next few 

years as technology advances.  The next step is to use information of species 

identity to provide clues to events such as seasonality and mortuary regimes 

such as the interval between death and interment. Identification of the 

geographical origin of a sample from the identity of associated insects may also 

provide reliable evidence in contested cases involving the repatriation of human 

remains from museum samples.  

 

Secondly, nested-PCR has been used in entomological research to amplify a 

region of the COI gene to assign identity. This technique was examined for its 

ability to amplify ancient DNA for species assignment. It is a simple, rapid and 

accessible method that differs from high-throughput sequencing methods in its 

reduced sensitivity. 

 

Both approaches have implications for the entomological and forensic biology 

community. It has been shown that next-generation sequencing and nested-PCR 

can provide reliable information on previously unusable samples from cold 

cases, archaeological sites and museum samples that previous methods cannot.  

 

6.1.3 Application of Multi-Gene Approaches for Species 
Identification 

 

There are, however, problems that arise from the amount and diversity of the 

sequence data acquired in these methods. One problem to arise in the analyses 

in this thesis was the problem of dealing with sequences that do not cluster 

within a species clade in the phylogenetic tree. As seen in Chapter Three (figure 

3.14), a sequence was produced that pooled in close proximity to C. vicina with 

high bootstrap values supporting the phylogeny, but which appeared to be 

significantly distinct. This led to the examination of possible closely related 

species of C. vicina in regards to African fauna. 
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6.1.3.1 Previous Research 
 

In forensic cases, correct species identification is imperative when an accurate 

PMI estimation is required. In recent years, sequence analysis of the COI gene 

has become the standard tool for identification (Harvey et al., 2008; Byrd & 

Castner, 2009; Debry et al., 2012). It has been shown, however, that with closely 

related calliphorid species, the use of a single gene such as COI can be 

insufficient (Stevens & Wall, 1996, 1997; Tourle et al., 2009; Sonet et al., 2012). 

One such problem of identification was analysed in this thesis considering C. 

croceipalpis, which is hypothesised to be closely related to C. vicina (Villet, M. 

Personal Communication), a recently invasive species in South Africa.  

 

Samples believed to be C. croceipalpis, a native fly to South Africa, were 

provided from two different populations, as described in Chapter Four. When 

examined morphologically, however, differences in the key taxonomic features 

became apparent, raising doubts about their identity. These morphological 

differences may have been due to founder effects, as previously seen in other 

insects (Reiland et al., 2002; Foresman et al., 2012). As C. croceipalpis is often 

used in forensic analysis in South Africa (Richards et al., 2009), the correct 

identification of the species is critical.  Populations of C. vicina have begun to 

move to the central areas of Africa, possibly due to climatic effects and is 

hypothesised to be currently only in a quarter of Africa (Villet, personal 

communication). Consequently it is probably not sufficient to assume the identity 

of a forensic calliphorid as C. croceipalpis.  

 

It has been shown previously that by using both mitochondrial and nuclear 

genes, species identity and phylogeny can be more accurately determined and 

the existence of hybrids can be hypothesised (Lessard et al., 2009; Singh et al., 

2010; Zaidi et al., 2010; Singh & Wells, 2013). This led to a multi-gene approach 

being used in this thesis, similar to the one used by Singh et al. (2013) with an 

aim of analysing both populations, both morphologically and molecular, to 

examine the utility of identification techniques.  

  

Results from the combined approach showed that a population of C. vicina had 

undergone founder effects and assumed morphological similarities to local 
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populations of C. croceipalpis in the Southern Cape of South Africa. Therefore 

using morphology alone to confidently assign identity was not a sufficient 

identification method. When multiple genes were analysed, it was found that this 

species was C. vicina and originally identified incorrectly due to ambiguous 

taxonomic features.    

  

6.1.3.2 Multiple Gene Analysis 
 

The second aim of this study was to examine whether C. croceipalpis could be 

assigned correct identity using just a combination of mitochondrial and nuclear 

genes. The COI gene of the mitochondrial genome was used as it has been 

shown in previous studies to differentiate both Calliphorid (Wells & Sperling, 

1999, 2001; Nelson et al., 2007) and Sarcophagid species (Meiklejohn et al., 

2011). Alongside the mitochondrial gene analysis the nuclear ITS2 gene was 

used as it has previously been shown to be successful in barcoding in both 

plants (Michiels et al., 2003; Yao et al., 2010), fungi (Turenne & Sanche, 1999; 

Ferrer et al., 2001; Dentinger et al., 2011) and Diptera (Wilkerson et al., 2004; 

Nelson et al., 2007; Song et al., 2008;). The CPS gene has been examined in 

microbes (Davis et al., 1980; Flores et al., 1994; Chansiri & Bagnara, 1995; 

Lawson et al., 1996), and was discovered to be present within invertebrates by 

Hong et al. (1994). It is not until recently however, that the gene has been used 

for identification purposes in Calliphoridae. As previously mentioned in Chapter 

Four, Singh and Wells (2012) used the CPS gene with the COI to differentiate 

species and to analyse the phylogeny of the Calliphoridae, in particular the 

Chrysomyinae. No study has previously used the COI, ITS2 and the CPS gene 

together to analyse the efficiency of a multi-gene approach for the identification 

of closely related species. 

 

Using the COI, ITS2 and the CPS gene, C. croceipalpis collected from 

Grahamstown in South Africa was successfully assigned identity, with strong 

bootstrap value in all analyses used and displayed phylogenetic similarity to C. 

vicina. A population collected from Pretoria (South Africa), was subsequently 

found to be C. vicina from a South African population. Morphological features 

however were difficult to distinguish between the two species, indicating that 

founder effects had taken place. This study demonstrates the need to use multi-
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gene regions of both mitochondrial and nuclear, to produce an accurate 

assignment of species. Too few studies utilise both a nuclear and mitochondrial 

molecular identification technique to assign identity. With recent invasive 

species, such as C. vicina in South Africa, it is imperative to analyse both DNA 

regions to gain a broader understanding of the genotype and phenotypic features 

of the species. If species are incorrectly identified, as mentioned in Chapter One, 

this could result in an under- or over-estimated PMI estimation since 

developmental rates can differ even between closely related species (Kamal, 

1958; Davies & Ratcliffe, 1994; Anderson, 2000). An important consideration 

when performing future work would be to examine the developmental rates 

between these two species. 

 

This study justifies the need for a multi-gene analysis within a combined 

molecular and morphological approach when considering unusual or atypical 

forensic samples.  As mentioned previously, many studies rely solely on 

molecular techniques to assign identity. Taxonomic keys, though flawed in 

regards to taxon sampling and the experience needed to identify features, should 

be relied upon as much as molecular techniques. With the increase in invasive 

species due to climate change and increased global trade and travel, as seen in 

this study with C. vicina, it reiterates the need to utilise both multi-gene analysis 

and a taxonomic approach. Behavioural cues between species that have not 

previously been sympatric are unknown, with some debate on the possible 

chance of hybrids species between Lucilia sp. (Stevens & Wall, 1996; Wells & 

Wall, 2007; Tourle et al., 2009; Sonet et al., 2012) and Calliphora sp (Villet, 

personal communication). The results from this study have shown that 

identification based solely on morphological features (figures 4.7-4.9) and 

amplification of a COI fragment (figure 4.11) can produce a misidentification and 

potentially effect later PMImin estimations when using developmental data based 

on an incorrect species assignment.  The downside to this conclusion is that this 

approach will lengthen the time taken for forensic analysis. 

 

For the majority of calliphorids, amplification and sequencing of a PCR product is 

the standard procedure to assign species identity. No molecular technique exists 

that is accurate, rapid and provides a convincing species identity prior to 

sequencing of, for example, the COI gene.  
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6.1.4  Use of ISSR-PCR as a Rapid Identification Tool 
 

Inter-simple sequence repeats (ISSR) have proven to be successful in 

differentiating populations of rice (Reddy et al., 2009), sheep (Zamani & Akhondi, 

2011), cotton (Liu & Wendel, 2001), and other plants (Bornet & Branchard, 2001; 

Ye et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2012) and Lepidoptera (Radjabi et al., 2012), however, 

its utility in providing correct assignment has only been recently examined in 

Calliphorids (He et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2010). 

 

Inter simple sequence repeat-PCR was examined in this thesis for its 

applicability and usefulness as a tool for rapid identification of individuals from a 

large set of calliphorid species. Previous studies have been limited by the use of 

a small number of species and small sample sizes, as seen by He et al. (2007). 

The aim of this study was to evaluate ISSR-PCR as a rapid tool for both inter- 

and intra-specific variation. As previously discussed, large amounts of both 

interspecific and intraspecific variation were found, with no convincing species-

specific bands being detected. Whilst previous papers could identify species by 

this method, increasing the numbers of species and then the numbers of 

populations examined uncovers more diversity in the ISSR results than 

expected. The band pattern achieved using convenient, simple agarose gel 

electrophoresis was also a disadvantage due to the lack of fine resolution of 

band sizes. Other methods such as poly-acrylamide gels were tried but produced 

the same results. Intraspecific variation was also examined in C. vicina 

populations collected from around the world, however, this also showed a 

significant diversity in banding patterns within populations that would limit their 

use in forensic analysis.  

 

This study found that ISSR-PCR is not a suitable tool for the detection of 

species-specific bands to facilitate in species identification due to the high levels 

of variation found within populations and species. It is recommended that the tool 

be used for population studies on a small scale, such as region specific 

populations and not as identification markers for species. 
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6.2  Future Work 
 

In addition to the methods described in Chapter Two, aspects of two studies in 

this thesis can be expanded for further work and are discussed below. 

  

6.2.1  Identification of Museum Stored Insect Samples 
 

With the constant development of next-generation sequencing technologies and 

with their cost decreasing, these techniques are becoming more readily 

accessible to ‘low cost’ labs and for routine forensic analysis. In Chapter Three, 

approximately 1800 contigs were sequenced from samples that were estimated 

to be approximately 150-300 years old. This is a relatively low number of contigs 

for this method, and the sample would be expected to produce many more, as 

seen in previous studies on aDNA (Poinar et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2008; Miller 

et al., 2008; Lister, 2009; Green et al., 2010). An improvement would be the 

generation of more contigs from the samples to examine whether more species 

were present than those examined in the contigs in Chapter Three. If the 

sequence from a particular species was present however in less than 1 in 2000 

samples it is unlikely to have been a predominant form on the original source. 

This could potentially provide more information regarding origin of the individual 

mummified remains examined. 

 

6.2.2  Analysis of Calliphora croceipalpis  
 

It is clear from the results obtained in Chapter Four that the population of C. 

vicina, collected in Pretoria, South Africa, has undergone founder effects, based 

upon molecular data examined from both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. The 

morphological features were ambiguous and provided a misidentification when 

examined by an expert taxonomist, The species status of C. croceipalpis was 

seen to be related to C. vicina, however further analysis can be performed for a 

deeper look at the phylogeny.  

 

As previously described, taxon sampling is a critical factor in the success of 

species assignment. Several populations of C. croceipalpis, collected from 

around South Africa, need to be incorporated into the analysis as a small 
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population size was used in this thesis. This would allow a greater examination, 

both from a morphological and a molecular aspect, to compare closely related 

species, such as C. vicina and C. croceipalpis. What this study has shown is that 

one cannot assume that C. croceipalpis is not sympatric with C. vicina 

populations in parts of South Africa.  The secondary question of whether the 

described sample is a variant of C. vicina, with unusual morphology, or a hybrid 

requiring further analysis. Examining more populations of C. vicina and C. 

croceipalpis collected from South Africa would provide a further justification for 

the hypothesis of founder effects between the two species. A comparative study 

of developmental rates, immature stages and morphology would provide 

information on the species status of calliphorids in this part of the world.  

 

6.3  Conclusion 
 

Overall, this study has evaluated the utility, application and implications of 

molecular techniques in calliphorid sample identification. Species identification in 

these investigation not only provide the identity vital for post-mortem interval 

estimations, but new molecular sequencing technologies can also provide wide-

ranging species assignment which can potentially shed light on the geographic 

origin, seasonality and possible relocation of samples stored in museum 

collections. The examination of a multi-gene approach for species assignment 

has shown the importance of using several genes for analysis. This not only 

provides accurate, reliable identification but also has been shown to aid in 

resolving species identity for closely related species of calliphorids. Overall, a 

combination of both molecular and taxonomic identification methods has shown 

to be of importance when dealing with sympatric species thought to be closely 

related and to provide information that is of great significance to both 

contemporary forensic and museum case studies. 
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Appendices 
 

 
 
Appendix 2.1: 18 ISSR-PCR primers used before optimisation of PCR conditions. All were 

obtained from He et al. (2007). *Selected primer for analysis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primer Sequence (5’ – 3’) 
ISSR1* (CA)6AC 
ISSR2* (CA)6GT  
ISSR3* (CA)6AG 
ISSR4* (CA)6GG 
ISSR5* (CAC)4GC 
ISSR6* (AG)8TA 
ISSR7 (AG)8TC 
ISSR8 (CT)8AC 
ISSR9 (CT)8GC 
ISSR10 (CT)8TG 
ISSR11 (CTC)4GC 
ISSR12* (GA)6GG  
ISSR13  (GAG)4GC 
ISSR14  (GT)6CC  
ISSR15*  (GACA)4 
ISSR16  (GTGC)4  
ISSR17  (TG)8GT  
ISSR18  (AAT)6 
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Appendix 3.1: Bootstrap neighbour joining tree of nested-PCR sequences obtained from puparia 

of approximately 150-300 years old against a database of calliphorids using the Tamura-Nei 

model under 500 replicates 
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 Cyn. cadaverina AF259505.1

 C. pattoni DQ345095.1

 C. croceipalpis (Grahamstown)
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 C. vomitoria (Montferrier-Sur-Lez France) EU418569.1

 C. vomitoria GQ223336.1

 Tric. calliphoroides EU880177.1
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Appendix 3.2: Bootstrap neighbour joining tree of nested-PCR sequences from puparia of 

approximately 500-1200 years old against a database of calliphorids using the Tamura-Nei 

model under 500 replicates 
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 Ch. megacephala (Hawaii United States...

 Ch. megacephala (Malaysia) AY909052.1
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 Ch. megacephala (Perth Australia) AB1...
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 Ch. saffranea (Broome Australia) EU41(2)

 Ch. megacephala (Sydney Australia) EU...

 Ch. saffranea (Brisbane Australia) AB...

 Ch. megacephala (Perth Australia) AB1(2)

 Ch. varipes (Sydney Australia) EU4185...

 Ch. varipes (Perth Australia) AB112867.1

 Ch. varipes (Adelaide Australia) AF29...

 Ch. varipes (Perth Australia) AB112869.1

 Ch. varipes (Perth Australia) AB112868.1

 Ch. varipes (Gladstone Australia) EU4...

 Ch. rufifacies (Perth Australia) EU41...

 Ch. rufifacies (Perth Australia) AB11(2)

 Ch. rufifacies (Campbell Town Tasmani...

 Ch. rufifacies (Florida USA) AF083658.1

 Ch. rufifacies (Perth Australia) AB11...

 Ch. rufifacies (Chingmei Taipei City ...

 Ch. rufifacies (Knoxville USA) EU4185...

 Ch. rufifacies (Oahu Hawaii USA) EU41...

 Ch. rufifacies (Malaysia) AY909054.1
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 Ch. albiceps (Deka Zimbabwe) AB112849.1

 Ch. albiceps (KwaZulu-Natal South Afr(2)

 Ch. albiceps (Deka Zimbabwe) AB112858.1

 L. sericata (Langford Somerset UK) AJ...

 L. sericata (Los Angeles USA) AJ417715.1

 L. cuprina (Chiang Mai University Lab...

 L. cuprina (Waianae Hawaii) AJ417705.1

 L. cuprina (Honolulu Hawaii) AJ417704.1

 L. cuprina (Townsville Australia) AJ4...

 L. cuprina (Dorie New Zealand) AJ4177...

 L. cuprina (Gladstone Tasmania) EU418...

 L. cuprina (Perth Australia) AB112852.1

 L. cuprina (Perth Australia) AB112863.1

 L. cuprina (Perth Australia) AB112853.1

 L. sericata (Montferrier-Sur-Lez Fran...

 L. sericata (Pretoria South Africa) A...

 L. sericata (Perth Australia) AB112833.1

 L. sericata (Graaf-Reinet South Afric...

 L. sericata (Hilerod Denmark) AJ417712.1

 L. sericata (Graaf-Reinet South Afric(2)

 L. sericata (Dorie New Zealand) AJ417...

 L. sericata (Pretoria South Africa) A(2)

 L. sericata (Nerja Spain) AJ417716.1

 L. sericata (Harare Zimbabwe) AB112844.1
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 Hy. rostrata (Perth Australia) AB1128...
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